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“Why? Not willing?” Chen Leier asked with her **** figure holding her arms. 

Lin Kai scratched his head, and for a while, he didn’t know how to answer Chen Leier. 

are you willing? 

From a natural point of view, Lin Kai is also willing, after all, he is a normal man, and 
Chen Leier is also an extremely beautiful woman. 

But from the bottom line, Long Xiaoyun’s affairs have not been figured out yet, and Lin 
Kai shouldn’t find another woman. 

Seeing Lin Fai froze for a long time and couldn’t speak, Chen Leier laughed out loud. 

“Puff ha ha ha! What do you think?” 

“You don’t think that I am in love with you?” 

Chen Leier smiled. 

Lin Kai breathed a sigh of relief when he saw this. 

“Scared me.” 

Lin Kai patted his chest. 

“I mean, I want to buy you and become my guardian.” Chen Leier said. 

Guard? 

Is it possible that in the Chen family, how many powers are there? 

“What do you mean?” Lin Kai asked. 

Chen Leier explained: “The Chen family now looks extremely beautiful on the surface, 
but in fact, only the Chen family knows about the dirty and messy secrets.” 

Chen Leier looked out the window, her eyes suddenly dimmed. 



“I don’t want the **** of Chen Feiyu to take over the Chen family. If he takes over the 
Chen family, the whole Chen family will live in a misty atmosphere in the future!” Chen 
Leier said. 

That’s it. 

Chen Leier wants to compete with Chen Feiyu for the Chen family! 

“However, you are a girl, and Chen Feiyu can’t compete with each other, right?” Lin Kai 
raised his biggest question. 

Even if Chen Leier is more aggressive and caring about the Chen family, she is a girl 
after all, and even if Chen Feiyu is a bastard, he is a man after all. 

At this point, Chen Feiyu has a great advantage. 

“Yes, it is difficult, so I need to win over the forces, I need help from others.” 

“Chen Feiyu’s subordinates have Thor. I can’t compare this point.” 

“But, Lin Kai, you have successfully attracted me. I believe that your strength is not 
worse than Thor.” 

“As long as you are willing to follow me, when I truly take control of the Chen family, you 
will be under one person and above 10,000!” 

At this time, Chen Leier raised her beautiful legs and even took out a cigarette from the 
drawer and lit it. 

Chen Leier squinted, looked at Lin Kai, and asked, “Are you willing?” 

Lin Kai touched his nose after hearing this. 

Is he willing? Of course he would! 

After all, after becoming Chen Leier’s guard, he has the opportunity to get to know the 
entire Chen family! 

“Of course I do.” Lin Kai laughed. 

“That would be better,” Chen Leier said lightly. 

It seems that she is expressionless, but in fact, she is happy in her heart. Her 
subordinates finally have someone who can fight Thor! 

She intends to make Lin Kai her secret weapon! 



“By the way, my younger brother, Jiaxuan must report, he will not let you go for today’s 
affairs, don’t go back, it is not safe to go back, go to the first floor to find a room to live 
in.” Chen Leier said lightly. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly when he heard the words, “Hehe, it’s just Chen Feiyu, I don’t care 
about it yet.” 

“It’s not safe for you to go back.” Chen Leier persuaded. 

“I see, it’s not safe. Is it you?” 

Lin Kai said with a smile. 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier laughed at the time. She held her arms 
and said, “My place is absolutely safe!” 

“The entire Chen family villa area is surrounded by the Chen family’s bodyguards, and 
they are monitored for 24 hours.” 

“There is also an ultraviolet alarm system. If there is an emergency, the bodyguards can 
arrive within three minutes. You say I am not safe here?” 

Chen Leier is obviously very confident about her home. 

Upon hearing this, Lin Kai laughed too. 

“Oh, really?” 

Then, Lin Kai strode towards Chen Leier’s dressing table, and saw that he took out a 
black object from behind Chen Leier’s dressing table. 

After Chen Leier saw the black thing, her expression changed. 

Because she discovered that it was a bug! 

“How is it possible? How could there be a bug in my home?” Chen Leier was shocked. 

At the same time, she looked at Lin Kai in surprise. 

“The first time you came to my house, how could you find that there is a bug in my 
house?” Chen Leier was very puzzled. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “Have you forgotten what I did before? I am a special 
soldier, and the ability to detect is the most basic element of a special soldier.” 

Lin Kai’s strong investigative ability is only part of it. 



The bigger part is that Lin Kai used the golden pupil, and every corner of the whole villa 
could not escape Lin Kai’s eyes. 

Then, Lin Kai came to Chen Leier’s bed. He kicked Chen Leier’s bed and broke the floor 
with his hands. At this moment, a black bomb was displayed on Chen Leier. In front of 
Lin Kai. 

After seeing the bomb, Chen Leier’s face changed. 

In her home, there is a bomb hidden under her bed! 

If it weren’t for Lin Kai’s discovery, she might not even know how she died. 

This kind of bomb was very easy to solve for Lin Kai. He broke one of the lines at will, 
and the bomb was already invalid. 

“Not only that, there are surveillance cameras on the chandelier in the living room.” 

“There is an anti-lock mechanism on the door of your house.” 

“Moreover, I observed when I came, half of the security guards patrolling your 
neighborhood are very murderous, and they don’t have a pistol on their waist.” 

“To put it simply, you are actually being controlled all the time, but you don’t know it.” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier’s face became even more ugly. 

If it were not for Lin Kai, she would still be kept in the dark. 

She looked at the bug in her hand and almost gritted her teeth with hatred. 

“Chen Feiyu, I have always underestimated you!” 

After all, Chen Leier severely threw the bug in her hand to the ground, and the bug was 
torn apart at that time! 

After that, she looked up at Lin Kai. 

“Lin Kai, I did not misunderstand you, you are very strong! No matter what you are, you 
are very strong!” Chen Leier said. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and replied, “Thank you for the compliment.” 

“Since your investigative ability is so strong, there is no reason to leave. Starting today, 
you live on the second floor, opposite me, and be my personal bodyguard!” 



Chen Leier said firmly. 

“Huh?” Lin Kai was dumbfounded again after hearing this, Chen Leier actually wanted 
to be her personal bodyguard? 

Bodyguard! 

“This… isn’t it good?” Lin Kai scratched his head. 

Chen Leier glared at Lin Kai: “What’s wrong?” 

“I don’t know how many people smashed their heads and want to be my personal 
bodyguards without a chance! You just have fun!” 

“Besides, there are so many people watching me outside, they may rush in and kill me 
at any time! You are responsible for protecting my safety!” 
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Hearing this, Lin Kai nodded helplessly: “Okay, then.” 

“Little Duo!” 

Chen Leier greeted. 

Soon after, the maid on the first floor trot up. She stood at the door and promised: “Xiao 
Duo is here.” 

“Go and clean up the opposite room. From now on, he will live in our house.” 

“what?” 

At that time Xiaoduo was stunned. 

She has served Chen Leier for many years, and Chen Leier has never brought a man to 
her home. Lin Kai is still the first. 

Moreover, Chen Leier let him live here. 

It seems that the relationship between him and Chen Leier is extraordinary! 

“Ah what? Why don’t you go?” Chen Leier glared at Xiaoduo and ordered. 

“Yes.” 



Xiaoduo agreed and went to clean up the room for Lin Kai. 

Soon after, Lin Kai’s room was cleaned up. 

Lin Kai’s room is very large, and the daily necessities are very complete. The 
environment here is much better than that of the dormitory. 

After all, this is a villa. 

After making a call to Huang Hai to help him not worry about himself, Lin Kai lay on the 
soft Simmons bed and fell asleep. 

The next day, Lin Kai got up early and finished washing. 

As Chen Leier’s bodyguard, she should have the consciousness to follow Chen Leier at 
any time. Chen Leier could not have planned to go out. Lin Kai was still sleeping. 

Soon after, Chen Leier also got up. 

Chen Leier stretched out, opened the door, and walked out of her room. 

Lin Kai’s room is just across from her room. 

And Lin Kai was right at the door of his room. 

Seeing that Chen Leier didn’t wear anything, she wore simple underwear and walked 
out of her room. 

She stretched, yawned, and looked very confused. 

Lin Kai’s eyes widened at the time, because Chen Leier’s figure was too hot! 

As expected of the eldest lady of the Chen family! The figure is hot and plump, without 
the slightest fat on her body, it can be described as a devil figure, an angel face. 

Besides, her underwear is quite sexy… 

At this time, Chen Leier also looked at Lin Kai. 

After seeing Lin Kai, the air seemed to freeze. 

It was quiet for several seconds. 

Then, Chen Leier screamed. 

“Ah ah ah ah ah ah ah!” 



Afterwards, Chen Leier turned and ran back to her room and closed the door. 

Lin Kai looked at the scene of Chen Leier running back to her room just now, still 
remembering. 

This woman has a great body! 

Soon after, Chen Leier’s door opened again. This time, the neatly dressed Chen Leier 
came out of her room. 

She was blushing, wearing a black leather jacket, and her figure was very hot and sexy. 

“I found out that you like wearing leather clothes!” Lin Kai hugged his arms to play with 
the taste. 

Chen Leier glared at Lin Kai: “You shut up! You didn’t see anything just now!” 

“What did I see?” Lin asked with a smile. 

“You still say it!” Chen Leier blushed, her teeth tickled with hatred, and she wished to kill 
Lin Kai! 

She forgot about Lin Kai! She forgot that there was a man in the house, so she walked 
out of her room. 

“Go for breakfast! After breakfast, follow me to the company!” Chen Leier said. 

Lin Kai nodded, and went down the first floor with Chen Leier. 

Xiaoduo had already prepared breakfast, and after a brief meal, the two left the villa. 

Lin Kai also became Chen Leier’s part-time driver. 

Chen Leier’s car is a red Maserati, which is in line with Chen Leier, pungent and noble. 

Soon after, the car reached the parking lot. Since Lin Kai had become Chen Leier’s 
personal bodyguard, Lin Kai could not have to go to the training ground. 

The two walked into the company, and all employees bowed when they saw Chen 
Leier. 

“Vice president is good.” 

vice president? 

Lin Kai asked curiously: “Who is the president?” 



Chen Leier replied irritably: “Chen Feiyu.” 

That kid is actually the president! 

High position! 

The two walked into the president’s elevator. The elevator door had just closed. 
Suddenly, a big hand suddenly grabbed the elevator door to be closed. 

Subsequently, the elevator doors opened again. 

I saw two people standing outside the elevator. 

The leader is wearing a luxurious suit and a Patek Philippe watch on his hand. The 
leather shoes are also made of crocodile leather, which is very noble. 

However, with gauze wrapped around his head, he looked very embarrassed. 

This person is Chen Feiyu. 

And behind Chen Feiyu was a strong man. 

The burly man is 1.9 meters tall and very burly, wearing a black bodyguard uniform. 

His complexion is very dark, and there is a lightning pattern between his forehead. I 
don’t know if it was tattooed or born. 

This person is the legendary Thor. 

Lin Kai saw Chen Feiyu, and Chen Feiyu naturally saw Lin Kai. 

At that time, Chen Feiyu’s eyes flashed with hatred. 

“Heh! Lin Kai!” 

“You **** dare to show up in the company?” 

“You have been fired! Do you know?” 

Chen Feiyu angered! 

The first thing he did when he returned to the company yesterday was to expel Lin Kai! 

Chen Leier on the side said quietly: “He is now my personal bodyguard. I brought it to 
the company. Is there any problem?” 



After listening to Chen Leier’s words, Chen Feiyu nodded. 

He smiled coldly: “Oh, sister, you bull!” 

After all, he walked into the elevator with the big guy. 

Soon after, the elevator doors closed and the elevator went up. 

At this time, Chen Feiyu, who was in the front, looked back and looked at Lin Kai and 
Chen Leier. 

“Lin Kai, we never finished yesterday’s affairs!” 

“You are my sister’s personal bodyguard now, right? Yes! I’m afraid that the money my 
sister gives you will be taken by you and spent!” 

The Thunder God beside him also showed a playful smile at the corner of his mouth. 

“Chen Feiyu! What do you mean?” 

Chen Leier shouted. 

Yesterday, she was very angry when she found so many bugs and monitors in her 
home. 

And Chen Feiyu was so arrogant today, she couldn’t stand it anymore. 

“What do I mean? Sister, you are a female generation, can’t you be your Miss Chen at 
home? Why don’t you come to the company to join in the fun?” 

“Are you not afraid that when this kid dies, you will be splashed with blood?” 

Chen Feiyu narrowed his eyes and said coldly. 

“Speak to me a little bit!” 

At this time, Lin Kai’s voice had cooled down, and he looked at Chen Feiyu. 

At this time, Thor stood in front of Chen Feiyu and looked at Lin Kai condescendingly. 

“Your kid is called Lin Kai?” Lei Shen asked in a voice. 

Lin Kai looked up at Thor and replied, “Is it me? How?” 

When Thor heard this, a joking smile appeared on the corner of his mouth. 



“Hehe, it’s not very good, it depends on whether you fight or not!” 

Having said that, I saw Thunder God raised a fist big as a casserole and bombarded Lin 
Kai’s face with one punch! 
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Thor slammed Lin Kai with a fist! 

Very fast! The strength is also great! 

He has big fists and strong power. Thor is not only talented, but his body has also been 
injected with genetic enhancers. 

Therefore, his combat effectiveness is far from that of ordinary people. 

Chen Leier was shocked when she saw this! 

He knows how powerful Thor is! Lin Kai looks so thin, can he be Thor’s opponent? 

And Lin Kai’s reaction ability is undoubtedly extremely fast. 

Seeing Lin Kai turned slightly to one side, Thor’s fist smashed over! 

boom! 

With a sound, Thor’s fist hit the elevator firmly! 

The elevator is made of steel, but even so, a punch pit appeared on the wall of the 
elevator! 

The punch pit was several centimeters deep! 

From this point, we can see how powerful the power of Thor is! 

He deserves to be the most powerful bodyguard in the bodyguard company! 

When Thor saw Lin Kai dodging his fist, there were some surprises in his eyes. 

“Haha, kid, your reaction ability is pretty good!” Thor played with the taste. 

Lin Kai also smiled slightly and replied, “Hehe, Thor, right? I don’t want to shoot you, so 
please don’t provoke my bottom line!” 



After listening to Lin Kai’s words, a trace of anger appeared in Thor’s eyes. 

In the company, who would dare to speak to him like that? 

Today, he really met, Lin Kai, this kid, is so crazy! Dare to speak to him like this! 

At that time, Thor was angry. 

“Hehe, I just want to challenge your bottom line today! I see what you can do!” 

After all, Thor raised his fist again! 

Seeing the muscles in his arms bulge high, he hit Lin Kai with a punch! 

Whoosh! 

And this time, Lin Kai was slightly angry. 

Snap! 

Lin Kai directly grabbed Thor’s fist! 

After Lin Kai grabbed Thor’s powerful punch, Lin Kai immediately held it tightly! 

Lin Kai’s strength is also great! 

With this punch, Thor couldn’t get it back if he wanted to, but he couldn’t push it in if he 
wanted to continue it! 

Soon after, Thor’s face blushed, because he found that Lin Kai’s palm was like a vise, 
which made him immobile. 

Chen Leier and Chen Feiyu saw the scene of the two secretly competing. 

Chen Leier nodded very satisfied, Lin Kai’s strength was actually comparable to Thor, 
which made her very pleased. 

And Chen Feiyu’s face was ugly. 

Thor is his subordinate, Chen Leier’s subordinate, has not had any powerful role. 

He also felt that Chen Leier had been held by him. 

But now Lin Kai under Chen Leier finally gave him a hint of danger. 

This person is very strong! 



Soon after, there was a dingdong sound, and the elevator door opened. 

Lin Kai just let go of his hand, with a faint smile on his face. 

Thor drew his fist back and took a deep look at Lin Kai. 

“Humph!” 

Chen Feiyu only heard a cold snort and walked out of the elevator with Thor. 

After they got out of the elevator, Chen Leier yelled and looked excited. 

“Yay!” 

I saw Chen Leier looked at Lin Kai and gave her thumbs up: “You did a good job just 
now! You must be almost unable to hold it anymore, right? But the expression on your 
face is very real! It is a relief, then It’s a pretense!” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai couldn’t laugh or cry: “Hehe, in fact, I only used a bit of effort just 
now.” 

This is still when Lin Kai did not use spiritual power. This Thunder God was an ant in his 
eyes. 

“Come on!” 

“Thor’s power is recognized as strong! Your power is comparable to him, you are 
already proud of it!” 

Chen Leier said with her arms. 

Hearing that, Lin Kai smiled slightly, but he didn’t give much explanation. 

Soon after, Lin Kai and Chen Leier came to the office. 

Chen Leier’s office is very large and grand. 

After arriving in the office, Chen Leier looked at Lin Kai: “Is this office, there are also 
bugs and surveillance?” 

Lin Kai narrowed his eyes, and the golden pupil immediately activated! 

He took a look at Chen Leier’s office carefully. Soon after, Lin Kai opened his mouth 
and said, “Two bugs and one monitor.” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier got goose bumps. 



Feelings have been living under the surveillance of others! 

Lin Kai found out all the monitors and bugs without any effort, and destroyed them in 
front of Chen Leier. 

Chen Leier looked at the debris fragments on the ground with an ugly face. 

“No wonder I can’t fight him all the time, he is a villain in feelings!” Chen Leier gritted her 
teeth. 

“In this society, the more insidious people are, the more beautiful they are.” Lin Kai 
replied with a slight smile. 

“I will also send someone to Chen Feiyu’s office to install two bugs!” Chen Leier sat 
down angrily. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and shook his head: “Hehe, you won’t have that chance 
anymore.” 

“The camera and the wiretap have all been destroyed. Chen Feiyu must have noticed it. 
Moreover, there is a master like Raytheon beside him. He has a strong sense of 
detection and you have no chance of success.” 

“Forget it then?” Chen Leier was very angry. 

She was holding her arms, showing an angry look, very cute. 

After seeing this scene, Lin Kai gave a smirk. 

“Hehe, it’s not impossible.” 

Chen Leier’s eyes lit up upon hearing the words. 

“Do you have a way?” 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “My hearing is amazing. Just standing outside Chen Feiyu’s 
office, I can hear what they are saying.” 

Chen Leier was very excited when she heard this. 

She ran all the way to Lin Kai. 

“Quick, quick! Help me listen to what they are talking about!” Chen Leier said excitedly. 

Lin Kai hugs his arms and plays with the taste: “Hehe, I am your personal bodyguard, 
responsible for protecting your safety. You let me eavesdrop, isn’t it good?” 



“What’s not so good? I’ll give you money to do things right and right!” Chen Leier was a 
little unhappy. 

Lin Kai looked at Chen Leier’s proud figure and gave a smirk: “Haha, it’s not impossible, 
but I have one condition.” 

“What conditions? I promise you all!” Chen Leier agreed without thinking about it. 

“You give me a pole dance.” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, the entire office immediately fell silent. 

A few seconds later, Chen Leier’s scream came from the office: “Lin Kai! I will kill you!” 

At this time, Lin Kai fled from Chen Leier’s office! 

I saw Chen Leier standing at the gate, her face flushed with anger, her chest rising and 
falling. 

At the same time, she was still a little shy in her heart. 

This Lin Kai dared to molest her! He was the only man who dared to molest her for so 
many years! 
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Lin Kai has to go to work if he fails to molest him! 

If you don’t work, you won’t be paid! 

In fact, Lin Kai’s life is very leisurely now, and Shadow Gate does not take him 
seriously. When will he be happy, he will copy the Chen family. 

Now Lin Kai has determined that the Chen family is not very clean. 

After all, there is a scum like Chen Feiyu in the Chen family. 

Soon after, Lin Kai came to the gate of Chen Feiyu’s office. 

Lin Kai casually found a chair and sat down, and used his golden pupil. 

Soon after, Lin Kai looked through the wall and saw Chen Feiyu sitting on an office 
chair. 



Lin Kai’s hearing is very powerful, even if there is a wall, Lin Kai can clearly hear what 
Chen Feiyu is saying. 

In Chen Feiyu’s office, there are two people. 

One is the Thor that Lin Kai has seen. 

There is also a very beautiful female secretary with a very hot body. The hot body 
secretary is currently massaging Chen Feiyu. 

“Boss, do you want me to do that kid?” Lei Shen stood in front of Chen Feiyu and asked 
with his head down. 

Chen Feiyu was smoking a cigarette, rubbing the head of the hot beauty, and said: “No, 
he is not worth your shot. I have already contacted foreign mercenaries. They can arrive 
today. When Chen Leier gets off work, they I will deal with it by hand.” 

When Raytheon heard this, a worried expression appeared on his face: “Boss, Chen 
Leier is the Chen family after all, is it not good to kill her too?” 

Upon hearing this, Chen Feiyu laughed. 

“Oh, what’s not so good?” 

“That girl is already wary of me, my surveillance and listening devices have all been 
taken away by that kid Lin Kai.” 

“With someone like Lin Kai helping her, I’m afraid she will become my confidant if I don’t 
kill her!” 

After all, Chen Feiyu threw the cigarette **** on the ground and stomped on both feet 
severely. 

He looked at Thor with a fierce look in his eyes: “If you are not ruthless, how can you be 
on top?” 

After listening to Chen Feiyu’s words, Thor hurriedly lowered his head, not daring to 
look directly into Chen Feiyu’s eyes. 

“Boss wise.” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly, he put his hands in his pockets, left Chen Feiyu’s office directly, 
and returned to Chen Leier’s office. 

Inside the office, Chen Leier hugged her arms and did not respond to Lin Kai at all. She 
was still pretending to be angry. 



“I just heard the conversation between Chen Feiyu and Thor.” Lin opened the door and 
said. 

Chen Leier heard this, her eyes lit up, and she stopped pretending, “Really? What did 
they say?” 

Lin Kai sat on the sofa and poured himself a glass of water: “They said that they have 
contacted the mercenaries today, and they will arrive at night, and they will kill you and 
me together.” 

Chen Leier was dumbfounded at what Lin Kai said. 

She collapsed on the sofa, her face a little pale. 

She clenched her pink fist tightly, with a look of hatred: “Chen Feiyu, it is so cruel! Even 
her own sister will be killed?” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly when he heard the words, but said nothing. 

“I want to call the police, I want the police to catch him!” 

Chen Leier picked up the phone and wanted to call the police. 

After seeing this scene, Lin Kai quickly stopped Chen Leier. 

“Don’t call the police. Even if you call the police, you have no evidence, and there is 
nothing you can do with him.” 

Lin Kai said. 

Chen Leier was obviously panicked. 

No matter how strong she is, she is just a woman. 

Moreover, compared with Chen Feiyu, there is still a gap between her. 

Chen Feiyu has a wide-ranging approach, and he is ruthless enough! 

And Chen Leier was too kind, and did not have the way of Chen Feiyu. 

“It’s okay, I’m here.” Lin Kai stepped forward and patted Chen Leier on the back. 

Chen Leier’s expression is still not very beautiful: “That’s a mercenary, I won’t be shot?” 

Chen Leier finally felt scared at this time. 



Fear of my family! 

Chen Feiyu completely lost her sense of security. 

She always thought that even if she and Chen Feiyu didn’t deal with him, Chen Feiyu 
would not kill her, after all, they were a family. 

But now she realized that she was wrong, so wrong! 

Chen Feiyu’s personality is different from what she imagined! 

He will kill all those who stand in front of him, including her sister! 

“Lin Kai, what should I do? I’m afraid of mercenaries!” Chen Leier was panicked, and 
tears rolled in her eyes. 

Seeing such a beautiful woman being so scared by Chen Feiyu, Lin Kai also had a 
strong desire for protection in his heart. 

“With me, Chen Feiyu’s people will definitely not hurt your hair!” Lin Kaixin vowed. 

At this time, Chen Leier couldn’t hold herself any longer, and saw that she hugged Lin 
Kai directly. 

It was softly attached to Lin Kai’s body, and Chen Leier’s scent passed into Lin Kai’s 
nose. 

“woo woo woo woo” 

Chen Leier burst into tears. 

Tears soon wetted Lin Kai’s shirt. 

At this time, Lin Kai was the only one who could give her a sense of security. 

Lin Kai gently hugged Chen Leier and comforted her softly in her ear. 

“and me.” 

Chen Leier cried harder when Lin Kai spoke. 

This woman doesn’t look as strong as she looks. 

It seems that a woman is a woman, and no matter how capable of doing things, she is 
only a woman. 



No matter how strong a woman is, she will be subdued by a stronger man. 

Lin Kai glanced at Chen Feiyu’s office not far away, Chen Feiyu, you will live soon too. 

… 

Soon after, Lin Kai left Chen Leier’s office. 

Although he is Chen Leiers bodyguard, its not good to follow Chen Leier 24 hours a 
day. Lin Kai simply moved to a bed outside Chen Leiers office and slept outside. . 

The white-collar workers passing by in the company all pointed to Lin Kai. 

Obviously, Lin Kai is very attractive to others here. 

At six o’clock in the evening, Chen Leier got off work. 

I saw her in despair and walked out of the office. 

She saw Lin Kai, and walked over quickly as if she had seen her relying. 

“Lin Kai.” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “Let’s go? Go home?” 

Chen Leier didn’t move, she frowned and showed a look of fear on her face: “I’m afraid, 
we…Shall we still not leave?” 

Lin Kai smiled helplessly: “Hehe, sooner or later, I have to face it. What are you afraid 
of? A monthly salary of one million is not for me.” 

Chen Leier still hesitated after hearing this. 

Although she knows that Lin Kai is very powerful, no matter how strong Lin Kai is, he is 
not as powerful as a bullet, right? 

“I hope Chen Feiyu is just talking angry. He doesn’t really want to kill me.” Chen Leier 
patted her chest and comforted herself. 

Soon after, the two came to the underground parking lot. 

After driving Chen Leier’s red Maserati, Lin Kai and Chen Leier drove out of the Wild 
Wolf Security Company. 

No accident happened along the way. 



Seeing that, he is about to reach the community where the Chen family is located. 
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However, in front of Lin Kai’s eyes, a traffic light suddenly appeared. 

After the traffic lights appeared, Lin Kai stopped the car. 

Lin Kai glanced at Chen Leier on the side and smiled slightly: “Haha, don’t worry, you 
will be home soon.” 

Chen Leier looked at the community where the Chen family was located not far away, 
and felt relieved. 

It seems that my younger brother has not been so cruel enough to kill her sister. 

But at this moment, with a snap, the traffic light in front of me suddenly went out. 

Lin Kai was slightly taken aback. 

What’s happening here? 

The traffic light is off, which means that the power is out, the power is out, and the 
surveillance cameras are not working. 

An ominous premonition suddenly rose in Lin Kai’s heart. 

Chen Leier had obviously noticed this, and she asked, “Lin Kai, what’s the matter? It’s 
not going to happen, right?” 

Lin Kai opened the car door and smiled slightly: “Hehe, you should pray that those 
people will not come, because they come, and there will only be one end, and that is 
death!” 

After all, Lin Kai opened the door of the car without saying anything and got out of the 
car. 

At this moment, Lin Kai looked straight ahead. 

I saw a big truck on the road directly ahead! 

That big truck is extremely fast! And, that big truck is full of sand! 

Such a large truck has a terrifying impact, enough to crush a small car into a discus! 



After seeing this big truck, Lin Kai’s mouth showed a playful smile. 

Do you guys know this little trick? 

Dididi! 

At this moment, the truck made a piercing whistle. It didn’t mean to stop at all, and it 
drove directly toward the car where Chen Leier was! 

It is to crush Chen Leier’s car! 

Chen Leier, who was in the car, obviously realized this too, her eyes widened and she 
screamed. 

“Ah!” 

At this time, Chen Leier was so frightened that she even forgot to escape. 

But at this moment, she saw that Lin Kai actually ran towards the big truck! 

“No!” 

Chen Leier screamed! 

In her opinion, Lin Kai is undoubtedly looking for death! How could you be the opponent 
of the big truck? 

The big truck will kill you! 

But Lin Kai seemed to be crazy, he didn’t care about Chen Leier at all, and rushed 
straight to the big truck! 

At this time, many people got off the car, and they all stood on the side of the road, for 
fear that they would be hit by the truck. 

In full view, Lin Kai rushed to the truck like this. 

No one knew what he was doing, everyone thought that Lin Kai had gone crazy! 

Lin Kai looked at the big truck in front of him with a playful smile on his lips. 

Just rely on you? 

Want to kill me too? 



At this moment, Lin Kai looked like a superman, stretched out his hands and went to 
shoot that big truck! 

After seeing this scene, everyone gasped. Is he crazy? 

He actually has to use his own hands to compete with the big truck! 

You know, a large truck full of cargo can hit hundreds of tons of power! Even if he is 
steel, he can be crushed into pieces of paper! 

But Lin Kai was not afraid at all! 

boom! 

There was a huge noise! 

The scene where Lin Kai was knocked into flight, or crushed to **** flesh, did not 
happen. 

On the contrary, Lin Kai’s body didn’t move at all! 

His hands directly against the big truck! 

And the big truck is like hitting an incapable wall! 

At that time, the entire front of the car was crushed by the powerful impact! 

There was a loud bang! 

The buttocks of the big truck are flying up! 

But Lin Kai just doesn’t move! 

The sand leaked out, a mess! 

Lin Kai really used his body to block this formidable truck! 

At that time, the scene was silent! 

Chen Leier, who was sitting in the car, opened her mouth even more after seeing this 
scene, her eyes widened, and she even suspected that she was dreaming. 

Is it possible that your own personal bodyguard is the reincarnation of Superman? 

His power is so strong? Even a big truck can be stopped! 



Lin Kai coldly glanced at the big truck in front of him. There was no one in the big truck. 

This is a large truck operated in the air. 

“Just like this little trick, you want to kill me too? Chen Feiyu, you underestimate me!” 

Lin Kai roared, and then, Lin Kai stretched out his fist and hit the front of the truck with 
one punch! 

There was a loud bang! 

That steel body couldn’t withstand Lin Kai’s punch! 

The large truck weighing dozens of tons was beaten by Lin Kai and retreated several 
meters away! 

After seeing this scene, everyone around was shocked. 

Is this the **** human? They even suspect that a science fiction movie is being made on 
the spot! 

The strength of this person is really abnormal! 

At this moment, an ominous premonition rose in Lin Kai’s heart. 

Sniper gun! 

Lin Kai glanced at the building on the side. In that building, there was a special sniper 
from the United States! 

The rifle in his hand is a Barrett sniper rifle. 

This sniper rifle is very powerful! One shot can penetrate the wall! 

At this moment, the sniper pulled the trigger without hesitation. 

Only a bang was heard, and a sniper bullet shot towards Lin Kai’s eyebrows! 

But the corner of Lin Kai’s mouth showed a playful smile. 

Although Lin Kais system has been updated, many attributes are no longer displayed, 
but Lin Kais previous attributes have not disappeared! 

At that time, I saw Lin Kai directly stretched out his two fingers, blocking his face. 

Snap! 



Seeing Lin Kai snapped it casually, the sniper bullet appeared in Lin Kai’s hands! 

“How is it possible?” At this moment, the foreigner holding the sniper rifle opened his 
eyes wide. 

He saw this incredible scene through the magnifying glass! 

Is that person a superman? 

He can even catch the bullets of a sniper rifle! 

Is this something humans can do? 

And the corner of Lin Kai’s mouth showed a playful smile. 

I saw that he threw the bullet directly into his mouth and chewed. 

Click! Click! 

There was a sound of crushing steel. 

“Pooh!” 

Lin Kai spit out the bullet in his mouth, and saw that the bullet in his mouth had become 
a pool of mud! 

After seeing this scene, the soul of the sniper in the mansion was almost frightened! 

This is really terrifying! 

He has never seen a human being able to catch a bullet with his hand! 

This human being has exceeded his cognition. 

However, their task today is to kill Lin Kai and Chen Leier. If they don’t complete the 
task today, they will not get a generous commission! 

At that time, I saw the foreigner took out his walkie-talkie: “Start the c plan and kill it 
directly!” 

Chapter 860: Aurora Mercenary 

Chapter 860 Aurora Mercenaries 

Today, they have made a total of three plans. 



Originally, they didn’t take Lin Kai seriously. 

Because they felt that even if Lin Kai was strong, he couldn’t be an opponent of thermal 
weapons, but now they realized that they were wrong, a big mistake! 

This Lin Kai is very powerful! You can’t kill him with ordinary heat weapons! 

Plan a was to hit Lin Kai to death with a big truck! 

Plan b is for a sniper to assassinate Lin Kai! 

However, both of these plans failed, so they only had the last plan left, which was to 
fight Lin Kai! 

Although they know their opponents are strong, they still have to go, because they are 
one of the most powerful mercenaries in the world! 

Chen Leier, who was in the car, stared at Lin Kai blankly, rubbed her eyes, and even 
wondered if she had made a mistake. 

Now think about it, the bodyguard I hired for a million a month is really worth the money! 

This strength is not comparable to Thor at all! 

In the morning, Lin Kai said that he used only one-tenth of his strength. At that time, 
Chen Leier thought Lin Kai was bragging, but now it seems that Lin Kai is not bragging 
at all! 

He really only used a tenth of his power! 

This man is so powerful! 

At this moment, another car appeared. 

That is an armored car! 

The armored vehicle drove over and stopped in the middle of the road. 

Four people jumped out of the armored car. 

These four people are all tall foreigners! 

They are all white skin, blue eyes, yellow hair, and wearing khaki camouflage combat 
uniforms. 

Moreover, the equipment on them is very strange. 



Each of them is wearing a transparent armor. 

The transparent armor did not know what it was made of, it looked very light, and the 
transparent armor enveloped each of them. 

And they did not bring guns. 

What they brought was a knife! 

Not a normal knife, but a laser knife! 

The knives in their hands are actually only the handle, the round handle, and when the 
switch is turned on, a blue laser is ejected from the handle. 

Close combat is their strongest method! 

Lin Kai looked at them, and they also looked at Lin Kai. 

The corner of Lin Kai’s mouth showed a playful smile. 

“Hehe, you want to kill me?” 

The four mercenaries looked at Lin Kai with vigilance, and the leading white boss 
nodded and said, “You are very strong.” 

“Knowing that I am strong, would you still dare to come? Could you not know that China 
is a forbidden place for mercenaries?” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, the four of them looked at each other. 

“we know.” 

“It’s just that the price of the gold master is too high. It’s just killing two ordinary people. 
We have no reason to refuse.” 

“But now it seems that you are not an ordinary person. After we go back, we have to 
increase the price!” 

After listening to his words, Lin Kai laughed. 

Death is coming, but still thinking about increasing the price? 

“Are you that mercenary?” Lin Kai asked. 

The white man replied: “Aurora mercenary.” 



After listening to these five words, Lin Kai suddenly realized. 

That’s why Lin Kai has heard of Aurora mercenaries, this team is very powerful! It is one 
of the most powerful mercenary organizations in the United States! 

The mission completion rate of this mercenary is as high as 95%! 

Moreover, they are more professional than professional special forces. 

Because they have the best equipment in the world, laser equipment! 

For example, the transparent armor and laser knife on them. 

They should all be super fighters who have received genetic injections! 

Their strength may be able to beat many special forces in China! 

However, their prices are also very expensive, and Chen Feiyu really values himself! He 
actually asked someone from the Aurora mercenary to kill himself. 

“That’s the case, but it’s a pity, even if your boss comes here, he will die!” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s frenzied words, the white boss frowned and said angrily: 
“Huaxia, you are looking for death!” 

“kill him!” 

He gave an order, and at that time, only four people were rushing towards Lin Kai! 

They were holding laser knives and slashing directly at Lin Kai! 

They have received professional training, four people, four directions, and they don’t 
give Lin Kai a chance at all! 

Moreover, the laser knives in their hands are very powerful. 

Whoosh whoosh! 

I saw them holding laser knives and slashing directly, while Lin Kai continued to dodge 
their attacks relying on his flexible walking position. 

brush! 

I saw the laser knife in the hands of a white soldier slashed directly on the truck! 

And the big iron truck was cut off directly! 



It’s really cutting iron like mud! 

Seeing the terrifying power of laser knives, Lin Kai finally understood why they had to 
choose close combat, because their weapons were their greatest support! 

At this time, Lin Kai looked for the right opportunity and slapped a mercenary with one 
palm! 

Bang! 

Lin Kai’s palm was slapped directly on his transparent armor! 

Humph! 

I saw that person and took a few steps back! 

Strangely, he was not injured, but a five-fingerprint appeared on the transparent armor 
on his body, and soon after, the five-fingerprint disappeared. 

Curious about something special. 

The transparent armor on his body can actually buffer Lin Kai’s attack power! 

Eighty percent of the palm that Lin Kai shot randomly was offset by the transparent 
armor. 

This is the power of the Aurora mercenaries! 

At this moment, the laser sword in the hands of a white warrior had already slashed 
before Lin Kai’s eyes. Because Lin Kai didn’t put these people in his eyes, Lin Kai was 
accidentally slashed! 

This knife slashed directly on Lin Kai’s shoulder! 

I saw that Lin Kai’s clothes were scorched at that time, and a red burn mark appeared 
on Lin Kai’s skin. 

After seeing this scene, Lin Kai frowned. 

The power of this laser knife is a bit powerful! 

You know, the current self is invulnerable! 

But this laser knife can burn one’s own skin with a single knife! It’s really amazing! 



But as everyone knows, Lin Kai was surprised, and those people were even more 
surprised! 

The energy used by the laser knife in their hands is one of the most advanced in the 
world! Every hour of energy costs tens of thousands of dollars! 

But Lin Kai got a knife, and he was simply burned! 

You know, their laser knife, even steel can be easily cut! 

Lin Kai frowned, he shouted angrily: “Get out!” 

This angry shout used Lin Kai’s spiritual power, and as soon as the spiritual power was 
used, a wave of air was directly lifted! 

And those white fighters were all lifted off by the air wave! 

Thump thump! 

Several white fighters all fell to the ground. 

This is Lin Kai’s powerful strength! 

Chapter 861: Run Away 

Chapter 861 Escape! 

If Lin Kai wanted, he could kill these people in an instant! 

It’s just that Lin Kai just wanted to see who Chen Feiyu hired. 

Lin Kai glanced at them and stood with his hands behind. 

“Say, who made you here? I don’t want to kill people yet! So you better be obedient!” 
Lin Kai frowned. 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, the four people looked at each other. 

There was anger in their eyes. 

Because they discovered that from beginning to end, Lin Kai didn’t even treat them as 
his opponents! 

He has always looked down on their Aurora mercenaries! 



“Don’t tell?” Lin Kai sneered when they saw that they didn’t speak, “Haha, even if you 
don’t speak, I know it in my heart. It’s nothing more than Chen Feiyu. I’m just giving you 
a chance to survive. Cherish it!” 

To be honest, Lin Kai didn’t want to kill him now. 

After all, Lin Kai is already miserable enough because of the murder. He is now the 
undercover agent of the Shadow Gate arranged by Jiulong Mountain! 

At this moment, the four white soldiers gritted their teeth. They did not choose to 
compromise, they still had to fight Lin Kai to the end! 

I saw four white fighters quickly gathered together, and saw them retreating quickly, 
directly backing onto their black armored car. 

Lin Kai frowned. 

What is it going to do? 

After returning to the armored car, they saw that they carried a bazooka from the 
armored car! 

After seeing the bazooka, Lin Kai raised his eyebrows. Are there problems with these 
people’s heads? Even their laser knives are useless to you, can this thing kill yourself? 

But then Lin Kai realized that something was wrong. 

Because he discovered that what these people filled the rocket launcher was not a 
cannonball, but an energy body similar to a battery! 

I go! This is not the energy in the laser knife, right? 

And also filled so much! 

This is a laser cannon! 

The scientific and technological power of this mercenary is too strong, right? 

At this time, an ominous premonition rose in Lin Kai’s heart. 

Just a simple laser knife can’t hurt Lin Kai, but the power of this laser cannon is much 
stronger than that of the laser knife! 

“Go to hell! Huaxia!” In the eyes of the white boss, a cruel look appeared! 

He filled ten energy batteries! 



You know, the cost of an energy battery is 100,000 U.S. dollars. 

Ten shots, that’s one million dollars! 

Even if they lose money this time, they will kill Lin Kai! 

boom! 

There was a muffled sound, and the laser cannon directly shot a dazzling laser! 

The laser flew directly towards Lin Kai! Along the way, the surrounding flowers and 
trees withered in an instant. 

Before the laser reached Lin Kai’s face, Lin Kai already felt the intense heat wave! 

What a strong radiation! 

Haha, you guys are really toasting and not eating fine wine! 

Lin Kai roared: “I’m looking for death!” 

Then, Lin Kai opened his arms directly! 

Countless pieces of golden armor appeared suddenly from the air! 

These pieces of armor quickly fitted Lin Kai’s body! 

Golden boots! 

Golden battle skirt! 

Golden armor! 

Golden helmet! 

Golden Armguards! 

Golden gloves! 

Lin Kai’s whole body was wrapped in gold, and Lin Kai at this time looked like a sparkle! 

They forced Lin Kai to use his golden weapon! 

Click! 

I saw the laser shining directly on Lin Kai’s body! 



Cruel smiles appeared on the faces of the four white soldiers. 

They have done experiments, and they can pierce through the rocks with just one shot 
of an energy battery! 

With ten energy batteries, unless Lin Kai is a god, he will not be able to survive! 

Three seconds passed. 

The energy in the energy battery has been exhausted. 

The light disappeared. 

But the scene that made them stare. 

I saw a lively Lin Kai standing in front of them! 

Lin Kai didn’t even drop a strand of hair! 

The corner of Lin Kai’s mouth also showed a playful and cruel smile. 

And, he slowly walked towards the four of them. 

After seeing this scene, the four white fighters were dumbfounded. 

How is this possible? 

Doesn’t even the laser cannon work for him? Is this man a god? 

At this time, they finally felt fear and fear. This man is really too powerful! 

Nothing can beat him! 

They only now understand that what Lin Kai said just now was really giving them a 
chance, because in Lin Kai’s eyes, they were just as small as ants! 

“Go! Go!” 

At this time, the white boss made a screaming sound. 

Without saying anything, they got into the black armored car and drove straight away. 

They don’t want to complete any tasks now, they only have one idea now, that is to 
save their lives! 

Little life matters! 



The corner of Lin Kai’s mouth showed a sneer. 

“Hehe, I gave you a chance just now, but you don’t cherish it! In that case, don’t blame 
my subordinates for being merciless. Go and see Wang Ye!” 

After that, when Lin Kai’s **** were clamped, a key appeared in the center of Lin Kai’s 
fingers. 

That is a key made of gold. 

This key is the semi-artifact key that Lin Kai obtained in the East Earth Continent. 

This key is also the key in charge of the pure land of the East Earth Continent. Whoever 
owns this key is the real master of the East Earth Continent! 

“Go to hell!” 

Lin Kai roared and threw out the key in his hand! 

And this key has also become Lin Kai’s murder weapon! 

Whoosh! 

It flew directly! 

Those four white fighters are sitting in the car and running for their lives! 

The accelerator stepped into the gas tank, but they still didn’t think it was fast enough. 
They wanted the car to have eight wheels! 

Rumble! 

The engines roared. 

But all this is useless! 

The speed of the keys is much faster than them! 

Snapped! 

I saw the car key passed directly through the car glass, and then the car key passed 
directly through the heads of the four of them. 

In just an instant, the four of them had died in the car. 

The car lost control and plunged into the moat on the side of the road. 



Whoosh! 

The key flew back again, and returned to Lin Kai’s hand. 

Four people, all perished! 

At this time, there was another person shivering. 

This person is the white sniper in the building. 

He witnessed the death of his comrade-in-arms with his own eyes. At this time, his 
pants were all wet. 

This Chinese person is really terrifying! 

He can stop a large truck with hundreds of tons of power! 

You can also catch the bullet of the sniper rifle with your fingers! 

He can also conjure a golden armor out of thin air! 

The most frightening thing is that even a key in his eyes has become a murder weapon. 

He was observing Lin Kai through a magnifying lens. He wiped the sweat off his head. 
Fortunately, he was a sniper. Lin Kai didn’t know where he was. Otherwise, he would 
die here today. 

But at this moment, in the magnifying mirror, Lin Kai looked back at where he was, with 
a playful smile on his mouth. 

Moreover, Lin opened his mouth and described him with two words. 

Look back! 
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Chapter 862 Regulations 

He understood Lin Kai’s mouth! 

Look back! 

He said these two words! 



And this sniper turned his head subconsciously. 

But at that time, his eyes widened and his mouth widened, his expression was as if he 
had seen a ghost! 

Because he discovered that the golden key that killed all his companions just now, did 
not know when, had floated behind him! 

“This” 

puff! 

The golden key pierced his head directly! 

Soon after, the golden key returned to Lin Kai’s hands. 

Five white soldiers of the Aurora mercenaries were all killed! 

After doing all this, Lin Kai smiled slightly, shaking his body, and the golden armor on 
his body had disappeared. 

The entire intersection has long been empty. 

Lin Kai strode back to the front of the red Maserati, opened the car door, and sat in. 

“Finish!” 

Afterwards, Lin Kai stepped on the accelerator and led Chen Leier away. 

Along the way, Chen Leier couldn’t afford to stay away. 

Because everything she saw today has long exceeded her cognition! 

Lin Kai is no ordinary person! 

It can be said that he is not alone at all! 

After arriving at Chen’s house, Chen Leier did not get out of the car. She looked at Lin 
Kai. She mustered up the courage and asked, “Lin Kai, who are you on earth?” 

Lin Kai was taken aback, then he smiled: “Hehe, I am a normal person! Why do you 
ask?” 

“Impossible!” Chen Leier denied: “I am not stupid, you are definitely not an ordinary 
person!” 



“Your combat power is hundreds of times that of Thor!” 

“Millions of monthly salary, you don’t even look down on it!” 

Chen Leier looked at Lin Kai with dread and alert. 

Lin Kai is too strong, which is not a good thing for her. 

Because Lin Kai is so powerful that she feels afraid, because Lin Kai has the ability to 
kill her at any time! 

Lin Kai smiled and shook his head. He didn’t expect that Chen Leier would think so 
much. 

“I’m really not an ordinary person. I came to approach you with a purpose.” Lin Kai said 
frankly. 

He must perform his task. 

Even if he offends Chen Leier, he is not afraid. 

“You are a good girl, but your family is not clean.” Lin Kai held the steering wheel and 
said lightly. 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier trembled all over. 

“So…so you are here to eradicate our family?” Chen Leier asked with a trembling voice. 

Lin Kai was silent. 

Are you here to eradicate the Chen family? 

Although the above only said that Lin Kai’s home was to be ransacked, the Chen family 
who had ransacked the home would definitely become a shit. This is no different from 
killing everyone in the Chen family. 

“Almost.” Lin Kai said. 

“My identity is inconvenient to disclose.” 

“I was given a task to say that the Chen family is doing nothing wrong. On the surface, it 
is a normal security company, but secretly, various labels of the underworld, drug 
dealers, and killers are affixed to the Chen family. 

“My task is to make the Chen family fall from the top of the mountain to the bottom of 
the valley!” 



After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier trembled all over. 

The Chen family, are you going to die? 

“Then… Then will you kill?” Chen Leier asked with a trembling voice. 

Lin Kai thought for a while and replied: “It depends on your mood.” 

The above did not let him kill. 

But he did not say not to let him kill. 

“You go back first, I want to be alone.” Chen Leier bowed her head. 

Lin Kai nodded, he walked directly off Maserati and walked into the Chen family villa. 

The day of action is getting closer and closer. 

After returning to Chen’s house, Lin Kai returned to his room. 

Lin Kai didn’t care what Chen Leier thought, because what he had to do would not give 
up because of Chen Leier. 

Although Chen Leier is a good person, she is good, which does not mean that the entire 
Chen family is good. 

Chen Feiyu will pay the price for his behavior! 

At this moment, Lin Kai’s cell phone rang suddenly. 

I took out my mobile phone and found it was an unfamiliar phone number. 

“Hello?” Lin Kai answered the phone. 

“Lin Kai? Me, Wu Shanyi.” A familiar voice came over the phone. 

In Lin Kai’s mind, the fat man’s face immediately appeared. 

It turned out to be him. 

“Hall Master! Is there anything to do with me?” Lin Kai asked, pretending to be 
confused. 

He naturally knew what Wu Shan was looking for, he should take care of the Chen 
family’s affairs as soon as possible. 



“Your actions are a little slow! It’s been so many days, why haven’t the Chen family’s 
affairs been resolved?” Wu Shanyi asked a little dissatisfied. 

Lin Kai smiled: “Hehe, coming soon, I’m already preparing to do it.” 

Wu Shanyi’s voice came: “Okay, you can watch the Chen family’s affairs. It’s just a 
small family. For you, this mission is just a simple trial.” 

“After all, your cultivation level is so high. In the future, there will be more difficult tasks 
waiting for you! At that time, I am afraid you will not be so leisurely.” 

After listening to Wu Shanyi’s words, Lin Kai’s heart slammed. 

Damn, there are tasks? 

Are you going to toss me to death? 

“Right, let me tell you a news.” 

“The Cheng family you stayed with before has released news and wants to make an 
appointment with you.” 

“The whole Jiangbei has been spreading about your story, saying that you have ruined 
their children, tarnished Cheng Wanqian’s daughter, and abolished Cheng Zilong.” 

“Now you are a mouse crossing the street, everyone shouts and beats!” 

“Now Cheng Wanqian’s eldest son has returned. It seems that he is a master. He wants 
you to take revenge!” 

“Three days later, I have an appointment with you at Cheng’s family. Do you want to 
fight?” 

Appointment? 

Cheng family? 

Lin Kai smiled helplessly. 

It seems that the misunderstanding between him and the Cheng family has deepened. 

“Join a fight? Haha.” 

Lin Kai thought for a while. 



Cheng Wanqian now hates himself very much. If he doesn’t interrupt his thoughts, he 
will not let him go for the rest of his life. 

“Tell me, please, I will show up at Cheng’s house in three days.” Lin Kai said. 

“it is good.” 

As soon as Wu Shan agreed, he hung up the phone. 

Soon after, Chen Leier returned from outside. 

Desperate, she returned to her room. 

Lin Kai didn’t care about her either, just playing with her mobile phone. 

Soon after, Lin Kai fell asleep. 

This night, Lin Kai slept extremely sweetly. 

But in the middle of the night, Lin Kai’s Dantian place suddenly emitted a slight golden 
light! 

Moreover, the spiritual power within Lin Kai’s Dantian was shaking slightly! 

The shaking of spiritual power awakened Lin Kai from his sleep. 

Lin Kai rubbed his eyes and glanced down. 

At this time, Lin Kai found that the spiritual power in his dantian was shaking! Moreover, 
the frequency of jitter is getting worse! 

They seem to want to break through Lin Kai’s Dantian! They seem to want to be free! 

Chapter 863: Dantian Mutation 

Chapter 863 

“What’s the situation?” 

Lin Kai suddenly became energetic. 

Since he became a cultivator, this kind of situation has never happened! 

Lin Kai was inexplicably panicked. 

Because he felt that the spiritual power in his dantian was shaking too much! 



They are eager to rush out of Lin Kai’s Dantian! 

It seems to be outside, something attracts them! 

Lin Kai could no longer control the spiritual power in his dantian, and what was 
happening now was really weird. 

At this moment, Lin Kai stood up, and walked out in the direction the spiritual power 
wanted to go. 

Soon after, Lin Kai stood on the street. 

The spiritual power in his body was guiding Lin Kai strongly, and they seemed to take 
Lin Kai to a certain place. 

Lin Kai is really weird, what are they doing? 

Could it be that they have to take themselves to the treasure hunt? 

There is no way, their power is too strong, Lin Kai can only obey them. 

At that time, Lin Kai walked all the way out of the community where the Chen family was 
located according to their guidance. 

Soon after, Lin Kai stood on the street in Jiangbei. 

It was three o’clock in the morning, and there was no one on the street, and 
occasionally one or two cars passed by Lin Kai. 

And the feeling they want to jump out is getting stronger and stronger! 

Lin Kai was already sweating. 

At this moment, Lin Kai raised his head. 

Because he found that there seemed to be something wrong in the sky. 

There is a star that seems to be particularly bright, brighter than ordinary stars, and it is 
particularly conspicuous in the sky. 

Because Lin Kai had golden pupils, he observed more carefully than ordinary people. 

In the sky, there is indeed a star that is different from other stars. 

It is too bright! 



And, it seems to keep getting bigger! 

Getting bigger? 

Means, it is falling from the sky? 

Meteorite hit the earth? 

Lin Kai’s expression changed. If that were the case, a catastrophe might happen on 
Earth! 

As the star fell, the spiritual power in Lin Kai’s body became less controlled by Lin Kai. 

At that time, Lin Kai understood that because of the falling of the star in the sky, the 
spiritual power in his body would be out of control. 

That star is attracting the spiritual power in Lin Kai! 

A few minutes later, I saw that the star was getting bigger and bigger! It is getting closer 
and closer to the ground! 

And the spiritual power in Lin Kai’s body seemed to rush out of Lin Kai’s body to look for 
the star! 

There is no way, Lin Kai can only run wildly! He can only choose to help the spiritual 
power in his body, because if the spiritual power is removed, Lin Kai’s dantian will 
definitely be damaged, if the dantian is damaged, Lin Kai will become a useless person! 

In the early morning, Lin Kai ran wildly! 

He is extremely fast! 

Even faster than a car! 

Only run wild! Only by constantly approaching that star, the spiritual power in Lin Kai’s 
body will be quieter! 

Therefore, Lin Kai must find that star! 

After a few minutes, the stars in the sky have become extremely big! 

It is very close to the earth! 

It has broken through the atmosphere! 

Moreover, the direction of its fall is the Jiangbei area! 



And the place where Lin Kai is guided by the spiritual force in the dantian is the outskirts 
of Jiangbei! 

Lin Kai ran all the way! 

Lin Kai’s heart was also very nervous, because he knew that when the planet fell, there 
would be a super big explosion! 

The closer you are to the explosion, the more dangerous you are! 

But now, Lin Kai has no retreat, he can only choose to take risks! 

At this time, the golden armor had been attached to Lin Kai’s body, and Lin Kai needed 
their protection! 

In addition, Yulong Pen also appeared in Lin Kai’s hands. 

Lin Kai ran wildly while waving the Royal Dragon Pen in his hand. 

Lin Kai is drawing the magic talisman! 

And it is a magic talisman of protection type. 

Because Lin Kai had an ominous premonition in his heart, he felt that he might have to 
go through a lot of hardship this time! 

You must guarantee your own safety! 

Soon after, dozens of magic charms had appeared in Lin Kai’s hands, but he still felt 
inexplicably flustered, and he was still drawing magic charms. 

Looking up, the star in the sky is already very close to the ground. 

At this time, in Jiangbei, and even across the country, many people have discovered 
this star, and many people have already taken out their cameras and are shooting this 
star! 

And Lin Kai also felt that the surrounding temperature was getting higher and higher! 

But fortunately, the place where the star fell is an uninhabited mountain range! 

It’s not a busy city. If that star falls into the busy city, the result will be unimaginable. 

Countless people will die under this star! 

Lin Kai has rushed out of Jiangbei City! 



Hundreds of magic charms have appeared in his hand! 

And Lin Kai also kept using magic charms. 

Lin Kai is a top-level charm master, so the charms he draws are all high-level charms! 

A charm that can withstand the attack of a master-level master! 

Once hundreds of magic talisman are out, even a master-level master will need a lot of 
hands and feet to break! 

Lin Kai began to use these charms. 

Each magic talisman will become a golden transparent protective cover to protect Lin 
Kai. 

Hundreds of protective covers! 

Lin Kai is like a round golden sphere running wild! 

The golden armor and protective charms, these things just gave Lin Kai a lost sense of 
security. 

The spiritual power within the dantian is still beating! 

Lin Kaixins ominous premonition became more and more obvious! 

That star, like a small sun at this time, has already approached the earth! 

And the surrounding temperature has also become very high! 

heat! It’s hot! 

It’s so hot in summer! 

You know, the current weather, although not too cold, is definitely not warm! 

But this star just increased the temperature by more than twenty degrees! 

There was already a layer of sweat on Lin Kai’s head. 

Soon after, Lin Kai rushed to a mountain. 

Lin Kai didn’t know what the name of this mountain was, because he was already far 
away from Jiangbei City, and he had rushed out of Jiangbei City for dozens of 
kilometers! 



And that star is just above Lin Kai’s head! 

It’s going to crash down! 

No way! I can’t run forward anymore! If you run further, you will be crushed to death by 
this star! 

At this time, Lin Kai forced himself to stop. 

As soon as he stopped, his dantian began to beat strongly again, his spiritual power 
was still about to move, and his spiritual power still wanted to break through Lin Kai’s 
shackles. 

But Lin Kai could only endure it! 

He knelt down, he guarded his head, waiting for the star to fall. 

A minute later, there was a violent explosion in the valley three kilometers away from 
Lin Kai! 

That star rushed directly into the valley! 

Then, the skyrocketing light came on! The fire is soaring! The whole night became as 
bright as the day! 

Rumble! 

Loud noise! Deafening! 
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Then, a strong wave of air broke out! 

Where this wave of air has passed, it can be said that nothing grows! 

The trees were lifted off! The animal was killed in an instant! 

Flying sand and stone! 

The entire valley seems to have become a purgatory on earth. 

This is the power of a meteorite hitting the earth! 



Even though Lin Kai was still three kilometers away from the meteorite, when the air 
wave hit, Lin Kai still felt his insignificance in his heart. 

so horrible! 

Boom! Boom! 

The protective cover on Lin Kai’s body shattered one after another! 

In the face of this blast, Lin Kai’s sturdy protective cover has really become glass, which 
can be broken by blowing! 

Happiness! 

There are hundreds of protective covers, and each protective cover cannot last for three 
seconds. 

Lin Kai, who was in the protective cover, gritted his teeth and waved the Dragon Pen in 
his hand. 

He is still drawing magic symbols. 

But for this kind of advanced protection charm, Lin Kai draws one, and it takes five 
seconds. 

It only takes less than three seconds for the protective cover to break, so Lin Kai’s 
drawing can’t keep up with the breaking speed of the protective cover. 

Boom! Boom! 

A few minutes later, in front of Lin Kai, only the last protective cover was left. 

Boom! 

This last protective cover also shattered in front of Lin Kai. 

At this time, Lin Kai finally felt the horror of that air wave! 

In the air wave, there are many sharp stone fragments! These sharp stone fragments 
can cut through Lin Kai’s skin! 

Whoosh whoosh! 

Many wounds appeared on Lin Kai’s body instantly! 

At this moment, the golden armor on Lin Kai’s body dimmed a lot. 



Lin Kai guarded his head, struggling to support it in the air waves! 

Boom! 

I saw that the golden armor on Lin Kai’s body had broken marks! 

The air wave is too strong! 

Not only the air wave, but the surrounding temperature is too high! This caused Lin 
Kai’s golden armor to suffer tremendous damage! 

After this meteorite hit the earth, Lin Kai became the most unlucky person! 

Lin Kai was the only person in the entire valley! 

But there is no way, the spiritual power within his dantian is still beating! 

Bang bang bang bang! 

Lin Kai’s golden armor was torn apart at this time, and it could fall off Lin Kai’s body at 
any time! 

It was at this time that the air wave finally disappeared. 

Lin Kai exhaled a long breath. 

Wow! 

The golden armor on Lin Kai’s body turned into fragments and fell directly to the ground. 

This set of gold-level armors finally completed their final mission and was damaged. 

Look at Lin Kai again, he is in a mess. 

The clothes on his body have long been unable to withstand the high temperature and 
were ignited by the high temperature. 

And there was a raging fire around! 

The power of the meteorite hitting the earth has been released, but the remaining power 
is still there. 

Such as temperature. 

Lin Kai frowned. He resisted the urge to rush forward and took out the Royal Dragon 
Pen. 



He started drawing magic talisman again. 

Using spiritual power as the ink, air as the spiritual paper, and the heart’s avenue as the 
brushwork, the Yulong pen is constantly waving in the air. 

The golden lines are condensed in the air and become a magic charm. 

This magic talisman, named Water Gathering Talisman, is also an advanced magic 
talisman! 

Drawing this magic talisman was extremely laborious, and it took Lin Kai a full ten 
minutes to finish drawing this water trap. 

After drawing the water trap, Lin Kai directly threw the water trap into the sky! 

The water-gathering symbol disappeared with a bang, and a dark cloud appeared in the 
sky instantly. 

Wow! 

The pouring rain will drop if you say it! 

The heavy rain pounced on the raging fire in the mountains and forests, and for a while, 
the sound of the fire being extinguished sounded. 

Only then was the fire extinguished many burning fires in the mountains and forests. 

At this time, the temperature around Lin Kai also dropped a lot. 

Lin Kai looked towards the valley. 

I saw a huge hole in the valley! 

The surrounding area of the big pit is bare and there is no grass! The trees and animals 
that lived here before have been turned into ashes at the moment the meteorite hit the 
earth! 

In the entire valley, except for Lin Kai, there is no second living animal. 

Fortunately, the place where the meteorite hits is an uninhabited mountain forest. If this 
meteorite falls into Jiangbei City, it will be troublesome. I am afraid that hundreds of 
thousands of people will die! 

Lin Kai carefully looked at the meteorites in the valley. At this look, Lin Kai frowned. 

The crater is huge! The crater is the size of a basketball court! 



After seeing this crater, Lin Kai couldn’t help wondering in his heart, it was really 
peculiar! A crater of this size destroyed the entire valley! 

Lin Kai strode over. 

Even with the use of the Water Gathering Talisman, the temperature in the valley is still 
very high, and ordinary people cannot enter it at all. 

That is, Lin Kai, Lin Kai’s physique is unusual. 

But even so, Lin Kai was sweating. 

Soon after, Lin Kai came to the crater. Looking down, Lin Kai frowned again. 

Because he found that there was a strange meteorite in the crater. 

That meteorite is crystal-colored and transparent! 

There was a peculiar light on its body, flashing one after another, which was very 
attractive. 

Moreover, the size of this meteorite made Lin Kai very surprised. 

In the sky, it was huge, and Lin Kai thought it was a very huge meteorite. 

But after seeing this meteorite, Lin Kai discovered that this meteorite was not big at all, 
it was only the size of a fist! 

Yes, it is only the size of a normal person’s fist! 

It was round and crystal-like, just such a small meteorite from the sky, but it destroyed 
the entire valley! 

Lin Kai jumped down, he was approaching the meteorite. 

Even though he knew that it might be dangerous, Lin Kai jumped down because the 
spiritual power in his body was constantly pulling Lin Kai and prompting Lin Kai to move 
forward. 

If Lin Kai doesn’t leave, Lin Kai’s dantian may collapse at any time! 

Soon after, Lin Kai came to this meteorite. 

Lin Kaiqing couldn’t help but stretched out his hand, he wanted to touch this meteorite. 

It is so beautiful and so attractive. 



The moment Lin Kai touched it, the spiritual power in Lin Kai’s body was instantly quiet! 

It was as if a crying child had found his mother. 

Spiritual power quieted down. 

This meteorite didn’t seem to have any attack power against Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai held up the meteorite with both hands. Although the meteorite was not big, it 
was surprisingly heavy! 

Lin Kai estimated that it was about ten tons! 

That is, Lin Kai, ordinary people, can’t handle such a big meteorite! 

You know, a meteorite the size of a fist has a weight of ten tons! 

What does this mean? It means that this meteorite may contain some unknown energy! 
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Lin Kai held the meteorite in both hands and asked, “System, can you check for me, 
what is this meteorite?” 

Soon, the voice of the system rang in Lin Kai’s ears. 

“querying.” 

After about three minutes, Lin Kai’s ear once again rang the sound of the system. 

“Nothing found.” 

Even the system cannot find out what this thing is. 

Lin Kai was very curious, what exactly is it? 

At this moment, Lin opened his ears and he heard the sound of car engines around the 
crater. 

someone is coming. 

At that time, Lin Kai directly put the meteorite into the Universe Bag, and then he quickly 
fled the scene! 



This thing may be invaluable! 

Soon after, Lin Kai disappeared into the night. 

After an hour or so, Lin Kai returned to Chen’s house. 

After returning to Chen’s house, Lin Kai took a shower, changed into clean clothes, and 
returned to his room. 

After returning to the room, Lin Kai couldn’t wait to take out the meteorite in the 
Universe Bag. 

The body of the meteorite was still glowing. 

It is very attractive. 

Lin Kai looked at it up and down. 

Later, Lin Kai tried to absorb the energy in it. 

It doesn’t matter if it doesn’t suck, it scares Lin Kai a big jump! 

The meteorite contains extremely pure power! This power can be absorbed by Lin Kai 
and can be transformed into his own spiritual power! 

At that time, Lin Kai’s eyes lit up, as if he had discovered a new world! 

The earth’s spiritual power is lacking, so Lin Kai’s cultivation speed has been very slow. 

But if he had this meteorite, Lin Kai’s cultivation speed could be increased by a hundred 
times! 

The spiritual power within Lin Kai’s Dantian is constantly becoming full! 

In just an hour, with a snap, Lin Kai’s cultivation base broke through! 

Lin Kai stared at the meteorite in front of him. 

This is simply amazing! 

After absorbing so much energy, the light on this meteorite showed no signs of 
diminishing. 

The little energy that Lin Kai absorbed seemed to be just a drop in the bucket. 

Lin Kai only realized now that he seemed to have acquired a super big baby! 



Looking at the time, the sky was already bright, and Lin Kai quickly put the meteorite 
into his universe bag. 

In the future, when there is a chance, you must check it carefully, what is this thing! 

Boom! 

At this moment, the door of Lin Kai’s room was knocked suddenly. 

Lin Kai got out of bed and went to open the door. 

As soon as he opened the door, Lin Kai immediately saw the familiar figure. 

Chen Leier. 

Chen Leier was only wearing pajamas, and under the loose pajamas was her hot body. 

She has disheveled hair and no makeup, but she still looks good without makeup. She 
has good skin and can be broken by blowing. 

Her eye circles were a little dark, and she didn’t seem to close her eyes overnight. 

Chen Leier at this time is very cute. 

“Lin Kai, I think about it!” 

Chen Leier said when she saw Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai was a little confused. He scratched his head and asked, “What do you think?” 

Chen Leier pulled Lin Kai into Lin Kai’s room and closed the door. 

Then, Chen Leier looked at Lin Kai earnestly: “Since Chen Feiyu doesn’t treat me as an 
older sister and wants to kill me, then why should I care for his younger brother?” 

“Even if you really make the Chen family fall from the top of the mountain to the bottom, 
it is Chen Feiyu who is unlucky, I don’t want to worry about him!” 

After listening to her, Lin Kai couldn’t laugh or cry. 

This little girl thought about it all night, just wondering about such a thing! 

“What else?” Lin Kai asked. 



Chen Leier said: “My parents are getting old, and there are too many things in the mall. 
They are very tired. It happens that I have some savings in my hand. If the Chen family 
is really gone, I want to take them there. The lives of ordinary people.” 

“That’s good too.” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “Just figure it out.” 

“You have to remember that it was not I who destroyed your Chen family. Good and evil 
repay evil and evil. I believe you know what your Chen family has done.” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier lowered her head. 

“Actually, I knew that this day would come. I wanted to compare Chen Feiyu. It was 
precisely because I wanted to take charge of the Chen family. I wanted to turn the Chen 
family into a clean Chen family.” 

“But now it seems that I don’t have that chance.” 

Chen Leier said somewhat disappointed. 

“Stop talking, go, go to the company!” Chen Leier said. 

“You are still my personal bodyguard, you must protect my safety anytime, anywhere!” 

Chen Leier pointed at Lin Kai and ordered. 

Lin Kai smiled and nodded, and followed Chen Leier out of the villa. 

… 

Wild Wolf Security Company, President’s Office. 

Chen Feiyu was sitting on the office chair, frowning. 

There was a cigarette in his hand, but at this time, the cigarette was almost burning to 
the butt, and Chen Feiyu still didn’t notice it. 

Thor stood in front of him, motionless. 

After a long time, Thor said in a low voice: “Boss…” 

Chen Feiyu looked at Thor, Chen Feiyu’s eyes were dull: “Impossible! It makes no 
sense!” 

“Aurora mercenary, failed!” 



This morning, Chen Feiyu has been thinking about it. 

He received the news yesterday that all Aurora mercenaries were killed by Lin Kai 
alone! 

Chen Feiyu knew the strength of the Aurora mercenaries, but such a strong team failed! 

Is it possible that this Lin Kai was beaten with iron? 

“Boss, do you want me to go personally?” Thor asked cautiously. 

Chen Feiyu’s face was pale: “Even Aurora mercenaries can’t do it, can you do it?” 

“It seems that Lin Kai is not an ordinary person, he may be an ancient warrior!” 

“Moreover, the level is not low, the lowest level must be a master of Martial Saint level!” 

“It’s not that the Aurora mercenaries haven’t hunted and killed ancient martial artists, but 
Lin Kai can easily kill them back, indicating that Lin Kai is very strong!” 

“It looks like it is impossible to hunt Lin Kai.” 

At this time, Chen Feiyu rubbed his temples. 

He is worried! 

Now, Lin Kai didn’t kill him, but instead caused himself a big trouble! 

If Lin Kai wanted to assassinate Chen Feiyu, Chen Feiyu would probably be 
overwhelmed. 

“By the way, what happened to yesterday’s explosion?” Chen Feiyu asked. 

Raytheon replied: “Boss, there seemed to be a treasure that fell from the sky yesterday 
and hit it in a valley some distance from Jiangbei City.” 

“Huh?” Chen Feiyu was quite curious after hearing this, “Heaven descended from the 
heavens?” 

Thor nodded and said, “Yes, boss. It is said that someone saw with his own eyes 
yesterday that a luminous thing fell from the sky.” 

“In the valley, even golden fragments of armor were found!” 

“So some people infer that it is a foreign treasure that fell from the outer sky! However, 
except for the golden fragments, the foreign treasure is missing.” 
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“In other words, the strange treasure is gone?” Chen Feiyu asked. 

Raytheon nodded: “Yes, boss, the whole Jiangbei people know about this.” 

“It is said that people in black and white are all asking who stole the strange treasure. 
After all, things that fall from the sky are definitely not ordinary things!” 

Chen Feiyu touched his chin and narrowed his eyes. 

He was thinking. 

Soon after, Chen Feiyu’s eyes lit up, he patted the table and said, “Yes!” 

“Since Lin Kai can’t be assassinated, let’s borrow a knife to kill someone!” 

After all, he hooked his finger at Thor. 

And Raytheon immediately moved closer, and then, Chen Feiyu whispered a few words 
in Thor’s ear. 

After Thor heard it, his eyes lit up. 

He gave his thumbs up and said, “Boss, you are wise!” 

The corner of Chen Feiyu’s mouth also showed a wicked smile: “Haha, Lin Kai, this 
time, I want you to die!” 

Soon after, Lin Kai and Chen Leier came to the company. 

After yesterday’s assassination, Chen Leier’s sense of security was extremely low, so 
she asked Lin Kai to sit in her office and protect her personally. 

Lin Kai was playing with her mobile phone while Chen Leier was working in the office. 

At this moment, the door of the office was knocked suddenly. 

Bang bang bang! 

“Come in!” 

Chen Leier said. 



Soon after, the door of the office opened, and an extremely burly figure appeared in 
front of Chen Leier and Lin Kai. 

The person here is Thor. 

Thor glanced at Lin Kai, his eyes were extremely jealous, after all, it was Lin Kai who 
killed five white soldiers from Aurora mercenaries yesterday. 

Chen Leier frowned after seeing Thor. 

“What are you doing here?” 

Chen Leier and Chen Feiyu didn’t deal with it. 

Thor is also Chen Leier’s enemy. 

“The boss asked me to come over and give you something.” 

After all, Raytheon put a contract on the table. 

Chen Leier took a look at the contract and raised her eyebrows at that time: “The 
contract with the Lin Group?” 

This contract is a signed contract between Wild Wolf Security Company and Lin Group. 

This contract is about the position of the Wild Wolf Security Company in Jiangbei, and 
also about the friendship between the Lin family and the Chen family. 

This contract is extremely important to the Chen family! 

“Chen Feiyu is willing to give me this contract?” Chen Leier looked surprised. 

You know, if Chen Leier can sign this contract, she will be able to make great 
contributions to the Chen family! 

At that time, it will not be impossible to promote Chen Leier to become president. 

“Our boss said, for the sake of siblings, you can help as much as you can.” 

Thor said lightly. 

After all, Thor left the office without looking back. 

Chen Leier looked at the contract in front of her for a long time. 

“It must be Chen Feiyu who regrets it!” Chen Leier said through gritted teeth. 



“He must regret what happened yesterday! He is also afraid, he is afraid that I will 
retaliate against him! So he used this contract to please me!” 

Chen Leier said vowedly. 

Lin Kai picked up the contract on the table and opened it to take a look. 

The Lin family has many industries, countless in Jiangbei, and of course they also need 
security protection. 

Therefore, the Lin familys security has always been in cooperation with the Chen family. 

This sum of money is a large sum. 

Moreover, the cooperation between the two families represents the cooperation of two 
powerful forces. Therefore, the cooperation between the Chen family and the Lin family 
is very important. 

Chen Leier seemed to be able to win this contract, and she could soar into the sky in 
the Chen family! 

“Hehe, Chen Feiyu doesn’t want to play any tricks?” Lin Kai asked. 

Chen Leier shook her head and said, “No!” 

“The Chen family needs the Lin family, and at the same time, the Lin family also needs 
the Chen family!” 

“They won’t refuse to sign the contract. Chen Feiyu gave me a bargain for nothing!” 

After listening to her, Lin smiled and said nothing. 

“Go! Lin Kai! Go to the Lin Group now!” 

Chen Leier was very happy, she couldn’t wait. 

Lin Kai nodded, and walked out of the gate of Wild Wolf Security Company with Chen 
Leier. 

At the gate of the Wild Wolf Security Company, Lei Shen watched the two leave, and 
his mouth also showed a playful smile. 

This time, his boss not only wanted Lin Kai to disappear into this world, but also wanted 
to ruin Chen Leier! 

He wants Chen Leier to be the laughing stock of the Chen family! 



With Chen Leier’s Maserati, Lin Kai and Chen Leier appeared in the Lin Group soon 
after. 

As the No. 1 Group in Jiangbei, the Lin Groups construction is extremely spectacular, 
with tall office buildings and a clean company giving the impression of formality. 

The two strode into the Lin Group. 

However, Lin Kai put on a black mask at this time. 

“Strange, what are you doing with a mask?” Chen Leier looked at Lin Kai and asked. 

Lin chuckled: “There are some old acquaintances here, I don’t want them to know my 
existence.” 

Chen Leier nodded, she didn’t say much. 

Soon after, the two came to the front desk. At the front desk, there was a beautiful 
customer service lady. 

“Hello, is Manager Wang here?” Chen Leier asked. 

“I am the vice president of Wild Wolf Security Company, Chen Leier.” Chen Leier took 
out her business card. 

Upon seeing this, the lady customer service did not dare to neglect, she said: “You wait 
a moment.” 

Then, the customer service lady made a call, and soon after, she hung up. 

“Two, on the twenty-third floor, Manager Wang is waiting for you in the reception room.” 

The customer service lady said politely. 

Chen Leier nodded and strode towards the elevator with Lin Kai. 

After entering the elevator, the elevator rose slowly. Through the transparent elevator, 
the two could see that Jiangbei City became smaller and smaller under their feet. 

“The Lin Group is so stylish!” 

“Although the annual income of our Wild Wolf Security Company is not low, it is doing 
some ugly activities after all. Compared with the Lin Group, there is still a big distance.” 

Chen Leier exclaimed. 



Lin Kai smiled and said, “Hehe, if you want, you can come to work in the Lin Group in 
the future.” 

Upon hearing this, Chen Leier rolled her eyes: “Cut! You are talking as if you are the 
chairman of the Lin Group.” 

Lin Kai smiled nonchalantly: “I am not the chairman, but his ability is above the 
chairman.” 

Lin Kai was telling the truth. The Lin Family is completely under Lin Kai’s control, and 
Lin Ting listens to Lin Kai everything. 

“Cut!” Chen Leier rolled her eyes, she didn’t believe what Lin Kai said. 

“You can really brag!” 

Soon after, the 23rd floor arrived, and the two got off the elevator, but Chen Leier was 
dumbfounded as soon as she got off the elevator. 

The Lin Group is very large and the roads are relatively complicated. As soon as there 
is one office, Chen Leier doesn’t know where the reception room is. 

“Where is the reception room?” Chen Leier scratched her head. 

Lin Kai took her tender hand and said, “Come with me.” 

Afterwards, Lin Kai led Chen Leier towards the reception room. 

After turning three or four turns, the two came to the gate of the reception room. 

“Lin Kai, why are you so familiar with the Lin Group?” Chen Leier looked at Lin Kai very 
curiously. 
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Lin Kai smiled slightly and replied: “Hehe, because I am the eldest master of the Lin 
Group!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier obviously didn’t believe it. She rolled her eyes: 
“Cut! Bragging! Love to say nothing.” 

After Chen Leier said, she just wanted to push the door, but was stopped by Lin Kai. 

“What?” Chen Leier looked at Lin Kai and asked. 



Lin Kai said, “Don’t you think something is wrong?” 

“What’s wrong?” Chen Leier blinked her eyes with an unclear look. 

Lin Kai reminded: “Based on my understanding of the Lin Group, the Lin Group has 
always attached great importance to its customers, especially its partners.” 

“The internal structure of the Lin Group is very complicated. It stands to reason that 
there should be a dedicated staff to bring us to the office, but now, we have found it 
ourselves. What does this show?” 

Chen Leier is not stupid either, Lin Kai said so, she immediately understood. 

“In other words, the Lin Group doesn’t value us at all?” 

Lin Kai smiled and nodded. 

Chen Leier frowned her eyebrows tightly: “But anyway, we have already come and 
there is no way out. Try it first.” 

After all, Chen Leier directly knocked on the door of the office. 

Bang bang bang! 

Soon after, a man’s voice came from it. 

“Please come in.” 

Afterwards, Chen Leier opened the door of the office and walked in with Lin Kai. 

The office is very stylish, with floor-to-ceiling windows. From here, you can see the night 
view of a small part of Jiangbei City. 

Behind the desk, a man sat. 

This man is about forty years old, with a big belly, wearing a black suit, and a little bald. 

He is the manager of the financial department of the Lin Group, Wang Sheng. 

The financial department is the department with the most oil and water in the Lin Group, 
and Wang Sheng’s position in the company is also very high. 

Lin Kai didn’t know this Wang Sheng. After two major exchanges in the Lin family, many 
departments of the Lin Group changed people. This Wang Sheng should be a 
latecomer. 



Wang Sheng looked at Lin Kai and Chen Leier with a smile, with a playful smile in his 
eyes. 

“Hello, Manager Wang.” Chen Leier walked over with Lin Kai strode. 

“Vice President Chen, right?” Wang Sheng asked with a smile. 

He deliberately bites the word adverb very hard. 

Chen Leier nodded and smiled: “Yes, I came to your company today to discuss 
cooperation between the two companies.” 

“Oh.” 

I saw Wang Sheng faintly returned a word. 

His attitude is not very enthusiastic, even a little cold. 

This embarrassed Chen Leier. As she expected, the Lin Group should be very 
enthusiastic! After all, cooperating with the Chen family is a win-win situation. 

“Our Wild Wolf Security Company and Lin’s Group have cooperated for decades. Every 
time we cooperate, we are very happy. I hope this cooperation will be as happy as 
ever.” 

Chen Leier first said something polite. 

Afterwards, Chen Leier handed over the contract with both hands. 

“This is a contract drawn up by our Wild Wolf Security Company. Please have a look.” 

Chen Leier said very politely. 

But Wang Sheng glanced at the contract and didn’t mean to reach out to accept it. 

There was a faint smile on his face. 

This made Chen Leier very embarrassed, whether the contract was to be put down, or 
to continue to hold it. 

“Where is Chen Feiyu? In previous years, isn’t it always the case that he negotiated 
cooperation with our Lin Group?” Wang Sheng asked suddenly. 

After listening to Wang Sheng’s words, Chen Leier explained: “Oh, Chen Feiyu is my 
younger brother, and I am Chen Feiyu’s sister. He is here and I am the same.” 



“No, no, no.” 

Wang Sheng shook his head and said, “That’s different.” 

“In previous years, our Lin Group and Wild Wolf Security Company cooperated, and it 
was done in the face of Shao Chen.” 

“Chen Shao is ambitious and capable. In the future, Chen Shao takes charge of the 
company, and we are assured that we can continue to cooperate with Chen Shao.” 

“But you, it’s different.” 

As he said, Wang Sheng stroked his chin and joked. 

He was lying on the office chair, not in a hurry, not afraid that he would cause losses to 
the Lin Group. 

“Why is it different?” Chen Leier frowned. 

Wang Sheng laughed: “Heh, you are sent to discuss such an important contract with a 
woman, which means that in the future, the Chen family may be in charge of you?” 

“Then our Lin Group can’t rest assured!” 

After listening to Wang Sheng’s words, Chen Leier’s face changed drastically. 

She suddenly understood that Chen Feiyu gave her a set! 

Chen Feiyu has long colluded with the Lin Group! It’s not him that Chen Feiyu came, 
and the contract was not signed! 

At that time, Chen Leier would be punished by the board of directors for messing up the 
contract! 

And if Chen Feiyu stepped up to get the contract, he would win popularity and support! 

At that time, behind Chen Feiyu is the Lin Group, he will rise up! But I will never catch 
up with Chen Feiyu in my life! 

Now, even if Chen Leier regretted it, it was too late! 

Because the contract signing matter has fallen into her hands. 

With a plop, Chen Leier collapsed on the chair, showing a dull expression. 

“Chen Feiyu, you are so cruel!” 



After seeing Chen Leier’s expression like this, Wang Sheng shook his head with a 
disdainful smile on his mouth. 

A woman is a woman, still too stupid! 

“Is there anything else? If it’s okay, please go back.” Wang Sheng waved his hand 
impatiently. 

“By the way, don’t come again, it’s not Shao Chen, we won’t sign the contract!” 

Wang Sheng said. 

Chen Leier looked unwilling. 

But she has nothing to do. 

No way, who made Chen Feiyu’s heart cruel? Who will let Chen Feiyu’s way be wild? 

Her Chen Leier is no matter how kind! Even if she is upright! After all, I can’t beat the 
villain! 

Chen Leier was desperate, picked up the contract on the table, and walked out blankly. 

Lin Kai looked at her back, also a little unbearable. 

Forget it, just treat yourself as compensating her. 

“Do you want to win this contract?” Lin Kai asked suddenly. 

Chen Leier looked back at Lin Kai and said, “Yes.” 

But she didn’t take Lin Kai seriously. 

Even if Lin Kai was able to fight again, the problems of Shang Dao could not be solved 
with his fists. 

Behind the Lin Group, there is a great backer! 

“I’ll help you.” Lin Kai said lightly. 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier glanced at Lin Kai again, and she gave a 
wry smile: “Haha, Lin Kai, I know you are for my good, but let’s forget it…” 

“After all, you have no good way.” 



Lin Kai shook his head when he heard this, and said, “Isn’t it just a contract? I can make 
the Lin Group sign a contract with you!” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier was stunned for a while, and she looked 
back at Lin Kai. 

“Lin Kai, stop joking!” 
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Lin Kai smiled helplessly and said, “Hehe, I’m not kidding.” 

“As long as you are willing, I can handle the contract matters in a word.” 

Lin Kai is not bragging. 

After all, the Lin Group is his family’s enterprise, and handling a contract is just a matter 
of hand. 

When Wang Sheng heard the words, he looked at Lin Kai up and down, and laughed at 
that time: “Hehe, who is this? He has a crazy tone!” 

He didn’t know Lin Kai because he was new here. 

Lin Kai looked at Wang Sheng, put his hands in his pockets, and said, “Who am I, don’t 
worry about it, and get the contract for me now!” 

Lin Kai spoke to Wang Sheng in a commanding tone. 

Wang Sheng laughed at that time: “Oh, I have seen someone who is so fatal, I have 
never seen you so fatal, do you know who the **** is Lao Tzu? Lao Tzu is the manager 
of the finance department of the Lin Group!” 

“Do you dare to talk to me like this?” 

Wang Sheng is very rampant. 

He didn’t open Lin’s eyes at all. 

Lin Kai laughed at what he said, “Hehe, as far as I know, the Lin Group cooperates with 
Wild Wolf Security Company every year. If you refuse to cooperate, the blame will come 
down. Can you bear the responsibility?” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, his face changed. 



Indeed, the above does not mean to dissolve cooperation with the Chen family. 

Not cooperating with the Chen family this time, it’s just that Wang Sheng listened to 
Chen Feiyu’s words. 

After he got the benefits, he wanted to scare Chen Leier. In the end, he still wanted to 
cooperate with the Chen family. 

“Haha.” Wang Sheng laughed: “Since you have spoken out, I won’t hide it from you.” 

“The cooperation with the Chen family will not be interrupted.” 

“It’s just that I only recognize Chen Feiyu!” 

“You understand what I mean?” 

What Wang Sheng meant, obviously, he just wanted to help Chen Feiyu get Huang 
Chen Leier! 

I saw Wang Sheng holding his arms, with a playful smile on his face, looking at Lin Kai 
and Chen Leier provocatively. 

I opened up and said, what can you do with me? I just dont cooperate with you, what 
can you do with me? 

When Lin Kai saw this, he was very angry: “Presumptuous!” 

Snapped! 

Lin Kai slapped the table fiercely, and said angrily: “Have you forgotten the rules of the 
Lin family?” 

“The Lin family has never participated in the internal disputes of other families. Have 
you forgotten all this?” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Wang Sheng smiled playfully: “Yeah! You know a lot!” 

“Yes! The Lin family doesn’t allow us to participate in the internal disputes of other 
families, but I participated, what can you do with me?” 

“If you have the ability, you can find our chairman!” 

After that, he smiled triumphantly. 

The chairman of the Lin Group has everything to do with every day, and there is no way 
to see anyone without identity! 



Therefore, he concluded that Lin Kai had no solution to him. 

At this time, I saw Chen Leier pulled La Lin Kai, shook her head at Lin Kai, and said, 
“Forget it, I know you are kind, but you can’t control this matter.” 

This matter is between two big families. 

Lin Kai is good at being strong, but this matter is not something that can be solved with 
his fists. 

Lin Kai smiled helplessly after hearing the words, “Hehe, believe me, I really have a 
way!” 

After that, Lin Kai looked at Wang Sheng. This time, Wang Sheng’s eyes were 
completely cold. 

“Is Vice Chairman Lin Dahai here?” Lin Kai asked coldly. 

The vice chairman is Lin Dahai. Lin Dahai is a veteran of the Lin family. It can be 
described as one person under the Lin family and above 10,000 people. 

After hearing the three words of Lin Dahai, Wang Sheng glanced at Lin Kai: “What? You 
don’t want to say, do you know our vice chairman?” 

Lin Kai nodded heavily and said, “Yes, I know Lin Dahai, call Lin Dahai over!” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Wang Sheng puffed out with a laugh: “Puff haha! Who 
the **** are you scaring you? Can our vice chairman know you as a little guy?” 

Lin Kai followed Chen Leier, and his clothes were extremely inconspicuous. He looked 
like a follower of Chen Leier. 

Therefore, Wang Sheng didn’t think Lin Kaineng was a great man. 

“I said, what I just said was not clear enough?” 

“The contract, not Chen Feiyu, can’t sign it!” 

“Go! Don’t delay my work!” 

Wang Sheng waved his hand impatiently. 

Lin Kai’s expression is very ugly, this Wang Sheng doesn’t give him any face Lin Kai! 

“Okay! You don’t call it, are you? I call it!” 



After that, Lin Kai directly picked up the phone on the table in front of Wang Sheng, and 
was about to call Lin Dahai. 

After seeing this scene, Wang Sheng was very frightened. 

Excuse the vice chairman? He doesn’t have the guts! Even if Lin Kai makes a call! After 
all, the call came from him. 

At that time, Wang Sheng held down Lin Kai’s hand to make a call. 

“What are you doing? Did you make trouble? I called the security guard!” Wang Sheng 
threatened. 

“Security! Security! Come in!” At this time, Wang Sheng shouted. 

Seeing Wang Sheng really called for security, Chen Leier was a little panicked. She 
quickly pulled Lin Kai and said, “Lin Kai, I think it’s better to forget it, don’t be like that, 
after a while, things will get up and it will be in trouble! “ 

After listening to her, Lin Kai smiled helplessly: “Trust me, I will help you handle this 
matter!” 

Chen Leier raised her eyebrows, she was really not sure what medicine Lin Kai sold in 
the gourd. 

Soon after, only three or four security guards rushed in, with rubber batons in their 
hands. 

“Manager Wang, what’s the matter?” 

A security guard asked. 

Wang Sheng pointed at Lin Kai and said angrily: “Bump this kid out of me!” 

“Yes!” 

Several security guards agreed and walked towards Lin Kai. 

“Go! Don’t stay here! Get out!” 

Several security guards held Lin Kai at that time and wanted to push Lin Kai out. 

But Lin Kai frowned, and saw that he stood motionless. Three or four security guards 
pulled Lin Kai and found that he could not pull Lin Kai at all. 



Lin Kai was like a telegraph pole, no matter how hard they tried, they couldn’t make Lin 
Kai move one step. 

“Oh, let me go!” 

I saw a security guard standing behind Lin Kai and pushing, two security guards pulled 
Lin Kai’s arm to pull, and one security guard pulled in front. 

The four of them couldn’t make Lin Kai move! 

After seeing this scene, Wang Sheng became angry. He slapped the table and said 
angrily: “You trash! How many people can’t get away with one person?” 

After being scolded by Manager Wang, these people were also angry at the time. 

A security guard lifted the baton in his hand and said: “Fuck! Find a fight! Hit him!” 

At that time, four security guards swarmed directly! So I was ready to teach Lin Kai a 
lesson! 

But Lin Kai narrowed his eyes, his fist was clenched, his muscles were tight, and a 
powerful aura directly radiated from Lin Kai’s body! 

“Get out of here!” 
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Lin Kai let out a roar. At that time, a wave of air broke out directly from Lin Kai’s body! 

The faces of the four security guards changed drastically! 

At that time, their bodies received a severe shock! 

Then, the four of them flew upside down! 

boom! boom! boom! 

All four of them slammed into the wall, and then they all spewed out a big mouthful of 
blood. 

Lin Kai defeated the four strong bodyguards without even doing anything. 



When Chen Leier saw this scene, instead of being happy, she covered her forehead. 

This time it was over, and this time Lin Kai was in trouble. 

He was in the Lin Group and beat the people of the Lin Group! 

what is this? This is provoking the Lin Group! 

This is looking down on the Lin Group! 

After seeing this scene, Wang Sheng’s eyes widened. He quickly picked up the phone 
on the table and started calling. 

“Security Department? This is Wang Sheng! There was a beating in my office! Hurry up 
and bring someone here!” 

After Wang Sheng said it, he took a few steps back, away from Lin Kai. 

“I warn you! Don’t mess around! This is the Lin Group! If you dare to do something to 
me, I will be dead!” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly, he didn’t pay attention to Wang Sheng at all. 

When Lin Kai came directly to the desk, he picked up the phone on the desk and dialed 
Lin Dahai’s phone. 

Soon after, Lin Dahai’s phone was dialed. 

“Hello?” Lin Dahai’s voice came over the phone. 

“It’s me.” Lin Kai said lightly. 

When Lin Kai spoke, Lin Dahai on the other side of the phone was silent for a while. 
Soon after, Lin Dahai’s very excited voice came: “Master, is that you Master?” 

Lin Kai said, “It’s me, where are you now?” 

Lin Dahai immediately replied: “I am walking towards the Lin Group, Master, what do 
you have to say?” 

“I am in the office of Wang Sheng of the Lin Group. I will give you ten minutes to come 
here.” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s order, Lin Dahai directly agreed: “Yes! Master, I will be there 
soon!” 



Afterwards, Lin Kai hung up the phone. 

The scene of Lin Kai making a call was seen by both Chen Leier and Wang Sheng. 

After seeing Lin Kai hang up, Wang Sheng sneered: “Haha, kid, don’t scare me here, I 
won’t take yours!” 

“Want to fool me into signing a contract? Are you a fool for me, Wang Sheng?” 

Lin Kai didn’t even care about him. 

It was Chen Leier. She looked at Lin Kai with a worried look, and Lin Kai made the 
matter completely agitated. 

She also thought that Lin Kai was frightening Wang Sheng, but after all, Wang Sheng 
was an old fried dough stick in business, how could Lin Kai frighten him? 

“Lin Kai, let’s go quickly? When someone comes, I’m afraid we won’t be able to go!” 
Chen Leier said with great worry. 

At this moment, Wang Sheng sneered: “Hehe, want to go? Where is that easy? You 
can’t go anymore!” 

As soon as Wang Sheng’s voice fell, a group of security guards rushed in from outside! 

There are so many security guards! There are more than 20 people! 

The leader is the security captain of the Lin Group. 

The security captain took a group of strong security guards and directly occupied the 
entire office. 

“Manager Wang, what’s the matter?” the security captain asked. 

Wang Sheng pointed at Lin Kai and Chen Leier, and said, “These two people are 
making trouble and beating! Block the door for me and don’t let these two people run 
away!” 

Upon hearing this, the security captain nodded heavily and agreed: “Don’t worry, 
Manager Wang, if we are here today, even a fly can’t run away!” 

After all, the security captain took a group of security guards and directly blocked the 
exit of the office! 



Wang Sheng looked at Chen Leier rather gloatingly: “Chen Leier, I dont know if you are 
really stupid or fake. You dare to make trouble in the Lin Group. Think about it if I call 
the police. How much influence it has on you, you should know it yourself?” 

After listening to Wang Sheng’s words, Chen Leier’s face changed drastically. 

If she calls the police, her incident of Chen Leier’s disturbance in the Lin Group will 
spread throughout the company! 

At that time, she will be even more unable to look up! 

Thinking of this, Chen Leier quickly raised her hand to stop Wang Sheng. 

“Don’t call the police! Say it if you have something!” Chen Leier said quickly. 

Wang Sheng put down the phone, he smiled slightly, and said, “Hehe, Chen Leier, how 
do you say, Shao Chen is your brother.” 

“Actually, Shao Chen doesn’t want to ruin you, but to be a woman, you must have the 
consciousness of being a woman.” 

“As long as you agree to Chen Shao, you will not participate in the company’s affairs in 
the future, and be your daughter-in-law at home, Chen Shao promises that you will be 
safe in the rest of your life. 

“How do you say, you are all Chen Shao’s sister!” 

Wang Sheng smiled cunningly. 

Chen Feiyu wanted him, Wang Sheng, to dissuade her from Chen Leier. 

Chen Feiyu didn’t want to make things too stiff. After all, Chen Leier was his sister. 
Killing Chen Leier would have a huge negative impact on Chen Feiyu. 

Therefore, it is best to let Chen Leier abdicate by herself. 

Chen Leier bit her silver teeth and showed a tangled expression. 

She is naturally unwilling to abdicate! But now, all signs have shown that she Chen 
Leier failed! 

She Chen Leier is not Chen Feiyu’s opponent! 

She looked at Lin Kai, she was really tangled. 

But at this moment, there was a loud noise from outside. 



“The vice chairman is here!” 

I don’t know who screamed, and then a group of security guards gave up a road 
directly. 

I saw a man walk in quickly from the outside. It was a middle-aged man with a big belly, 
sweating on his head and looking hurried. 

The person here is Lin Dahai, the vice chairman of the Lin Group! 

After seeing Lin Dahai, Wang Sheng was also taken aback. Why did Lin Dahai come? 

Is it possible that the kid really knows the vice chairman? 

impossible! That kid is just a small follower of Chen Leier, how could he know Lin 
Dahai? 

With doubts, I saw Wang Sheng greeted the past quickly. Wang Sheng grasped Lin 
Dahai’s hand and said, “Chairman, why are you here?” 

Wang Sheng is very sensible. He deliberately did not call the vice chairman, but the 
chairman. 

Lin Dahai was especially looking forward to seeing Wang Sheng. Lin Dahai said, “I’m 
here to find someone.” 

After that, Lin Dahai searched among the crowd. 

But after searching a large circle, Lin Dahai did not find Lin Kai. 

After all, Lin Kai was wearing a bodyguard uniform and a mask. It was normal for Lin 
Dahai to not recognize Lin Kai. 

“Chairman, who are you looking for?” Wang Sheng snorted in his heart. 

Could it be the chairman, really came to find that brat? 
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Lin Dahai said, “I’m here to find our Lin family’s eldest master.” 

Young Master Lin Family? 

After hearing these words, the scene was in an uproar. 



Master Lin Family actually came to the company? 

Most of the employees in the company have never seen the young master of the Lin 
family, because the Lin family has changed blood twice in this short period of six 
months. 

Therefore, the vast majority of people don’t know Young Master Lin. 

When I heard that Young Master Lin was coming to the company, many employees 
were ready to move, and wanted to perform well in front of Young Master Lin. 

When Wang Sheng heard this, he was also relieved. He thought that Lin Dahai was 
really found by that waste. 

“So that’s it, when will the Lin Family Young Master come?” Wang Sheng asked. 

Lin Dahai shook his head and said, “I don’t know, the young master wants me to come 
to the company, but I don’t know where the others are.” 

At this time, Lin Dahai noticed the many security guards in the office. 

After seeing so many security guards, Lin Dahai frowned. He asked, “What happened at 
the scene?” 

After listening to Lin Dahai’s words, Wang Sheng said quickly: “Oh, this is the chairman. 
These two people are making trouble in our company. I asked the security to drive them 
away. Not only did they not leave, but they also injured us. The security!” 

After listening to Wang Sheng’s words, Lin Dahai frowned. 

“Oh? Something like this happened?” 

Lin Dahai looked at Chen Leier and Lin Kai with a bad expression. 

“Who are you?” Lin Dahai asked coldly. 

A smile barely appeared on Chen Leier’s face, and Chen Leier said: “Chairman, I am 
Chen Leier from Wild Wolf Security Company.” 

After listening to Chen Leier’s words, Lin Dahai’s expression became even more ugly: 
“Huh! How come I am so arrogant, it turns out to be from the Chen family!” 

“Even if your Chen family has the same big business in Jiangbei! But you should be 
clear about who is in charge in Jiangbei!” 

“Dare to make trouble in our Lin Group, are you tired of living?” 



Lin Dahai’s extremely domineering! 

He has that confidence! 

In Jiangbei, the Lin Group is not afraid of anyone! 

After listening to Lin Dahai’s words, Chen Leier also lowered her head, not daring to 
look at him at all. 

Lin Dahai is right. No matter how arrogant the Chen family is in Jiangbei, the Lin family 
will not be afraid of the Chen family, because in Jiangbei, the Lin family has the final 
say! 

Wang Sheng showed a smug expression at this time: “Did you hear what our chairman 
said? Lin Group, this is not a place where you can go wild! Get out of here!” 

Chen Leier lowered her head, she pulled Lin Kai, and was about to leave. 

But Wang Sheng stopped Chen Leier: “You can go, but he can’t! He injured our person. 
We must send him to the Public Security Bureau today!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier became anxious at the time. Lin Kai couldn’t 
stay here! 

Now, only Lin Kai can protect her safety. If Lin Kai stays here, maybe Chen Feiyu will 
attack her again! 

“Who is he?” Lin Dahai looked at Lin Kai and asked. 

I don’t know why, Lin Dahai always thinks that Lin Kai is very familiar, but he can’t 
remember where he saw it. 

Upon hearing this, Wang Sheng quickly replied: “Oh, this kid is Chen Leier’s attendant, 
his tone is frantic!” 

“He said he knew you too!” 

After listening to Wang Sheng’s words, Lin Dahai held his arms and smiled playfully. 

He looked at Lin Kai up and down, and said, “Don’t tell me, I really feel familiar, but I 
can’t remember where I saw it.” 

Lin Dahai touched his chin and said. 

At this moment, Lin Kai took off his mask and looked at Lin Dahai with a smile. 



“Remember now?” 

After seeing Lin Kai’s face, Lin Dahai was stunned. 

Isn’t this the eldest master of the Lin family? 

Lin Dahai will never forget Lin Kai for the rest of his life! In the two major disasters of the 
Lin family, Lin Kai helped in the past. In the past, Lin Dahai respected Lin Kai because 
Lin Kai was the eldest master of the Lin family, but now he respects Lin Kai because Lin 
Kai belongs to the Lin family. rely! 

Lin Kai, he will never forget it! 

After seeing Lin Kai’s true face, Wang Sheng chuckled and laughed: “Hehe, just a little 
white face, will our chairman know you such a bad street goods?” 

As soon as Wang Sheng said, Lin Dahai was furious! 

“What the **** are you talking about?” 

Lin Dahai yelled at Wang Sheng. 

But Wang Sheng was stunned at the time. Why was the chairman angry at him? 

“What’s the matter, chairman?” Wang Sheng had a dazed expression on his face. 

At this moment, Lin Dahai was not polite, raised his palm, and slapped Wang Sheng 
directly! 

Snapped! With a sound, a five-fingerprint appeared on Wang Sheng’s face. 

Wang Sheng was covering his face, and he was dumbfounded at the time. The 
chairman hit himself? It seems that he did nothing wrong, right? 

Not only was Wang Sheng dumbfounded, but a group of security guards were 
dumbfounded. 

Wang Sheng, the manager of the finance department, has always been a favorite! How 
did Lin Dahai get hit now? 

Even Chen Leier is very confused, what’s the situation? 

“Chairman, why are you hitting me?” Wang Sheng asked with aggrieved face covering 
his face. 

“What did you say he was?” Lin Dahai pointed at Lin Kai and asked Wang Sheng. 



Wang Sheng was taken aback, and then truthfully replied: “He’s a bad guy!” 

After listening to Wang Sheng’s words, Lin Dahai was furious! 

“Presumptuous! This is the eldest master of my Lin family! Lin Kai!” Lin Dahai almost 
roared! 

He is angry! He was very angry! 

For him, Lin Kai is not only the young master of the Lin family, but also the support of 
the Lin family! More of a junior in his mind! It’s a relative! 

After listening to Lin Dahai’s words, Wang Sheng was confused at the time. 

Young Master Lin Family? Lin Kai? 

Is he the young master? 

Wang Sheng looked at Lin Kai’s face and was dumbfounded. 

Chen Leier looked at Lin Kai and was also silly. 

This man who acts as a bodyguard for himself is even bigger than himself! He is 
actually the eldest young master of the Lin family! 

Those bodyguards are also stupid! I was actually blocking Young Master Lin’s family 
just now! 

At this time, Lin Dahai wiped the sweat from his head, and asked, “Master, are you 
okay? Didn’t these people treat you?” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and shook his head: “It’s okay, Uncle Lin, it’s just a bunch of 
stinky fish and prawns, how could it hurt me?” 

“It’s fine if it’s fine, it’s fine if it’s fine…” 

Lin Dahai wiped the sweat from his forehead again. 

Look at Wang Sheng, his expression, it is a wonderful one. 

He never expected that this man who looked like Chen Leier and classmates was 
actually the young master of the Lin family! 

It’s over, this one is completely over! 



Not to mention helping Chen Feiyu, not to mention getting the benefits, whether his 
manager can continue to do it is one thing! 

Chen Feiyu Ah Chen Feiyu! 

Chen Leier has such a tough backer, but you don’t tell me, aren’t you **** hurting me? 
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In fact, Wang Sheng didn’t know, nor did Chen Feiyu know that Chen Leier knew the Lin 
Family Young Master! 

This time it’s all right, self-defeating, this time Chen Feiyu not only failed to suppress 
Chen Leier, but gave the contract to Chen Leier for nothing! 

Behind Chen Leier was the young master of the Lin family. 

Chen Leier can be in the right position! 

At this time, everyone was still immersed in the shock that the man in front of him was 
Young Master Lin. 

After a long time, Wang Sheng spoke with a trembling voice: “He… is he the young 
master of the Lin family?” 

“Are you kidding me?” 

Lin Dahai glared at Wang Sheng like iron and steel, and said, “I’m kidding? I’ll make fun 
of Lin Family Young Master? He is Lin Family Young Master! It’s a fake! 

After listening to Lin Dahai’s confirmation, Wang Sheng felt as if he was struck by five 
thunders, and he was dumbfounded. 

It’s over, this one is completely over! 

How can he survive in the company in the future? 

The group of security guards lowered their heads, for fear that Lin Kai would see them, 
or that Lin Kai would blame them. 

“Shao Lin, this…this is a misunderstanding…” Wang Sheng said with a bitter expression 
on his face. 



When Lin Dahai saw this, he had already guessed something. It must be this Wang 
Sheng who had offended his family’s young master. 

At that time, Lin Dahai asked angrily: “What’s wrong with the young master?” 

Wang Sheng hesitated, speechless: “I…I…” 

“Can’t tell, can you?” 

Lin Kai smiled and said, “Hehe, it’s okay, I’ll say it for you!” 

After that, Lin Kai looked at Lin Dahai. 

“Uncle Lin, the cooperation between our Lin family and Chen family has been for many 
years, right?” 

Lin Dahai was taken aback when he heard this, but he still nodded, “Yes, it has been for 
many years.” 

“Our Lin family has rules, not to interfere in the housework of other families, right?” 

“Yes, that’s right.” Lin Dahai nodded again. 

“The Chen family sent her to talk about cooperation, but this kid refused to cooperate 
with the Chen family, and he also recognized someone, not Chen Feiyu!” 

“Does this mean that our Lin family is supporting Chen Feiyu? Does it mean that he has 
broken the house rules?” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Lin Dahai’s expression changed. 

He looked at Wang Sheng, his face turned green with anger. 

This Wang Sheng, he pulled it up with one hand! But now, this Wang Sheng actually did 
such a despicable thing! And it was discovered by Young Master Lin! 

“Wang Sheng! Are you impatient with your life?” Lin Dahai asked angrily. 

Wang Sheng lowered his head, his expression repentant. 

He had known that Chen Leier’s backer was so tough and killed him, he would not dare 
to support Chen Feiyu! 

“Chairman, I was wrong…” Wang Sheng lowered his head. 



Lin Dahai angrily said: “Wrong? Can I solve the problem if I am wrong? Can I make up 
for the mistake if I am wrong?” 

“Get out of here! Starting today, you will be demoted from the finance manager to the 
security guard! Go and show me the door!” 

After listening to Lin Dahai’s words, Wang Sheng was dumbfounded. 

Wang Sheng sat down on the chair. 

It’s over, this one is completely over. 

His Wang Sheng has been demoted to a security guard! He has worked hard for so 
many years before he has taken the position of manager, and he is also the most oily 
finance manager! 

But now, just because he helped people who shouldn’t help, Lin Dahai destroyed 
everything he had in a word! 

He is no longer a financial manager with an annual salary of tens of millions, and he is 
no longer a successful person! 

Starting today, he is a smelly security guard! He was dumbfounded. 

He regrets it. If there is regret medicine in this world, Wang Sheng will definitely take 
regret medicine desperately! 

“Chairman! I was wrong with the chairman!” 

“Shao Lin, I was wrong, Shao Lin! You just forgive me this time! Chairman! Shao Lin!” 

At this moment, Wang Sheng knelt down directly, Wang Sheng was like a beggar, very 
pitiful, he was praying for Lin Kai and Lin Dahai. 

And Lin Kai’s face showed a playful smile. 

“Hehe, you asked for all this.” 

“Come on! Give it to me!” 

Lin Kai gave an order. At that time, the group of security guards who usually respect 
Wang Sheng sneered. 

I saw that they directly dragged Wang Sheng out! 

“Let’s go! Manager Wang!” A group of security sneered and dragged Wang Sheng out! 



Wang Sheng usually treats them very harshly and deducts their wages at every turn, so 
they hate Wang Sheng for a long time! Now is a great time for them to retaliate! 

Lin Dahai waved his hand at this time and said, “Don’t look! Don’t look! It’s all gone!” 

Afterwards, a group of security guards dispersed. 

After the security had left, Lin Dahai showed a kind smile on his face: “Xiaokai, why are 
you back? It is said that now, it is…” 

Lin Dahai didn’t finish his sentence, everyone in Lin Kai’s family knew what Lin Kai 
wanted for now. 

However, this matter did not cause much trouble, after all, it was only people from 
Jiulong Mountain who were arresting Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “It’s okay, don’t worry.” 

“Just fine.” Lin Dahai nodded. 

At this time, I saw Lin Kai picked up the contract on the table and placed it in front of Lin 
Dahai, and said, “Sign it, the cooperation contract with the Chen family.” 

Lin Kai asked Lin Dahai to sign, but Lin Dahai didn’t even read the specific content of 
the contract, so he signed the contract directly! 

After signing the contract, Lin Kai handed it over to Chen Leier. 

And Chen Leier looked stupidly at the contract in her hand, until now, she still seemed 
to be dreaming. 

I finally got this important contract! With this contract, you can get ahead on the board of 
directors! 

Chen Leier is very happy! 

She looked at Lin Kai and said, “Thank you! Lin Kai!” 

She was grateful to Lin Kai from the bottom of her heart. After all, if Lin Kai hadn’t been 
there, let alone get the contract now, whether she could survive or not was still a 
question. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “Don’t thank you, this is what I made up for you.” 

Chen Leier nodded, very happy. 



Lin Dahai said at this time: “Xiaokai, since you are back, do you want to go home and 
see the chairman?” 

Lin Kai shook his head when he heard the words. He is not suitable for going home 
now. 

After returning home, it will only cause trouble for the family. 

“Forget it, I’m leaving soon.” Lin laughed. 

Hearing this, Lin Dahai nodded rather disappointed: “Well then.” 

“By the way, after you go back, tell my parents that I am fine now, so they don’t have to 
worry.” Lin Kai smiled slightly. 

“Okay.” Lin Dahai agreed. 

Jingle Bell! 

At this moment, Chen Leier’s cell phone rang suddenly. 

I took out my mobile phone and found that it was Chen Feiyu calling. 

Chapter 872: Convene A Board Of Directors 

Chapter 872 

“Chen Feiyu?” Chen Leier frowned after seeing the caller ID. 

“Come on.” Lin Kai said. 

Chen Leier nodded, and she answered the phone. 

Soon after, Chen Feiyu’s triumphant voice came from the other end of the phone. 

“Heh, my sister, I believe you have been rejected by the Lin Group?” 

It seems that Chen Feiyu has not received the news of Wang Sheng’s demotion, and 
Wang Sheng is now immersed in the great sadness of demotion. I am afraid that for a 
while, I really can’t remember Chen Feiyu. 

“I” 

Before Chen Leier had spoken, Chen Feiyu interrupted her: “Okay! Stop talking! My 
sister, even if you ask me, I won’t give you a chance.” 



“Do you think I would give you this contract so easily?” 

“Tell you, fight with me, you are too tender! A woman is a woman, hum!” 

After listening to Chen Feiyu’s words, Chen Leier turned out to be speechless. 

“It’s not like that, I…” 

“What am I?” 

Chen Feiyu interrupted Chen Leier again. 

“If you are not cruel, how can you gain a foothold in this cruel world?” 

“My sister, the board of directors will be held soon, and now please come back to the 
company immediately!” 

“Please report your achievements in front of all the directors and the chairman of the 
board! Humph!” 

After that, Chen Feiyu directly hung up the phone. 

He had already arranged everything, as long as Chen Leier arrived at the Lin Group, he 
arranged for everyone to hold a board of directors! 

Don’t give Chen Leier a chance to breathe at all! 

Chen Leier looked at the hung-up phone, and she was also a little speechless. She 
originally wanted to give Chen Feiyu a chance, but Chen Feiyu was better off and 
directly convened the board of directors! 

That’s it, there is no way to end it! 

Today is not Chen Feiyu’s death, or her Chen Leier’s death! 

“Let’s go?” Lin Kai smiled playfully. 

Chen Leier nodded, and afterwards, Lin Kai and Lin Dahai greeted him and walked out 
of the Lin Group. 

Soon after, the two came to the parking lot downstairs. Next to Chen Leier’s red 
Maserati, Lin Kaigang was about to drive. Suddenly, he found a red bag beside the car. 

Lin Kai was very strange. 

He picked up the red bag and opened it. Lin Kai was dumbfounded. 



Because in the bag, it was Lin Kai’s stuff! It is a fragment of Lin Kai’s gold suit! 

When the meteorite landed, the golden armor shattered because it could not withstand 
the violent shock wave. 

Lin Kai also forgot to retrieve the fragments left on the scene. 

I don’t know who it was, but he sent Lin Kai’s things back. 

Not only that, in the red plastic bag, there is also a round sphere. 

The sphere glowed like a night pearl. 

Lin Kai picked it up and took a look, but he didn’t think much about it. He thought it was 
Nine Dragon Mountain or the people of Shadow Gate. 

He put these things into the car casually. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai drove away with Chen Leier. 

As everyone knows, all this is seen in the eyes of others. 

And this person is Thor! 

Raytheon knew that Lin Kai’s detection and counter-detection capabilities were very 
strong, but Lin Kai was not a **** after all. 

Lei Shen hid a hundred meters away from Lin Kai and took a photo of all this with his 
camera. 

The corner of Thor’s mouth showed a playful smile. With these photos, I am afraid that 
Lin Kai will not be destroyed? 

Soon after, Lin Kai and Chen Leier returned to the Wild Wolf Security Company. 

Today’s Wild Wolf Security Company is extremely quiet, because today, the company 
held a board of directors, which is the highest standard of board! 

The reason for the board meeting is not clear to everyone, but according to the gossip, 
this time the board of directors was opened for Chen Leier! 

After entering the company, Lin Kai and Chen Leier walked quickly into the elevator. 

The elevator closed and went up. Lin Kai said at this moment: “Chen Leier, I don’t want 
others to know that I am the young master of the Lin family.” 



Chen Leier nodded and said, “I understand.” 

… 

At this time, in a meeting room on the 18th floor of the Wild Wolf Security Company, it 
was extremely quiet. 

This meeting room is the largest office in the entire company. 

And there are hundreds of shareholders, large and small, all in the company today! 

Sitting in the first place is the chairman of this company, Chen Baichuan. 

Chen Baichuan is the father of Chen Feiyu and Chen Leier. 

Behind Chen Baichuan, stood a super muscular man. 

This super muscular man is a master of martial arts level! He was hired by Chen 
Baichuan to worship. 

Under Chen Baichuan are hundreds of shareholders, large and small. 

Chen Feiyu was sitting next to Chen Baichuan. 

“Feiyu! What is the reason for the board meeting today?” Chen Baichuan asked with a 
smile. 

He has a son and a daughter. He has always rewarded and punished his sons and 
daughters, and he has never favored either side. 

Of course, Chen Baichuan still thinks that Chen Feiyu’s ability is better than Chen Leier, 
after all, Chen Feiyu is ruthless! 

“Dad, you’ll know in a while!” Chen Feiyu smiled mysteriously. 

At this moment, the door of the meeting room was opened. 

Chen Leier walked in quickly with Lin Kai. 

“Sorry everyone, I’m late.” Chen Leier bowed to the crowd, and hurriedly returned to her 
position. 

Chen Feiyu sneered after seeing Lin Kai. 

“Haha, sister, you came to the board of directors with your bodyguards? Are you afraid 
of any accident on the board of directors?” 



Chen Leier was taken aback when she heard the words. 

I looked around and saw that in the entire conference room, except for Chen Baichuan, 
she was the only one with the bodyguard. 

Chen Baichuan smiled and said, “Hehe, bring it with you, what’s the big deal? Take a 
seat, have a meeting!” 

Chen Leier took his seat officially, and Lin Kai was standing behind Chen Leier. 

“Feiyu, you convened this board of directors. Why do you convene?” Chen Baichuan 
asked with a smile. 

His son and daughter are very capable of handling affairs. Chen Baichuan believes that 
they will not convene the board of directors for no reason. 

Chen Feiyu nodded, stood up, and said, “Dear shareholders, our Wild Wolf Security 
Company is the No. 1 Security Company in Jiangbei!” 

“The scope of its business is from the capital to the capital! Down to the county, there is 
the shadow of our wild wolf security company!” 

“And why is our Wild Wolf Security Company so successful?” 

“In addition to the hard work required to strike iron, it is our company with excellent 
connections!” 

“But I just received a particularly unfortunate news!” 

As soon as Chen Feiyu came up, everyone’s appetite was stoked. 

Everyone started talking in a low voice. 

“What’s going on?” 

“Yeah! Actually there is a board meeting?” 

“I see, the two brothers and sisters are fighting again!” 

“There is a good show to watch!” 

“Hehe, this time, I think Chen Leier will lose!” 

Chapter 873: You Make Me Very Disappointed 

Chapter 873 You Disappointed Me 



“Feiyu, what the **** is it, just say it straight, don’t bend it around.” Chen Baichuan said. 

Chen Feiyu nodded, and he said loudly, “I believe you all know about the Lin Group? 
The largest group in Jiangbei!” 

“But it’s not the point!” 

“Half a year ago! There was a catastrophe in the Lin group! The two heads of the Lin 
family united several large families to rebel!” 

“If you want to watch it, you will succeed, but a dozen powerful families have come to 
support the Lin family! There is even the shadow of the military!” 

“I believe everyone knows this, right?” 

As soon as Chen Feiyu’s words came out, everyone began to discuss again. 

This matter, but everyone’s talk about it half a year ago, everyone naturally knows. 

Chen Feiyu looked at Chen Baichuan again: “Dad, do you know this too?” 

Chen Baichuan nodded and said, “Yes, I know, it is said that it is Lin Ting’s son, Lin 
Kai.” 

“Lin Kai looks like a member of the military, and his rank in the army does not seem to 
be low. He is around the colonel.” 

Everyone was in an uproar, Lin Kai was so young that he had become a colonel! It 
seems to be extremely successful in the army! 

“Yes! Young Master Lin Family, Lin Kai, is very strong! It is him! The first attempt to 
solve the Lin Family’s crisis!” 

“The second crisis, I believe everyone also understands it.” 

“The Lin Family was framed, and hundreds of families surrounded the entire Lin 
Family!” 

“But what happened later? Lin Kai, the young master of the Lin family, returned with a 
thousand ancient martial artists! Killed the more than one thousand people who 
surrounded the Lin family!” 

“The Lin family’s background is extremely tough! It can be said to dominate Jiangbei!” 

“Even if our Chen family is compared with the Lin family, it is simply not worth 
mentioning!” 



As soon as his words came out, there was another uproar. 

Everyone began to whisper. 

“Yes, that’s right!” 

“The Lin Family is very powerful! The background is monstrous!” 

“Then Lin Kai, killed so many people, I never heard of him being wanted! This Lin family 
is really extraordinary!” 

At this moment, Chen Feiyu glanced at Chen Leier quite proudly. 

He just wants to lift the Lin family to the sky! Then let Chen Leier fall to death! 

“And our Chen family and the Lin family have been cooperating for several years!” 

“The cooperation between the Lin family and the Chen family has always been smooth.” 

“Just today, I handed over the cooperation with the Lin family to my relatives.” 

“Because in previous years, I was responsible for the cooperation with the Lin family, 
but I want to give my sister a chance.” 

“But guess what? My sister messed up this thing!” 

After listening to Chen Feiyu’s words, a loud noise rang out. 

Everyone talked. 

Messed up? 

In other words, there will be no way for Lin and Chen to cooperate in the future? 

After hearing this, even Chen Baichuan’s face changed. 

The Chen family can’t live without the Lin family! If the Chen family did not have the 
support of the Lin family, it would be difficult to do anything in Jiangbei in the future! 

I saw Chen Baichuan stood up all of a sudden and asked, “Feiyu, is what you said is 
true?” 

Chen Feiyu nodded with a sad look and said, “It’s true, Dad.” 

It seems that Chen Feiyu is very sad, but secretly, he is already happy! 



“The news I just got, it is said that after my sister went to the Lin Group, she was 
arrogant and domineering, and no one took it seriously.” 

“I still insulted Lin’s group shit!” 

“We even beat up the manager of the finance department, Wang Sheng!” 

“Later, when Wang Sheng got angry, he said, “I want…to terminate the cooperative 
relationship with our Wild Wolf Security Company forever!” 

When Chen Feiyu said this, his expression was very sad and his voice trembled. 

Everyone was shocked. 

“Huh? Chen Leier actually messed up the cooperation?” 

“She actually went to the Lin Group? Isn’t this looking for death? Our company depends 
on the Lin Group to live!” 

“This is how to do ah?” 

Chen Leier watched Chen Feiyu spit wildly, she was angry, bang! Chen Leier slapped 
the table and said angrily: “Chen Feiyu! I have tolerated you for a long time! Don’t **** 
talk nonsense!” 

When Chen Leier went crazy, Chen Feiyu showed an aggrieved expression instead. 

“Everyone, you see, my sister is so fierce to me at ordinary times, and when she arrives 
at the Lin Group, she still doesn’t know what she looks like!” 

There were waves of dissatisfaction, and everyone was accusing Chen Leier. 

Chen Baichuan frowned. 

He usually doesn’t have much contact with his son and daughter, but if what Chen 
Feiyu said is true, then Chen Leier has indeed brought a huge trouble to the company! 

“Feiyu, is this true?” Chen Baichuan asked. 

Chen Feiyu nodded and said, “It’s true! Dad, my subordinates just sent me the news. If 
you don’t believe me, I will call Manager Wang from the Finance Department of Lin 
Group now! 

Chen Baichuan waved his hand and said, “No, you say it is true, then it must be true!” 



At this time, Chen Baichuan looked at all the shareholders present and asked: 
“Everyone, what do you think about this matter?” 

When Chen Baichuan asked, bursts of dissatisfaction sounded. 

Among them, there are Chen Feiyu’s trusts, some who really believe in Chen Feiyu’s 
words, and some who understand thoroughly but want to please Chen Feiyu. 

Chen Leier will be expelled from the company. Chen Feiyu has become the general 
trend in the company. Everyone is not stupid. If you want to survive in the company in 
the future, everyone will have to look at Chen Feiyu’s face. 

“This Chen Leier, it’s really not enough to fail!” 

“Yes! How important the Lin Group is to us! She actually messed up this matter!” 

“If you want me to say, I will expel Chen Leier from the company! Let her never touch 
the company’s affairs!” 

“Yes! Let President Chen Feiyu go to the Lin Group to try again!” 

… 

Everyone made a voice of dissatisfaction. 

Chen Baichuan looked at Chen Leier, shook his head, and sighed. 

“Leier, you disappoint me.” 

Chen Leier saw that her father had misunderstood her, she was also a little anxious, 
she said quickly: “Dad! Things are not like this!” 

“What is it like, you don’t need to say, since this is the end of the matter, I don’t think 
you are suitable for developing within the company.” 

Chen Baichuan decided to let Chen Leier never touch the company’s affairs. 

A woman is a woman! 

“Feiyu, you call the Lin Group, take a look at this matter, and see if there is a chance for 
relaxation.” 

Chen Baichuan said. 

After listening to Chen Baichuan’s words, Chen Feiyu’s mouth immediately showed a 
triumphant smile. 



Now, it is time for him, Chen Feiyu, to show his ability in front of everyone! 

He and Wang Sheng have already agreed! 

As long as he called Chen Feiyu, Wang Sheng immediately devalued Chen Leier and 
elevated him to Chen Feiyu! Chen Feiyu became the company’s hope, and he 
promoted the Lin Group and Wild Wolf Security Company, and it was done! 

Chapter 874: Missy Is Too Good 
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“Okay!” Chen Feiyu directly agreed. 

Afterwards, Chen Feiyu glanced at Chen Leier quite gloating. He knew that he had won 
this battle! 

Chen Leier, after I make this call, all your in the company will be destroyed! 

Chen Feiyu took out his mobile phone and dialed a phone number directly. 

Soon after, the phone was dialed. 

In order to show off his ability, Chen Feiyu also turned on the hands-free phone. 

“Hello? Is it Manager Wang?” Chen Feiyu asked. 

The shareholders in the entire conference room were listening carefully to the answer 
on the phone. 

But soon, from the phone, there was a roar of Wang Sheng. 

“Chen Feiyu!” 

“My day, your grandma!” 

“I’m **** your eighth generation ancestor!” 

The roar of Wang Sheng shocked Chen Feiyu. Chen Feiyu almost threw away his 
mobile phone. 

The entire board of directors are stupid. What is the situation? 

Could it be that Chen Leier has angered Wang Sheng to such an extent? Don’t even 
give Chen Feiyu the face? 



Chen Feiyu also showed an awkward expression, Wang Sheng, Wang Sheng, what are 
you doing? 

“Manager Wang, what’s wrong with you?” Chen Feiyu asked. 

Wang Sheng scolded: “Chen Feiyu! It’s because of you! Lao Tzu is no longer the 
financial manager of the Lin Group! Lao Tzu is now demoted to a security guard! The 
security guard at the gate! I’ll **** your whole family!” 

After listening to Wang Sheng’s scolding, the entire office was stupefied. 

what’s the situation? 

Wang Sheng actually became a watchman of the Lin Group? 

What exactly happened? 

And Chen Feiyu was already sweating, and he had realized that something was wrong. 

“Manager Wang, what the **** are you talking about? I know my sister is ignorant, but 
you are not so angry, right?” Chen Feiyu tried to remind Wang Sheng. 

“Don’t mention your sister! Chen Feiyu! I’ll **** your whole family!” 

“Your sister’s backer is so strong! How the **** did you let Lao Tzu not sign her 
contract?” 

“If it wasn’t for you, I could be demoted!” 

“Chen Feiyu! I will kill you sooner or later!” 

“The three million you gave me, I don’t want it!” 

At this time, Chen Feiyu quickly covered his mobile phone. 

His sweat fell on the ground drop by drop. 

Wang Sheng actually told the truth! What is he doing? 

At this time, the eyes of all the people gathered on Chen Feiyu. 

And Chen Leier hugged her arms and looked at Chen Feiyu playfully. 

Chen Feiyu intentionally hung up at this time, but after seeing Chen Baichuan’s 
murderous gaze, he didn’t even have the courage to hang up. 



“Manager Wang, what are you talking about?” Chen Feiyu asked with a trembling voice. 

“What is Lao Tzu talking about? Isn’t Lao Tzu’s words clear enough?” 

“Chen Feiyu! You want to cheat your sister, but can you **** inquire about your sister’s 
background?” 

“Young Master Lin from the Lin Group, and your sister are good friends!” 

“I said he didn’t want to sign a contract for her. Young Master Lin called the chairman! 
The chairman himself signed the contract!” 

“Do you understand now?” 

“I said how did the Lin Group always look for your Chen family to cooperate in the past! 
The relationship is because of your sister!” 

“I’ll **** your whole family! Chen Feiyu!” 

“Dududu…” 

At this time, Chen Feiyu hung up the phone in a hurry. 

And the eyes of the audience were all focused on Chen Feiyu. 

Everyone heard what Wang Sheng said just now. 

It turns out that all this is Chen Feiyu’s conspiracy! Chen Feiyu is going to convene the 
board of directors today, and also wants to take care of Chen Leier! 

But he did not expect that Chen Leier and Young Master Lin of the Lin Group were 
actually good friends! 

Everyone’s eyes on Chen Feiyu changed. 

Chen Feiyu stammered even more, unable to say a word. 

boom! 

Seeing Chen Baichuan slapped on the table, he was angry! Completely angry! 

My own son is going to cheat his own daughter! This makes him very angry! Very angry! 

“Chen Feiyu! Is this the **** reason you convened the board of directors?” Chen 
Baichuan asked angrily. 



“How do I usually educate you? It’s not poisonous, not a husband, that’s a good 
sentence! But **** tiger poison is not eating! Chen Leier is your sister! It’s your own 
family! 

“You even want to do it with your own family?” 

“Chen Feiyu, I am very disappointed in you!” 

Chen Baichuan said angrily. 

Chen Feiyu’s face changed at that time. He knew his father’s temper. If he left a bad 
impression on him, he wouldn’t be able to reuse him for the rest of his life. 

“Dad! I am also forced to be helpless, Dad!” 

“I just want to make my sister a little easier, Dad!” 

Chen Feiyu trembled and explained desperately. 

But in the audience, no one listened to Chen Feiyu’s explanation. 

Chen Feiyu’s personality was thoroughly revealed in front of everyone this time. 

“I didn’t expect Young Master to be such a person!” 

“That’s right! It’s also because of Miss Lin who knows Young Master Lin of the Lin 
Group. Otherwise, Miss Lin might be really hurt by him!” 

“I see, in previous years’ contracts, the eldest lady was secretly helping the young 
master. Otherwise, the young master can win such a big contract? And it will take 
several years!” 

Chen Feiyu’s face changed drastically after listening to the discussion. 

He doesn’t believe it! He doesn’t believe that Chen Leier helped him win the contract he 
had in previous years! 

At this time, Chen Baichuan looked at Chen Leier. 

“Leier, have you won the contract?” 

Chen Leier nodded and saw that she took out the contract from her bag and put it on 
the table. 

“I haven’t said yet. The contract has been won, and this time, it was signed for three 
years! And the other party is willing to pay 30% of our employment fee!” 



After listening to Chen Leier’s words, there was a loud noise! 

Chen Leier won a three-year contract at once! 

And the other party is willing to pay 30% more money! 

What does this mean? This represents not only a huge wealth, but also the recognition 
and friendship of the Lin family! 

At that time, waves of discussion sounded. 

“The eldest lady is really amazing!” 

“Yes! At this time, the Chen family and the Lin family are thoroughly cooperating!” 

“That’s right! Young Master Lin’s family knows big shots and young ladies. I’m afraid 
that our Chen family is going to be so prosperous!” 

“Compared to the eldest lady, what kind of thing is Chen Feiyu? It’s really vicious to 
start with everyone!” 

… 

Everyone talked in a low voice. 

The expression on Chen Feiyu’s face became more and more ugly. 

He had a thousand fortunes, but he didn’t. Chen Leier actually knew the Lin Family 
Young Master! 

Moreover, Young Master Lin Family gave Chen Leier a huge contract with benefits! 

At this time, Chen Feiyu was stealing chickens but not losing rice! 
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After listening to Chen Leier’s words, Chen Baichuan was even more excited and 
excited. 

He asked: “Leier, are you telling the truth?” 

Chen Leier smiled and nodded: “Of course it is true, will I lie to you? Dad.” 

Chen Baichuan clapped his hands, and his face showed a gratifying smile. 



“Good! Good! As expected of my daughter, Chen Baichuan!” 

At this moment, applause was applauded in the entire conference room. 

The applause is thunderous, this applause is for Chen Leier! 

Looking at Chen Feiyu again, his face was very ugly and green. 

If he knew this was the result, he shouldn’t have cheated Chen Leier! 

“By the way, Leier, do you and Young Master Lin really know each other?” Chen 
Baichuan asked. 

Everyone on the scene looked at Chen Leier curiously, the young master of the Lin 
family, who has a very high status in Jiangbei! Rumor has it that Young Master Lin is 
even a powerful ancient warrior! 

If Chen Leier really knows the young master of the Lin family, then it means that behind 
Chen Leier is the Lin family! 

Chen Leier glanced at Lin Kai, and she nodded: “Yes, I know the young master of the 
Lin family.” 

After listening to Chen Leier’s confirmation, a sound of inhaling air-conditioning 
sounded. 

Everyone was shocked by Chen Leier. 

This woman, on the surface, doesn’t seem to be very powerful, but as soon as she shot 
her, she won a super contract! And she also knows Young Master Lin! 

It seems that she is suitable to take over the company! 

Chen Baichuan nodded, he looked at Chen Feiyu, Chen Feiyu’s performance made him 
very dissatisfied. 

“Feiyu, our Chen family has always been the most disciplined. This time, you made a 
very big mistake! I can’t forgive you!” 

“From today, revoke the position of your company’s president and demote to the 
manager of the logistics department.” 

After listening to Chen Baichuan’s words, Chen Feiyu was dumbfounded. 

Logistics manager? 



That’s a false job! To put it bluntly, it is about cleaning! 

“Dad! Don’t dad! I know it’s wrong! Dad!” Chen Feiyu’s tears almost fell. 

But Chen Baichuan did not sympathize with him at all! 

Because he made a big mistake! 

“Huh! I said, it’s okay to be cruel to outsiders! But how can I be so cruel to my own 
people, how can I rest assured to hand the company into your hands?” Chen Baichuan 
asked angrily. 

Chen Feiyu lowered his head when he heard the words, and said nothing. 

At this time, Chen Baichuan looked at Chen Leier once again: “Leier, you did a good 
job. I am very optimistic about you. Starting today, you will be the president of the 
company!” 

Chen Leier was very happy when she heard this. 

President, that’s a position with one person and ten thousand people! 

This time, Chen Leier finally overwhelmed Chen Feiyu! 

“Thank you Dad!” Chen Leier said excitedly. 

After Chen Feiyu heard these words, he was dumbfounded, and he collapsed on the 
seat. 

From now on, Chen Leier will be his immediate boss, why is he willing to be controlled 
by Chen Leier? 

“Okay! That’s it for today’s meeting, disband!” 

Chen Baichuan waved his hand and walked out with the stout bodyguard first. 

Then, the shareholders of the company all left the meeting room. 

Chen Leier and Lin Kai were the last to leave, and the eyes of Chen Feiyu looking at Lin 
Kai and Chen Leier seemed to kill people! His eyes were red and he clenched his fists. 

Soon after, Lin Kai and Chen Leier left the meeting room. 

Then, Thor walked in from outside. 

“Boss.” 



Seeing that Chen Feiyu’s expression was wrong, Thor dared not say anything, he stood 
behind Chen Feiyu. 

Chen Feiyu sat in the seat for a long time before he eased. 

He looked at Thor and asked in a cold voice, “Have you done what you asked you to 
do?” 

“done.” 

I saw Thor put the photo on the table. 

Chen Feiyu picked up the photo and looked at it carefully. 

In the photos, Lin Kai carried the red plastic bag, and the scene in which Lin Kai held Ye 
Mingzhu in his hand was also photographed. 

“Humph!” 

Chen Feiyu snorted coldly. 

Chen Feiyu bought this piece of golden armor at a high price! 

“Now everyone knows that this golden armor is left over from the explosion site.” 

“The strange treasure has disappeared.” 

“If you distribute these photos, it means that this person stole the strange treasure! The 
strange treasure is the night pearl in his hand!” 

“Once he is killed by another master, you immediately kill Chen Leier for me!” 

How ruthless Chen Feiyu! 

He is going to kill someone with a knife! 

Now the whole Jiangbei is looking for the person who snatched the strange treasure. 

Chen Feiyu is about to frame Lin Kai! He just wants those powerful masters to kill Lin 
Kai! 

At that time, he can take advantage of the fisherman’s profit. 

But in fact, he didn’t know that Lin Kai took the strange treasure. 

… 



Soon after, Lin Kai and Chen Leier returned to the office. 

After returning to the office, Chen Leier looked at Lin Kai, and she smiled sweetly at Lin 
Kai: “Lin Kai, thank you! If it wasn’t for you today, I’m afraid I would have been expelled 
from the company.” 

And Lin Kai sat on the sofa and raised Erlang’s legs. He said, “No thanks, after all, I am 
your personal bodyguard now.” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly. 

Chen Leier held her chin with her hands, and she looked curious: “Lin Kai, you are the 
young master of the Lin family, so powerful, logically speaking, you shouldn’t care about 
these little things of our Chen family! “ 

“But why, would you deal with our Chen family’s affairs?” 

Chen Leier asked curiously. 

No matter how many bad things the Chen family did, to Lin Kai, the Chen family was 
just a small family. 

And why did Lin Kai come to Chen’s family to handle these things himself? 

Lin Kai smiled slightly: “Hehe, these things are not convenient for you to know, but if you 
know it, it is not good for you.” 

“Ok.” 

Chen Leier nodded. 

“Then when are you going to do it? I can’t wait!” 

Now Chen Leier knows another level of Lin Kai’s identity. 

Master Lin Family! 

However, Chen Leier had already controlled the real power in the company. Even if Lin 
Kai had washed the entire Chen family, the Chen family would still not fall. 

On the contrary, she, Chen Leier, who is backed by the young master of the Lin family, 
will control the entire Chen family! 

Although she knew that by then, the Chen family was already very small. 



But she doesn’t care. What she wants is a clean Chen family, not a powerful Chen 
family. 

“Come on.” Lin Kai looked at Chen Leier. 

“Perhaps, you can help me.” Lin Kai said with a slight smile. 

“How can I help you?” Chen Leier blinked and asked. 

Lin Kai laughed and said, “The reason why I haven’t done it yet is because I haven’t 
found any evidence to do it. As long as you give me the evidence, I can do it anytime.” 

“You are the Chen family. It shouldn’t be difficult to give me these proofs.” 

Chen Leier smiled cunningly upon hearing the words, “Oh, it’s not difficult, but what 
benefits can I get?” 

“I will help you build a new Chen family!” Lin Kai tilted his legs and smiled. 

“Is this good enough?” 

“It’s a deal! Give me two days! The evidence will be in your hands immediately!” 

Chen Leier directly agreed. 

“can.” 

Lin Kai nodded. 
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Two days later, Lin Kai got into a taxi. 

He sat in the car with his eyes closed and rested. Today is the time to put that matter to 
an end. 

Today was the day when Lin Kai and Cheng Zilei made a battle. Cheng Zilei seemed to 
be very strong, but Lin Kai still wanted to fight him. 

If you dont go, doesnt it mean you admit that you have done a lot of wrong things 
before? 



The taxi soon drove out of Jiangbei City, and Lin Kai was getting closer and closer to 
Cheng’s family. 

… 

The Cheng family, today’s Cheng family, is very serious. 

Because today the Cheng family will usher in a very serious day. 

For everyone in the Cheng family, today is their day of elation! 

Thousands of disciples from the Cheng family all stood in the courtyard of the Cheng 
family! 

Before thousands of disciples, he was the Patriarch of the Cheng family, Cheng 
Wanqian! 

Cheng Wanqian stood with his hands behind him, only to see Cheng Wanqian frowning, 
looking into the distance. 

A few days ago, he got news that Lin Kai had agreed to the challenge. He hoped that 
Lin Kai would come today. He hoped to see the picture of his son completely defeating 
Lin Kai! 

In just a few days, I saw that Cheng Wanqian’s hair had turned white, white hair! 

And behind him, Li Mei and a few others. 

Cheng Zizhong was also standing not far away, except that Cheng Zizhong’s 
expression was not very good. 

Because what everyone in the Cheng family has to deal with today is not someone else, 
but his master, Lin Kai! 

Now Cheng Zizhong is very entangled. He doesn’t know who he should help. On the 
one hand, he is his family and on the other is his master. 

Not far away, is Cheng Zilei standing with his hand in hand. 

Cheng Zilei, now the number one wizard in the Cheng family! 

At just over thirty years old, Cheng Zilei has become a master at the Great Master level, 
and now the Cheng family can already look down upon China with the help of Cheng 
Zilei! 



I saw Cheng Zilei wearing a long robe, this robe is not a simple robe, this robe is a 
magic weapon! 

Cheng Zilei stood with his hand in his hand, and he looked into the distance. He was 
looking forward to the arrival of Lin Kai. 

After hearing that Lin Kai almost defiled his sister, Cheng Zilei was also very angry! 

After hearing that Lin Kai abolished Cheng Zilong, Cheng Zilei became even more 
angry! 

Although Cheng Zilei didn’t look down on his younger brother, he was after all his 
younger brother, who was abolished by outsiders, and Cheng Zilei was naturally 
unhappy. 

“What time is it?” Cheng Zilei asked. 

Cheng Wanqian glanced at his watch and replied, “It’s almost twelve o’clock.” 

“This Lin Kai, won’t you dare to come?” Cheng Zilei asked with a frown. 

Cheng Wanqian sighed and said, “Maybe, if he doesn’t come, then let’s go to Jiangbei 
City to find him!” 

“This grudge must be reported!” 

Cheng Zilei also nodded, no matter what, he must kill that Lin Kai! 

Because of that Lin Kai, his father was tens of years old within a few days! 

Cheng Zilei knows his father. Cheng Wanqian has always been a very amiable person. 
He treats others very well and never underestimates anyone. 

But that Lin Kai actually made his father so melancholy, he swore that he would kill Lin 
Kai! 

Not far away were Cheng Zilong and Cheng Jingjing. 

Cheng Zilong lowered his head, not daring to look directly at Cheng Zilei. 

Since Cheng Zilei’s return, the Cheng family’s focus has been on Cheng Zilei’s body. 

He was the first genius of the Cheng family, and now he has become uninterested. 

Even Cheng Zizhong’s position in the Cheng family is much higher than him, because 
he Cheng Zilong is now a useless person! He is not as heavy as Cheng Zizhong! 



“Lin Kai! Come if you have a seed!” Cheng Zilong gritted his teeth with hatred! 

He couldn’t wait to see the scene where Lin Kai was beaten to the ground! 

Cheng Jingjing also hated Lin Kai quite a bit, not for anything else, just because Lin Kai 
made her lose face in Cheng’s house! 

At this moment, I saw a taxi stop at the gate of Cheng’s house. 

At this moment, thousands of people in Cheng’s family all looked at the taxi. 

Then, the door of the taxi opened, and a young man in casual clothes got out of the car. 

The man was dressed in black casual clothes from Adidas, very young and handsome, 
with a wicked smile on his mouth. 

The person here is Lin Kai. 

“Lin Kai! You **** finally here!” Cheng Zilong roared, and stepped forward to beat Lin 
Kai. 

But Li Mei caught Cheng Zilong in time. Cheng Zilong was not Lin Kai’s opponent, and 
Li Mei was afraid he would suffer. 

“Hehe, your Cheng family let me come, I dare not come!” Lin Kai said with a smile. 

After that, Lin Kai looked at a person in the yard. 

That person is Cheng Zilei. 

Lin Kai recognized the identity of this person at a glance. This person was very special 
in the Cheng family. He was the only one wearing an ancient robe, and his aura was 
very strong. He was Cheng Zilei if he wanted to come. 

“Are you Lin Kai?” Cheng Zi Lei Weng asked. 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “It’s me, you’re Cheng Zilei?” 

Cheng Zilei nodded heavily. 

“Since you are here, do you think about how to die? Or, you have already thought about 
how to admit your mistakes?” 

Cheng Zilei’s momentum is very strong. 



Lin Kai laughed at the time when he heard this: “Hehe, I think you have misunderstood. 
I am here today, not to die, and not to admit my mistake.” 

“I just want to clarify that everything between me and your Cheng family is all 
misunderstanding!” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, a loud noise rang out. 

Li Mei was angry at the time. She akimbo her hips and screamed: “Misunderstanding? 
You almost defiled Jingjing. You said it was a misunderstanding?” 

“You abolished Zilong’s cultivation base, you said it was a misunderstanding?” 

“Furthermore, you also taught Zizhong some messy methods, saying that you teach him 
to practice martial arts again, but you actually want to harm Zizhong. You said these are 
all misunderstandings?” 

Li Mei screamed with her arms akimbo, like a shrew. 

With a cold expression on Cheng Wanqian’s face, he looked at Lin Kai: “Lin Kai, do you 
think Cheng Wanqian is a fool for me?” 

“My Cheng family treats you like a distinguished guest, but what you do is worthy of our 
Cheng family?” 

“Not to mention anything else, can my son’s cultivation base come back?” 

Cheng Wanqian pointed at Cheng Zilong, his voice trembling. 

Lin Kai glanced at Cheng Zilong, he smiled slightly and said, “Hehe, I Lin Kai shot, there 
must be a reason, if he doesn’t do it to me, I will abolish his cultivation? 

“Besides, you call me Lin Kai so abhorrent, don’t you know what ugly things I did not do 
Lin Kai?” 

After all, Lin Kai looked at Cheng Jingjing, Cheng Zilong, and Li Mei. 

When the eyes of the three of them met those of Lin Kai, they all lowered their heads 
involuntarily. 

They did not dare to look at Lin Kai, yes, Lin Kai was indeed framed by them. 

But this is the end of the matter, Lin Kai is not dead, they are uneasy! 

“Humph!” 



“Lin Kai, you don’t want to confuse people here! What you do, everyone sees it!” 
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“Today, you can’t live anymore!” Li Mei shouted with arms akimbo. 

Cheng Wanqian even snorted coldly. He said, “Lin Kai, I admit that you are very strong. 
I am not your opponent, but my eldest son is back!” 

“My eldest son will kill you at my Cheng family!” 

“I want everyone to know the fate of offending my Cheng family!” 

Cheng Wanqian said very aggressively. 

Lin Kai looked at Cheng Zilei, Lin Kai shook his head and said, “Hehe, he? He is not my 
opponent.” 

“My crazy tone!” 

Cheng Zilong roared and said, “Do you know what cultivation level my elder brother is? 
My elder brother is above the grandmaster, the grandmaster!” 

As soon as the three words Grand Master came out, the audience was in an uproar. 

Although the Cheng family had rumors about Cheng Zilei’s cultivation base, everyone 
knew that Cheng Zilei’s cultivation base was unusual. 

But as soon as Cheng Zilong’s words came out, it was regarded as a confirmation of 
Cheng Zilei’s cultivation. 

Grand Master! 

This cultivation base is very scary! 

Although the people present, most of them didn’t know what kind of cultivation the Great 
Master was. 

But above Wu Sheng is the Grand Master, and above the Grand Master is the Grand 
Master. With this alone, they have understood the horror of the Grand Master! 

Can a mere Lin Kai be the opponent of the Great Master? 

Cheng Zilei stood with his hands even more arrogant. 



“Grandmaster?” Lin Kai raised his eyebrows. 

He hadn’t heard of the great master level, but he looked very embarrassed by Cheng 
Zilei’s appearance. 

“What about the Grand Master? He is not my opponent either!” 

Lin Kai said very proudly. 

Since the system upgrade, Lin Kai’s strength has improved a lot. 

Before, Lin Kai could barely defeat three master-level masters. 

But now, Lin Kai can easily kill master-level masters in seconds. 

Great Master, Lin Kai didn’t take it seriously either. 

“What a mad young man!” At this time, Cheng Zilei snorted coldly, with an unhappy 
expression on his face. 

Wherever he goes, there is always a focus. He is a genius and an evildoer. No one has 
ever dared to look down upon him so much. Lin Kai was the first! 

“Looking at your age, you are only twenty-two years old. What cultivation skills can you 
have at your age? The martial artist has already overestimated you!” 

Cheng Zilei said contemptuously. 

“What if you are a martial sage? What if you are a master? In my eyes, you are just an 
ant!” 

After listening to him, Lin opened his eyes and narrowed. 

“Oh? Ant? Today, Lin Kai, I will show you how powerful my ant is!” 

After that, Lin Kai strode forward and slapped Cheng Zilei with a palm. 

This palm brought Lin Kai’s profound cultivation power! 

Everyone exclaimed, and the two of them just said to fight! 

And Cheng Zilei’s eyes were full of disdain. He obviously didn’t think Lin Kai was his 
opponent. Even if Lin Kai took the initiative to attack, he didn’t open Lin Kai’s eyes. 

I saw Cheng Zilei hit Lin Kai with a random palm. 



It seems that Cheng Zilei’s palm is very random, but you must know that he is a master 
of the master level! This palm can seriously hurt a grandmaster! 

boom! 

The two palmed together, and a wave of air broke out directly from the two! 

And Cheng Zilei’s face also changed. 

His body couldn’t help but backed a few steps! 

Humph! 

Look at Lin Kai again, his body is motionless! 

Cheng Zilei’s face showed a surprised expression, because he felt that the power in Lin 
Kai’s body was also very powerful! Not inferior to yourself! 

“You!” Cheng Zilei’s face showed a surprised expression. 

And Lin Kai patted the dust on his body and looked at Cheng Wanqian: “Cheng 
Wanqian, are you sure you want to be my enemy Lin Kai? I’m going to talk ugly first. 
Once I take action, Cheng Zilei’s life may not be guaranteed. !” 

Lin Kai is giving Cheng Wanqian the last chance. 

Lin Kai didn’t want to completely turn his face with Cheng Wanqian, after all, Cheng 
Wanqian was a good person. 

Cheng Wanqian’s expression was very gloomy. He didn’t expect that Lin Kai’s strength 
was so strong that even his son would be able to retreat. 

“Cheng Wanqian, I don’t want to deal with your son. As long as you say a word, as long 
as your Cheng family doesn’t trouble me Lin Kai in the future, we will still be friends.” 

“court death!” 

At this time, Cheng Zilei was angry! 

Lin Kai forced him back! He couldn’t bear to speak loudly in front of his father! 

I saw Cheng Zilei roared, and when he became angry, the sky was clear at that time, 
and the sky was clouded instantly! 

Cheng Zilei slapped Lin Kai! 



With this palm, black gas appeared around Cheng Zilei! That’s his true spirit! 

Black infuriating! 

Cheng Zilei at this time is like the reincarnation of a demon! 

Lin Kai didn’t dare to underestimate Cheng Zilei, but also used his own spiritual power 
to slap Cheng Zilei! 

Rumble! 

A deafening sound rang! 

I saw Cheng Zilei withdrew three steps backward, and Lin Kai also withdrew three steps 
backward. 

Surprised expressions appeared on the faces of both of them. 

Cheng Zilei knew his strength was tyrannical, but he did not expect that the opponent 
was so young, but his strength was comparable to him! 

And Lin Kai’s heart was also very surprised. 

What he cultivates is Huntian Jue! Moreover, he was a cultivation base in the middle of 
the foundation period, but even so, it was only a 50-50 match with Cheng Zilei. 

It seems that this great master is really something! 

“I don’t believe it, you can be my opponent! Go! Go out and fight!” Cheng Zilei roared. 

Lin Kai’s eyes also burned into the flames of war. It happened that he hadn’t 
encountered a decent opponent in a long time. Today, let him have a good fight! 

“Just go!” 

At that time, Cheng Zilei and Lin Kai strode out of Cheng’s house and dashed towards 
the mountain! 

And everyone in the Cheng family watched two Swift Shadows rushing towards the 
mountain. 

There is going to be a war between the two! 

And Cheng Wanqian frowned, he was not happy now, because he discovered that Lin 
Kai was also very strong! 



His own son did not have the strength to kill Lin Kai in seconds. 

This made him very worried. His second son had been abolished. If the eldest son was 
also abolished, their Cheng family would become shit! 

Li Mei apparently thought of this too, and saw Li Mei beckoning to Cheng Jingjing and 
Cheng Zilong, and the three of them entered a room of the Cheng family together, 
preparing to discuss this matter secretly. 

Cheng Zizhong sat stupidly on the lawn of the Cheng family, watching the two flying to 
the top of the mountain. 

One is his eldest brother, and the other is the master who taught him martial arts. He is 
really entangled. He doesn’t know whom he should turn to. 

Whoever wins and who loses is not good news for him. 

“I really hope that Master and Big Brother will be tied…” Cheng Zizhong said blankly. 

Cheng Wanqian sighed as they watched the two flying all the way to the top of the 
mountain. 

“Finally, discuss with Mei Er and see how to settle…” 
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The two rushed all the way to the top of the mountain. 

On the top of this mountain, there is a large open space. There is no one living on this 
mountain. Two people can let go of their hands and feet and have a big fight! 

On the top of the mountain, Lin Kai and Cheng Zilei stood with their hands. 

“Grandmaster?” Cheng Zilei looked at Lin Kai and asked. 

Lin Kai’s strength is very strong, and now Cheng Zilei suspects that Lin Kai and himself 
are both great masters! 

Lin Kai shook his head. 

“Grandmaster?” Cheng Zilei asked again. 

If Lin Kai is the cultivation base of the Grand Master’s pinnacle level, then he also has 
the strength to fight him Cheng Zilei. 



But Lin Kai shook his head again: “No.” 

“Then you can’t be Wu Sheng, right?” 

There was a surprised expression on Cheng Zilei’s face. 

It is impossible for Wu Sheng to have the strength to face him Cheng Zilei! The ancient 
martial artist of the martial sage level has no ability to catch his palm at all. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “Is there only ancient martial artist in your knowledge?” 

“Are you not an ancient martial artist?” Cheng Zilei asked very surprised. 

Lin Kai shook his head: “No, I am a cultivator, you can also call me a cultivator.” 

Cultivator? 

After hearing these three words, Cheng Zilei was furious! 

“Are you **** kidding me? Is there a cultivator in this world?” 

“I **** care if you are a cultivator! You dare to offend my Cheng family, I Cheng Zilei 
must let you die here today!” 

After all, I saw a burst of black infuriating coming out of Cheng Zilei’s body! 

That black infuriating spirit is very strange! Like a devil! 

And Cheng Zilei’s eyes turned black in an instant, and the blood vessels under his skin 
were even more revealed, his expression terrifying and terrifying! 

“That’s why you called me out to fight, right? You look too ugly!” Lin Kai shook his head 
and said. 

Cheng Zilei at this time is like a demon coming out of hell! He doesn’t look like a person 
at all! 

And his voice also changed, becoming extremely hoarse, like a devil’s voice. 

“If you want to gain strong power, it’s important to pay something! Heck…” 

His laughter is very weird and can make people get goose bumps! 

No wonder, no wonder he was able to cultivate to a master level in his thirties. 



It turned out that the path he took was different from others! The path he took was a 
very evil path. 

He is also called evil repair! 

The so-called evil cultivation refers to ancient martial artists or cultivators who practice 
very evil methods. They either like to **** human blood or kill people. The cultivation 
method will affect their character more or less. In severe cases, they will become 
devilish. A killing machine that can kill people. 

Normally, evil cultivators are no different from ordinary people. 

But when they use their true strength, their true colors will be exposed! 

“I’ve seen people who really look like me, no one can live! So are you!” 

Cheng Zilei made a weird cry. 

I saw that his two hands also mutated. 

Become the Big Five, extremely dark! The nails have become very long and extremely 
sharp, like steel knives! 

“go to hell!” 

Cheng Zilei yelled and grabbed Lin Kai with one claw! 

brush! The paw whizzed out with black innocence! 

Lin Kai frowned, he directly took out the golden sword from his universe bag! 

The gold suit has been shattered, but the gold sword is still there. 

Lin Kaidong used his spiritual power, Yijian collided with Cheng Zilei’s claws! 

Snapped! 

A burst of sparks flashed! 

Lin Kai and Cheng Zilei each took a step back. 

Even though Cheng Zilei had been demonized, Lin Kai was still not so easy to deal with. 

“Golden tool? Not bad! But soon, it will be mine!” 

“Great magic! Death’s sickle!” 



… 

On the other side, Cheng Zilong, Cheng Jingjing and Li Mei, and the three of them 
came to an empty room and closed the door. 

As soon as they entered the room, all three of them couldn’t stretch themselves. 

“What should I do? Mom, the eldest brother will not be defeated? By that time, the life 
and death of our Cheng family will really be in the hands of Lin Kai!” Cheng Jingjing said 
anxiously. 

Originally, they all thought this was a battle without suspense, and Lin Kai was definitely 
not Cheng Zilei’s opponent. 

But Lin Kai and Cheng Zilei had two tricks outside just now, which made them 
completely panic. 

Lin Kai’s strength is so powerful! Even Cheng Zilei can’t kill him in seconds! 

There was already a layer of sweat on Li Mei’s forehead. 

“Don’t panic, don’t panic, your elder brother will be able to defeat him!” Li Mei said. 

“If Big Brother is not his opponent, will our Cheng family be over by then?” Cheng 
Jingjing asked in a panic. 

Cheng Zilong on the side has not spoken, he hates Lin Kai for the bone! 

Even if Cheng Zilei was not his opponent, Cheng Zilong would not admit defeat! 

“Huh! Even if Big Brother is not his opponent, we shouldn’t be afraid of him!” Cheng 
Zilong said angrily. 

“He abolished my cultivation base, this grudge, I remember it, Cheng Zilong!” 

Cheng Zilong squeezed his fist and said. 

But he can only talk about it, he is now a useless person, and he has nothing to do with 
Lin Kai! 

Li Mei suddenly said at this time: “In any case, we cant let the Patriarch know about the 
three of us who pitted Lin Kai together. You also know your fathers character. If he finds 
that we lied to him, he will definitely not let us go. !” 

“Even if you are his children! Even if I am his wife!” 



Li Mei said suddenly. 

As soon as Li Mei’s words came out, Cheng Zilong and Cheng Jingjing nodded heavily. 

In fact, they are not afraid of Lin meeting to defeat Cheng Zilei, they are afraid that Dad 
will know the truth! 

But when Lin Kai died, it was different. When Lin Kai died, Cheng Wanqian would never 
know the truth! 

At this time, Cheng Wanqian in the courtyard was walking towards the room where Li 
Mei was. 

On the top of the mountain, the battle between the two continues. 

With Cheng Zilei’s roar, a huge sickle appeared in his hand! 

That sickle is made up of Cheng Zilei’s true energy! Very huge! Very weird, and the 
sickle flashed a weird light! 

Following Cheng Zilei’s roar, he waved the sickle in his hand and slashed towards Lin 
Kaipi! 

Snapped! Pop! 

Lin Kai held a golden sword and fought Cheng Zilei on the top of the mountain! 

I have to say that Cheng Zilei’s huge sickle is indeed very domineering. 

Even though the golden sword in Lin Kai’s hand was a golden weapon, it seemed a little 
strenuous in front of Cheng Zilei’s huge sickle. 

“what!” 

“Lin Kai! Go to hell! You are not my opponent!” 

Cheng Zilei let out a crazy laugh. 

Afterwards, I saw Cheng Zilei Yangtian roared: “It’s time to end! Today I will show you 
how great the master is!” 

“Great magic! Devilish energy!” 

As Cheng Zilei’s voice fell, only a bang was heard, and Cheng Zilei actually exploded in 
place! 
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That’s right, it just exploded in place! 

His body turned into a cloud of gas and appeared in front of Lin Kai. 

After that, the gas dissipated everywhere! 

After seeing this scene, Lin Kai was also stunned. What is this? 

Where is Cheng Zi’s man? 

Lin Kai looked down, and suddenly, Lin Kai saw that a shadow appeared on the ground! 

The shadow is getting bigger and bigger! getting bigger! 

He is on top of his head! 

Lin Kai looked up and saw that in the sky, a huge shadow hit Lin Kai! 

That’s not alone! That is a devil! 

The huge devil! 

Cheng Zilei’s body was surrounded by black devilish energy. At this time, he was like a 
devil crawling out of hell! 

He raised the sickle with both hands high! A knife slashed towards Lin Kaipi! 

The sickle seemed to cut the air! He wanted Lin Kai’s life! 

Lin Kai narrowed his eyes, and at this moment, Lin Kai squatted down. 

The Golden Sword was retracted to Lin Kai’s waist, and Lin Kai closed his eyes. 

In just one second, Lin Kai had fallen asleep. 

In an instant, Lin Kai entered his dream state. 

In the dream, there was nothingness all around, and there was only Lin Kai alone! 

Only the long sword in Lin Kai’s hand was still glowing! 



The highest state of Mengshen Yidao is that the body is dreaming while the soul is 
dancing the sword! 

At this moment, Lin Kai’s body moved. 

In the dream, Lin Kai can do actions that cannot be done in reality. 

In reality, Lin Kai’s body is also making movements that cannot be done normally. 

The golden sword in his hand groaned even more! 

This sword seems to know Lin Kai very well! 

Suddenly, Lin Kai pierced into the sky with a sword! 

Lin Kai in his dream also raised the long sword in his hand! 

Dream God knife! 

brush! 

A dazzling light sounded! The golden sword in Lin Kai’s hand gave out a dazzling light! 

This thorn seems to pierce the air! 

Snapped! 

The sickle and the golden sword collided tightly! 

Boom! 

A powerful wave of air came, and the land under Lin Kai’s feet sank a lot! 

But Lin Kai, holding the sword, didn’t move at all! 

And Cheng Zilei, who was on top of Lin’s beginning, held a sickle in his hand, and his 
body also stopped in the air. 

There was flying sand and rocks around, but the two were motionless! 

Click! 

With the sound of the sickle, the death sickle in Cheng Zilei’s hand suddenly shattered! 

Cheng Zilei’s body also fell from the sky. 



boom! 

The black energy on Cheng Zilei’s body instantly dissipated, and a trace of blood shed 
from the corner of his mouth. 

Lin Kai directly broke his moves with a knife from Dream God! 

The death sickle in his hand has also been crushed! 

Click! 

At this time, the golden sword in Lin Kai’s hand also made a crisp sound. 

Then, the golden sword became two pieces. 

The golden sword is also broken. 

A trace of blood shed from the corner of Lin Kai’s mouth, the golden sword was 
damaged, and Lin Kai’s body was also subjected to a huge backlash! 

This round, the two were tied again! 

“Oh, you are very strong!” 

Cheng Zilei’s eyes narrowed. 

His black eyes are terrifying. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and opened his eyes: “So do you.” 

“But then, I have to be serious!” 

Cheng Zilei tilted his head and said coldly. 

“you please.” 

Lin Kai made a very gentleman action. 

The smile on Cheng Zilei’s face gradually disappeared, replaced by a solemn 
expression. 

“Great magic, the devil awakens!” 

With Cheng Zilei’s roar, the sky-reaching black energy radiated from his body! 

The black air floated behind Cheng Zilei. 



And gradually formed a shadow. 

That shadow is huge! That is a huge wolf! 

A standing wolf! Black wolf! Its whole body is composed of black magic energy, which is 
huge, but its eyes are red. 

Devil! 

It stands behind Cheng Zilei. 

Cheng Zilei does what it does, and it is like an enlarged version of Cheng Zilei! 

“Go to hell! Lin Kai!” 

Cheng Zilei’s low voice came. 

Afterwards, I saw Cheng Zilei rushing towards Lin Kai! The giant wolf king behind him 
also pounced on Lin Kai! 

Under the top of the mountain, everyone in the Cheng family saw this scene, and a 
huge black wolf king rushed towards Lin Kai! But Lin Kai is only the size of a sesame 
seed, so you can’t see it unless you look closely! 

Lin Kai’s eyes narrowed, he already felt a sense of crisis. 

This huge wolf king is definitely not simple! 

At this moment, Lin Kai took out the Royal Dragon Pen and began to back up quickly. 

He began to draw magical charms quickly! 

The magic talisman he wants to draw is called the **** king talisman! 

The God King Talisman is a very advanced combat talisman! 

You can summon a beast with a fighting power comparable to that of a master! 

With the improvement of Lin Kai’s strength, he can already draw magical charms that he 
could not draw before. 

After all, drawing magic talisman is extremely energy-consuming, the stronger the 
strength, the deeper the spiritual power, the more advanced the magic talisman can be 
drawn! 

Lin Kai retreated quickly, trying to avoid a head-on fight with Cheng Zilei. 



And Cheng Zilei is like a crazy wolf, chasing Lin Kai frantically! 

… 

Within Cheng’s house, Cheng Wanqian walked quickly toward the room where Li Mei 
was. 

He has something to discuss with Li Mei and his children. 

And Cheng Zizhong has been ignored by Cheng Wanqian. 

In the past, Cheng Zizhong was stupid, but as a father, he would never look down on 
Cheng Zizhong, but now, because of Lin Kai, Cheng Wanqian hates Cheng Zizhong by 
the way. 

He looked at Cheng Zizhong, the more he looked at it, the less pleasing he was. 

Soon, Cheng Wanqian came to the door of Li Mei’s room. 

Just about to knock on the door, the voice of three people talking suddenly came from 
the room. 

Cheng Wanqian stopped the hand about to knock on the door and listened carefully. 

“Don’t let your father know about this matter! Otherwise, the consequences will be very 
serious! We may all die!” Li Mei’s voice came. 

Cheng Wanqian frowned, don’t you let yourself know? What is that? 

“Mom, but I don’t think this matter can be hidden, after all, there is no impermeable wall 
in the world!” Cheng Jingjing’s voice came. 

“nonsense!” 

Li Mei’s voice came. 

“As long as Cheng Zilei can kill that Lin Kai, your father will never know this secret!” 

The more I listened, the more something was wrong in Cheng Wanqian’s heart. 

What is the secret? Let the three of them hide from themselves? 

At this time, Cheng Zilong’s voice sounded: “Mom, don’t worry, even if Dad finds out by 
then, I will say, I did it!” 

“I asked my sister to trick him! I framed him!” 



“That thatched house was not built by Lin Kai at all, it was built by me! It was just to 
frame him! It was just to kill him through the hands of his father!” 

Cheng Zilong’s anger came. 
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Then, Li Mei’s distressed voice came from the room. 

“Ugh” 

“I knew that my mother would not come up with such a bad idea, so that Zilong, your 
entire cultivation base will be abolished.” 

“Who would have thought that Lin Kaixiu is so high!” 

“But… but Mom really can’t see Cheng Zizhong, that fool surpassed you in cultivation!” 

“But fortunately, now that our goal is half achieved, your dad doesn’t seem to like 
Zizhong anymore.” 

After hearing Li Mei’s words, Cheng Wanqian’s eyes widened. 

He took a few steps back, his mouth opened wide. 

Then, I saw Cheng Wanqian squeeze his fist, he clenched his fist, and the veins all over 
his body were revealed! 

He is angry! 

He is angry! 

It turns out that Lin Kai did nothing wrong at all! He is framed! 

Li Mei could not see that her son was surpassed by a fool, so she proposed a way to 
frame Lin Kai! 

Cheng Wanqian seemed to be ten years old in an instant. 

He stepped back a few steps, and screamed up to the sky: “Ahhhhhh!” 

Afterwards, he looked back at the huge wolf shadow on the top of the mountain. He 
knew that he couldn’t let them fight anymore! 



No matter who died, it was not a good thing for Cheng Wanqian! 

I saw Cheng Wanqian dashing towards the top of the mountain! 

As soon as Cheng Wanqian left, Li Mei and the other three opened the door and walked 
out of the room. 

They naturally heard Cheng Wanqian’s roar just now. 

Li Mei’s eyes widened, and she looked at her son: “Your dad…your dad wouldn’t hear 
us just now, right?” 

Cheng Zilong’s expression is very ugly. 

In all likelihood, his father already knew the truth. 

On the mountain, Lin Kai’s magic talisman was half drawn. 

And Cheng Zilei was still chasing him. 

I have to say that the wolf king summoned by Cheng Zilei is indeed very powerful, even 
Lin Kai dare not fight head-on with him, and can only retreat step by step. 

“Lin Kai! Just catch it!” 

“You are not my opponent!” 

“If you run further, you will die!” 

Cheng Zilei said angrily. 

The wolf king behind him is still catching Lin Kai frantically! 

And Lin Kai is still running frantically! 

“Catch it with nothing? I think it should be you, right?” 

At this moment, the magic talisman in Lin Kai’s hand was drawn! 

A golden light flashed, and a magic talisman appeared from Lin Kai’s hand! 

The magic talisman is golden all over, and many ancient spells and words are drawn in 
it. 

Lin Kai directly threw the magic talisman in his hand! 



At that time, a golden light flashed, the magic talisman disappeared, and an animal 
appeared in front of the two. 

It is an animal that resembles a tiger, and its body is very large! A lap bigger than a 
tiger! All golden! 

Moreover, it has no hair on its body, only golden scales! 

There is a horn on its head! 

It looks like a tiger, a dragon, and a bison. 

It is a four-not-like! 

This animal is the ancient beast, the unicorn! 

“Give me up!” Lin Kai yelled. 

Qilin got the order and pounced directly on Cheng Zilei. 

Cheng Zilei fought with the unicorn at the time. 

Qilin’s combat effectiveness is strong, thick skin, and full of attack power. The wolf king 
behind Cheng Zilei is not bad. At that time, Cheng Zilei and Qilin were hard to separate. 

But three minutes later, as the wolf king took a paw, the unicorn still turned into a light 
spot and disappeared into the air. 

Although it took a lot of tricks, Cheng Zilei still defeated Qilin! 

“Huh! For so long, have you just drawn such a garbage charm?” 

Cheng Zilei’s disdainful voice came. 

But Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets and looked playful: “Hehe, who told you that 
there is only one?” 

After all, there was another God King Talisman in Lin Kai’s hand. 

After that, Lin Kai turned his hand, and his hand was full of King Talisman! 

All are God King Talisman, there are hundreds of them! 

With the god-level rune paper ability in hand, why does Lin Kai fear Cheng Zilei? 



And Cheng Zilei’s face changed, a **** king’s talisman did not hit him, but with so many, 
he could be exhausted! 

At first, Lin Kai used this method to kill a master-level master! 

“Go to me!” 

With a loud shout, Lin Kai threw out the hundreds of God King Talisman in his hand! 

Wow! 

God’s King Talisman all over the sky! 

Then, one after another, the beast unicorn appeared in front of the two! 

There are hundreds of unicorns! 

These unicorns are all shining golden, very majestic! 

Each of them has the strength of a master-level master! 

Even the great master couldn’t resist facing so many unicorns! 

At the Cheng family down the mountain, the Cheng family disciples all watched this 
scene blankly. 

In their eyes, on the top of the mountain, many golden light spots appeared, and their 
big brother Cheng Zilei was surrounded by golden spots! 

At this time, everyone was sweating for Cheng Zilei, Cheng Zilei, you must win! 

The corner of Lin Kai’s mouth showed a playful smile. 

“Give it to me! Kylins!” 

At that time, there was a burst of roar of unicorns, and hundreds of unicorn beasts 
rushed towards Cheng Zilei! 

The King of God Talisman is the most advanced magic talisman Lin Kai can draw at 
present! 

Even if Lin Kai himself faced so many sacred beasts, he couldn’t stand it, let alone him? 

At this time, Cheng Wanqian was still rushing towards the mountain crazy! 

He was sweating profusely and panting, but he dared not stop. 



No matter who died, he was sorry for his conscience! This battle must stop! 

On the mountain, hundreds of unicorns rushed towards Cheng Zilei. A good tiger 
couldn’t stand a pack of wolves. Even if Cheng Zilei was strong, he would have a 
headache facing so many unicorns. 

One by one, the unicorns were broken up by Cheng Zilei, but there were countless 
unicorns rushing towards him behind! 

Soon after, Cheng Zilei was already scarred, and he couldn’t hold on anymore. 

The giant wolf king behind him was not overbearing anymore, but the black demon 
energy dissipated a lot. 

Lin Kai hugged his arms and watched this scene jokingly. 

“Cheng Zilei, surrender, I don’t want to kill you.” 

“surrender?” 

Cheng Zilei, who was struggling to support, suddenly showed a wicked smile. 

“Hehe, do you know why evil cultivation is called evil cultivation?” 

“Because of evil cultivation, it is unreasonable!” 

“Xie Xiu is fatal!” 

“The methods of evil cultivation are cruel!” 

At this time, a blood-red pill appeared in Cheng Zilei’s hand. 

“Bain Dan!” 

“Do you know why it is called Baiyingdan?” 

Cheng Zilei tilted his head, with a cruel smile on his face. 

“Because it is a pill made from a hundred babies!” 

“After taking it, within a short time, your strength can increase dramatically!” 

“It seems that I will take it today!” 

A bloodthirsty light flashed through Cheng Zilei’s eyes. 



Lin Kai frowned, this Baiying Pill was really cruel! 

No wonder everyone shouts and beats evil cultivators, the methods are really extremely 
vicious! 

Today, I must kill him! 

It was at this time that Cheng Wanqian rushed to the top of the mountain in sweat. 

He shouted, “Stop! Stop! It’s all a misunderstanding!” 
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Cheng Wanqian shouted desperately. 

But in front of Lin Kai and Cheng Zilei, Cheng Wanqian was still too small, he couldn’t 
get close to them at all! 

There is a strong aura around the two of them, and ordinary people can’t get close at 
all! 

At this time, Cheng Zilei pinched the Baiying Pill with both fingers, and put the Baiying 
Pill into his mouth. 

After taking the Baiying Pill, the expression on Cheng Zilei’s face began to become ugly. 

His bones and flesh are changing, his face is full of beating blood vessels and black 
magic energy, his body begins to swell, and he gradually becomes a monster, a huge 
monster! 

His clothes were also torn, revealing a black muscle. 

After seeing this scene, Cheng Wanqian was also dumbfounded. 

Is this your own son? 

Cheng Zilei made a strange noise at this time: “Lin Kai! Go to hell!” 

Having said that, Cheng Zilei rushed directly to Lin Kai! 

A black magic energy directly enveloped Lin Kai. 



Lin Kai frowned, and there were a few more god-king talismans in his hand, and the 
god-king talismans patted Cheng Zilei directly! 

But Cheng Zilei let out a harsh scream at this time! 

Just like the scream of a bat, it makes people feel distressed! 

Wherever the sound passes, destroy everything! 

Countless unicorn beasts are directly wiped out! 

As soon as Lin Kai’s God King Talisman flew into the air, it was already broken! 

This Baiying Pill is really powerful! Cheng Zilei has become so much stronger! 

At this moment, Cheng Zilei slapped Lin Kai! The devilish energy soaring to the sky also 
swept towards Lin Kai! 

In a hurry, Lin Kai then slapped Cheng Zilei. 

boom! 

Under a palm, Lin Kai only felt a huge force coming! 

The demonic energy soaring to the sky is also eroding his body crazily! 

His body flew upside down! 

With this palm, Lin Kai couldn’t beat Cheng Zilei! 

Lin Kai flew upside down for more than ten meters and hit the mountain wall before Lin 
Kai stopped. 

I saw that Lin Kai’s palm had become extremely dark, and it was full of devilish energy 
on Cheng Zilei’s palm! 

“Quack!” 

“Do you know how powerful Baiying Dan is?” 

He burst out laughing. 

“Today, you will definitely die!” 

Lin Kai’s eyes narrowed, and he sneered, “Oh? I will definitely die?” 



I saw Lin Kai casually patted the dust on his body, and said: “Today I will show you what 
it means to double your true strength!” 

After that, Lin Kai yelled: “Brother Flathead can extract power!” 

Afterwards, Lin Kai suddenly opened his arms! 

Powerful power poured into Lin Kai’s body! All Lin Kai’s attributes are doubled! 

At this time, Lin Kai’s strength has been fully improved to the late stage of foundation 
building! 

The spiritual power within the dantian has become very pure! 

Age: 20 

Name: Lin Kai 

Sex: Male 

Grade: Mid-term foundation construction 

Strength: 1000 

Defense: 3000 

Mana: 2600 

Release speed: 430 

Movement speed: 1000 

Skill power: 2000 

Skills: Golden Eye (Gold), Ganoderma (Gold), Yuri (Gold), Longhorn Meteor Crash 
(Gold), Pingtou Extraction Ability (Demi-God Level), Rune Extraction Ability (God Level), 
Copy Extraction Ability (God) Level), parrot extraction capacity (gold) 

Self-created skills: ghost attack (gold), peerless weapon (demigod level) 

Self-study skills: Huntian Jue, Dream God One Sword 

Upgrade point: 2200 

Attribute points: 0 



Double the strength! 

The mana has reached an astonishing 2,600 points! 

The release speed has become 430 points! This means that Lin Kai can release skills 
and draw magical charms faster! 

Yulong pen appeared in Lin Kai’s hands again. 

Lin Kai began to draw the magic talisman again. 

The magic talisman he was going to draw this time was called Heavenly Tribulation 
Talisman! 

High-level Heavenly Tribulation Symbol! 

The Yulong pen kept waving, and Cheng Zilei felt something was wrong. 

Lin Kai in front of him seemed to be much stronger than before. 

He must be killed as soon as possible! 

“Die to me!” 

Cheng Zilei pounced on Lin Kai! 

And Lin Kai’s movement speed has also doubled! 

He can move quickly and flexibly avoid Cheng Zilei’s attacks. 

The drawing speed of the magic talisman is also very fast, and in just a while, Lin Kai 
has finished drawing one third! 

“Cheng Zilei, run while my magic talisman is not finished! Run as far as you can! In this 
case, you will still have a ray of life.” 

Lin Kai’s voice came. 

After hearing Lin Kai’s voice, Cheng Zilei was furious! 

As the youngest master in Jiangbei, how could he be willing to be suppressed by Lin 
Kai? 

“Let me run? Now it’s obviously you who got beaten up by me!” 



After a roar, Cheng Zilei’s body turned into a huge black shadow and rushed towards 
Lin Kai! 

Lin Kai avoided flexibly, with a loud bang, and Cheng Zilei knocked out a huge hole in 
the mountain wall! 

“My magic talisman will be drawn in ten seconds. When that happens, you won’t have 
time to leave!” Lin Kai said coldly. 

“Don’t scare me! Today, you must die!” 

Cheng Zilei’s angry voice came. 

And Lin Kai’s countdown sound was also ruthlessly heard. 

“ten!” 

“nine!” 

“Eight!” 

At this time, Cheng Zilei’s body turned into a huge black sword! The big sword is turned 
into black gas, full of magic! 

The big sword slashed at Lin Kai fiercely! 

But Lin Kai couldn’t hide, he could only hold up the protective cover with one hand to 
stop the big sword! 

There was a boom! 

Lin Kai was drawing the magic talisman with one hand, and with the other hand against 
the big sword, he couldn’t use his full strength. 

He was smashed into the ground by this sword. At that time, the whole scene was 
demonic! 

“Quack!” 

“I let you pretend!” 

Cheng Zilei laughed proudly when he saw Lin Kaizhong’s move. 

But at this moment, Lin Kai’s countdown sounded again. 

“Seven!” 



“six!” 

“Fives!” 

I saw that although Lin Kai was embarrassed and his clothes were in tatters, he just 
suffered some skin injuries. 

After all, Lin Kai’s defensive power has also doubled! 

“How is it possible?” Cheng Zilei’s eyes widened, his expression even more terrifying. 

“I don’t believe it! You die for me!” 

Cheng Zilei roared, and saw a black magic ball begin to condense from his hand. 

The magic ball is getting bigger and bigger. 

Devilish sky! 

The black magic ball was trembling slightly, and among them was Cheng Zilei’s 
powerful cultivation power! 

He is going to give it a go! 

The black magic ball radiated black magic light, and Cheng Zilei’s expression became 
more and more ferocious. 

Soon after, the black magic ball had the size of a basketball! 

Don’t look at the magic ball, but the energy in it makes people feel scared! 

This magic ball can flatten the entire hill to the ground! 

At this time, Lin Kai’s countdown came to an end. 

“three!” 

“two!” 

“One!” 

“Fu Cheng!” 

A magic talisman was drawn and appeared in Lin Kai’s hands. 



At this time, the black magic ball was also condensed, Cheng Zilei roared, and directly 
threw the magic ball at Lin Kai! 

Lin Kai’s eyes widened at the time! He can’t hide, the speed of the magic ball is too fast! 

Whoosh! 
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Snapped! 

The magic ball directly hit Lin Kai’s body! 

The magic talisman in Lin Kai’s hand has not been used yet, he has been severely hit 
by the magic ball! The magic ball held Lin Kai’s body and flew directly toward the 
mountain! 

The magic ball is extremely powerful! And extremely overbearing! Lin Kai couldn’t get 
rid of it at all! 

Rumble! 

I saw the magic ball directly against Lin Kai and smashed Lin Kai on the mountain wall! 
Subsequently, the magic ball exploded violently! 

All of a sudden, the black magic light soared to the sky! 

The earth trembled! 

The rocks are all over the sky! At that time, there was rock rain on the scene. 

From the Cheng’s perspective, there was a huge explosion on the top of the mountain! 
It was like a huge bomb exploding on the top of a mountain. 

Soon after, the explosion was dissipated. 

A huge pit appeared on the scene! 

That pit is as big as a basketball court! 

Black smoke emerged from the pit. 

Standing on the edge of the big hole, Cheng Zilei laughed madly. 



“Gluck…gluck…” 

“Haha! Hahahaha!” 

“Quack quack!” 

The more he laughs, the more crazy he gets! 

Because of Lin Kai, he was completely killed! 

Cheng Wanqian sat down on the ground after seeing this scene. 

It’s over, because of him, his son killed a good man by mistake! 

Lin Kai is dead! 

Completely dead! 

After seeing this scene, Cheng Zizhong of the Cheng family burst into tears. 

He ran towards the mountain like crazy! 

“Master! Master!” 

After Cheng Zilong and Cheng Jingjing saw this scene, the corners of their mouths 
showed smirking smiles. 

“This broom star is finally dead!” 

Li Mei smiled with her arms folded. 

Her smile is from the heart. 

In the big pit, Lin Kai only felt sore all over his body. 

His body seemed to be blown to pieces. 

He couldn’t control his body. There was no complete place on his body. 

Only the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman in his hand is still complete. 

Lin Kai felt that his eyelids were as heavy as lead filled, and he couldn’t open his eyes. 

Are you dying? 

Is this the Grand Master? 



Really strong! 

It seems that Lin Kai is still underestimating Cheng Zilei. Since he can become a great 
master, he must have a super powerful means of protecting his life! 

For example, that Bai Ying Dan. 

Lin Kai felt that he couldn’t hold on anymore. 

It seems that even if you are the owner of the system, you can’t look down upon the 
world, there are many powerful people in the world. 

Gradually, Lin Kai was about to lose consciousness. 

At this moment, Lin Kai’s ear suddenly heard the voice of the system. 

“It is detected that the hosts signs of life are about to disappear. Is the only chance of 
rebirth used?” 

“After the rebirth opportunity is used, it cannot be used again.” 

“After the real death, the host will be teleported back to the original world.” 

Can be reborn? 

Lin Kai was confused when he heard the word rebirth. 

He subconsciously answered: “Yes…” 

Just such a weak word, a golden light fell from the sky! 

The golden light shone directly on Lin Kai’s body. 

A strong vitality was instilled into Lin Kai’s body! 

The damaged area of Lin Kai is being repaired quickly! 

His bones, his flesh and blood, are all being repaired! 

His vitality has also changed from almost nothing to a full state! 

His spiritual power is also back! 

In just a few seconds, Lin Kai went from a dying person to a living Lin Kai! 

The voice of the system rang in Lin Kai’s ear again. 



“Rebirth is successful!” 

“I’m born again?” Lin Kai looked at his body incredulously. 

It seems that he is really the chosen one! 

Even if you die, there is a chance to be born again! 

At this moment, Lin Kai jumped up and jumped out of the **** hole directly! 

Cheng Zilong, who was laughing wildly, stopped abruptly after seeing Lin Kai. 

The expression on his face was frozen at the time. 

A shocked expression appeared on his face! 

“No… impossible!” 

“No one can bear my ultimate magic ball!” 

“You… you didn’t even suffer any skin trauma?” 

Cheng Zilei’s voice trembled. 

At this time, Lin Kai was really unscathed except for his torn clothes! 

After Cheng Wanqian saw Lin Kai, a surprised expression appeared on his face. 

Then, he sighed with a complicated look. 

Because he knew that if Lin Kai didn’t die, his son would die! 

With the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman in Lin Kai’s hand, the corner of Lin Kai’s mouth 
also showed a playful smile. 

“No, in the true sense, I was killed by you, but I was born again.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Cheng Zilei’s face was filled with incredible. 

“Rebirth? Impossible! In this world, no one can be reborn! Not even the master!” Cheng 
Zilei said angrily. 

“You are lying to me! Tell me! What kind of magic do you use?” Cheng Zilei said angrily. 

“witchcraft?” 



Lin Kai smiled slightly and shook his head. 

“Go to the underworld and ask Hades!” 

At this moment, the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman in Lin Kai’s hand suddenly lit up! 
God-level replication ability is activated! 

One becomes two! Two to three! 

Soon after, a hundred Heavenly Tribulation Talisman appeared in Lin Kai’s hands! 

Afterwards, Lin Kai directly scattered all the 100 Heavenly Tribulation Talisman! 

Wow! 

Hundreds of Heavenly Tribulation Talisman turned into golden light and disappeared at 
the same time. 

At the same time, a large black cloud appeared on the top of the mountain! 

heavily clouded! The whole world seems to have turned into night! Can’t see the black! 

Thunder bursts! 

Lightning flashed across the dark clouds! 

Boom! 

Snapped! 

I saw a bolt of lightning struck Cheng Zilei directly! 

The role of the Tribulation Talisman is to summon a bolt of lightning! 

The power of lightning is undoubtedly great! Even the great master can’t stand it! 

Moreover, the speed of lightning is extremely fast! 

Cheng Zilei was struck by lightning! At that time, his body was scorched black! 

Shaking all over, even flashes of lightning! 

“what!” 

Cheng Zilei called out in pain! 



Happiness! 

Three more lightning strikes. 

Cheng Zilei was already very weak and was severely struck by lightning several times. 
At that time, his body was curled up on the ground. 

His demonized body has also returned to normal. 

The strong Cheng Zilei returned to Lin Kai’s sight. 

He was struggling and angry on the ground, and he looked at Cheng Wanqian not far 
away. 

“Dad! Save me!” 

Cheng Wanqian couldn’t bear it even after seeing his eldest son being beaten up like 
this! 

He looked at Lin Kai. 

And Lin Kai also looked at Cheng Wanqian. 

“Your son, Xie Xiu!” 

“The Baiying Pill he just took! It was made from a hundred babies!” 

Lin Kai’s voice came. 

When Cheng Wanqian heard the words, his heart was like a knife twist! 

He Cheng Wanqian has always been kind and righteous! 

Never kill innocent lives indiscriminately. 

But his son is actually an evil cultivator, an evil cultivator who doesn’t put human life in 
his eyes! 

Even though he hates Xie Xiu very much, it is his own son who is struggling in front of 
him! 
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Cheng Wanqian’s heart was very complicated, he didn’t know how to ask Lin Kai! 

At this time, the lightning continued to strike Cheng Zilei. 

Snapped! 

Cheng Zilei screamed every time lightning struck. 

His demonic nature has been hacked away! 

He was almost unable to hold on. 

After all, there are hundreds of Heaven Tribulation Talisman! 

At this moment, the sky was filled with dark clouds, and hundreds of lightning struck 
down at the same time! 

A bolt of lightning as thick as a wheel struck down! 

Snapped! 

Boom! 

A loud noise! 

Cheng Zilei has disappeared. 

A large black hole also appeared on the ground. 

Cheng Zilei’s body was not left, and was directly split into the world by lightning. 

All around, there was only a piece of clothing on Cheng Zilei’s body. 

Dead! 

At this time, the dark clouds in the sky gradually dispersed. 

The sky became clear again. 

Soon after, the sky was clear! 

Although there was a mess on the mountain, Lin Kai was in a very beautiful mood, and 
he finally killed the evil Xiu. 

In the big pit, Cheng Zilei’s Universe Bag was left behind. 



Lin Kai strode over and picked up Cheng Zilei’s universe bag. 

Lin Kai casually put the Qiankun bag into his pocket. 

Not far away, Cheng Wanqian looked at the big hole on the ground and fell into thought 
once again. 

Lin Kai didn’t bother him. Cheng Wanqian must be very sad at this time. 

Lin Kai walked directly past him and walked down the mountain. 

Coincidentally, Lin Kai met Cheng Zizhong who was running wildly up the mountain. 

Cheng Zizhong was very excited after seeing Lin Kai, he yelled, “Master!” 

Afterwards, Cheng Zizhong plunged directly into Lin Kai’s arms, happily like a child of 
200 jin. 

“Good apprentice.” A smile appeared on Lin Kai’s face. 

“Where’s elder brother? Have you stopped fighting with eldest brother?” Cheng Zizhong 
asked naively. 

Lin chuckled and said, “Hehe, don’t fight anymore, Master told your elder brother, next 
time you fight, your elder brother has already left.” 

Hearing this, Cheng Zizhong happily turned around in a circle. 

“Yeah! Great!” 

Lin Kai and Cheng Zilei are both very important to Cheng Zizhong. He didn’t want to see 
either of them die. 

But he didn’t know that Cheng Zilei was no longer the one before. 

Lin Kai took the opportunity to look at Cheng Zizhong’s cultivation. 

However, Lin Kai was very surprised. 

Because the current Cheng Zizhong has reached the peak level of a martial artist, he 
can break through when he speaks! 

Cheng Zizhong, who has cultivated his domineering mental method, is really 
extraordinary! 

Gifted! 



This speed of cultivation made Lin Kai a little envious. 

“Zizhong, sit down, Master will help you break through your cultivation base!” 

Lin Kai said. 

And Cheng Zizhong listened to Lin Kai very much, and Lin Kai asked him to sit down, 
even if he sat down cross-legged. 

And Lin Kai drew a Heavenly Tribulation Talisman casually. 

This is a low-level Heavenly Tribulation Talisman, it is not used to hack people, it is 
used to make breakthroughs for Cheng Zi. 

In a short while, the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman had been drawn. 

Lin Kai directly used the Heavenly Tribulation Talisman! 

Soon after, a dark cloud appeared on Cheng Zizhong’s head. 

Successful crossing the robbery is Wu Sheng! 

Unsuccessful, ranging from electric injury to death on the spot! 

However, Lin Kai believed that with Cheng Zizhong’s talent, he should be able to easily 
break through to Wu Sheng! 

Snapped! 

A bolt of lightning struck straight down! 

The lightning struck Cheng Zizhong, and Cheng Zizhong trembled. 

After that, Lin Kai felt that Cheng Zizhong’s dantian had been enlarged a lot, and his 
true energy had been purified a lot. 

His cultivation base suddenly increased! 

Another flash of lightning struck down. 

Snapped! 

Cheng Zizhong’s momentum is very different from before! 

His muscles and bones are also undergoing the baptism of heaven. 



The last lightning struck down again. 

Snapped! 

Cheng Zizhong’s dantian has broken through successfully and can contain and refine 
more true energy! 

Xiu base, Wu Sheng! 

Cheng Zi reopened his eyes, and he looked happy. 

“Master! I have become a Martial Saint!” 

Cheng Zi said happily. 

Lin Kai smiled and nodded: “Yes, Zizhong has become a martial sage!” 

In just two or three weeks, Cheng Zizhong had cultivated from an ordinary person to a 
martial arts sage level. Even Lin Kai’s cultivation speed was inferior! 

I am afraid that if you give him a few more months, he can break through to the master 
level cultivation base! 

Give him a few more years, and he can become a great master! Famous Jiangbei! 

It was at this time that Cheng Wanqian walked down the mountain in despair. 

“Father!” Cheng Zizhong walked quickly to meet him. 

After seeing Cheng Zizhong, Cheng Wanqian barely showed a smile on his face. 

“Zizhong.” 

Just as Cheng Wanqian wanted to say something, he suddenly realized that Cheng 
Zizhong’s aura seemed to be different from before. 

This momentum, is Wu Sheng? 

“Zizhong, have you become a martial sage?” Cheng Wanqian looked surprised. 

“Well! Zizhong has become a martial sage! It was the master who helped Zi to break 
through again!” Cheng Zi said proudly. 

At this moment, Cheng Wanqian looked at Lin Kai, his expression complicated. 

He always thought that Lin Kaituo was so heavy, it was purely uneasy. 



But now he realized that he was saving the belly of a gentleman with the heart of a 
villain! 

Lin Kaixiu is so advanced that he can kill even a great master, and he teaches his sons 
to re-learn martial arts because of his love for talent! 

Seeing Cheng Wanqian walked quickly to Lin Kai’s front, he knelt down with a plop. 

“Master Lin, I will apologize for you!” 

He directly called Lin Kai a heavenly master! Tianshi is a respectful name for the 
supreme and powerful. 

“It was I who believed the slander of my unfilial children and misunderstood you! I will 
apologize for you!” 

Cheng Wanqian directly bowed down. 

The attitude was extremely sincere, and Cheng Wanqian was tearful. 

“Today my eldest son almost killed you here, old man… old man is ashamed!” 

“It’s ridiculous that I, Cheng Wanqian, is famous for benevolence and righteousness, 
but…but I didn’t even see through my family. My reputation of Cheng Wanqian was 
ruined in their hands! 

Having said that, Cheng Wanqian was already crying excitedly. 

Lin Kai helped Cheng Wanqian up with one hand and said, “Uncle Cheng, I think you 
are a good person, so that’s why I haven’t done anything to the Cheng family.” 

“Now that the truth is clear, things couldn’t be better.” 

“But you don’t hate me?” 

Lin Kai squinted and smiled. 

In front of Cheng Zizhong, Lin Kai couldn’t explain it clearly, but Cheng Wanqian must 
know what Lin Kai was talking about. 

Cheng Wanqian sighed, and shook his head: “It’s all he is responsible for! This is what 
Lin Tianshi did for the people!” 

After hearing what he said, Lin Kai nodded: “Just don’t hate me.” 



At this time, Cheng Wanqian clenched his fists, and he looked at the Cheng family down 
the mountain. 

He furiously said: “I want to kill them! If it weren’t for them! How could I misunderstand 
Lin Tianshi? How could my reputation be ruined?” 
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After Cheng Wanqian said, he strode down the mountain. 

Lin Kai and Cheng Zizhong followed closely. 

Soon after, the three of them returned to Cheng’s house at the bottom of the mountain, 
and saw Cheng Wanqian kick open the door of Cheng’s house and walked in angrily. 

As soon as he entered Chengs house, Cheng Wanqian patrolled around. He was 
looking for Li Mei and his son and daughter! 

The Cheng family didn’t dare to look at Lin Kai with straight eyes. 

Where Lin Kai’s eyes passed, everyone lowered their heads. 

Everyone knows that Lin Kai is not easy to mess with! 

Grandmaster Cheng Zilei didn’t come back. Everyone in the Cheng family had guessed 
something. Grandmaster was probably dead! 

And this man has the ability to kill Grand Master! 

Therefore, no one dares to underestimate him. 

“Where is Li Mei? Where is Cheng Zilong?” Cheng Wanqian’s eyes were red, and he 
roared and asked. 

A disciple of the Cheng family nearby replied in a low voice: “Patriarch, just now the wife 
took the young master and the young lady away by car.” 

“gone?” 

Cheng Wanqian’s eyes widened. 

They actually ran away? 



“Yes, Patriarch.” The Cheng family disciple lowered his head, not daring to look directly 
into Cheng Wanqian’s eyes. 

“How did they run? Did you bring anything?” Cheng Wanqian asked angrily. 

The Cheng family disciple immediately replied: “Madam took away all her jewelry and 
jewels. Master took away 10 million in cash. They drove your Hummer RV. They went in 
a hurry. It’s been ten minutes.” 

It took ten minutes to catch up, even if he could catch up. 

Cheng Wanqian’s heart was aggrieved. 

Even if he wanted to vent his anger, he couldn’t find anyone to vent his anger! 

his family! Ran! 

“Ah!” 

Cheng Wanqian yelled at the sky, and he beat his chest in annoyance with a frustrated 
expression on his face. 

Cheng Wanqian at the moment, people are a bit silly. 

The eldest son is Moxiu, the second son and the fourth daughter were afraid that they 
would kill them, so they ran away, and their wife ran away because they did something 
wrong! 

In the entire Cheng family, only one Cheng Zizhong was left! 

For a while, Cheng Wanqian felt that people all over the world had betrayed him. 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets and looked at the scene in front of him. 

He was not very angry. Although he hated Li Mei and the others, Li Mei’s conspiracy 
was nothing more than a trick in Lin Kai’s eyes. 

They were not qualified to make Lin Kai hate. 

“Uncle Cheng, Zizhong is the only person you can trust now!” 

“ZiZhong is very talented, he is honest and honest, isn’t he like yours?” 

Lin Kai said with a smile. 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Cheng Wanqian looked at Cheng Zizhong. 



Now Cheng Zizhong is the only offspring of Cheng’s family, Cheng Zilong ran away, 
Cheng Zilei died, but fortunately, there is another Cheng Zizhong! 

Although Cheng Zizhong’s intelligence is problematic, his talent is very strong! 

At that time, Cheng Wanqian patted Cheng Zizhong on the shoulder. 

“Zizhong, you will be the Young Patriarch of the Cheng family from now on!” 

“From the Cheng family, I will leave it to you!” 

Cheng Zizhong heard the words with a happy expression on his face. 

“Really? Is Zizhong the Young Patriarch from now on?” 

Cheng Zi danced with excitement. 

Cheng Wanqian nodded his head heavily: “Really! Dad won’t lie to you!” 

“Call someone!” 

Cheng Wanqian said to the Cheng family disciple behind him. 

Then, I saw thousands of Cheng family disciples saying in unison: “Hello Young 
Patriarch!” 

Cheng Zizhong grinned silly at this time, and he came to Lin Kai’s front: “Master! 
Zizhong is the Young Patriarch! Master! Zizhong is the Young Patriarch!” 

Lin Kai smiled and nodded, and touched his head. 

“Lin Tianshi, Jiangbei City is far away from here, will you rest at Cheng’s house today?” 
Cheng Wanqian barely forced a smile on his face. 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “It’s okay.” 

Soon after, Cheng Wanqian arranged a luxurious room for Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai came to the guest room and took a shower. 

Then Lin Kai sat on the bed. 

He took the Universe Bag from the side, this black Universe Bag was Cheng Zilei’s 
Universe Bag. 



Cheng Zilei, as a master of the great master level, should be very rich in the bag of the 
universe. 

When he opened it, Lin Kai was dumbfounded. 

Spar! 

All are spars! 

There are two hundred thousand spars! 

This Cheng Zilei is really rich! 

In addition to Lin Kai’s own 100,000 spars, Lin Kai has 300,000 spars! 

Three hundred thousand spar, placed on the earth, is definitely a huge wealth! 

It seems that Cheng Zilei is really rich! 

Looking at other things, Lin Kai found a technique in Qiankun’s bag. 

The name of the exercise method is the Great Demon King Jue. It seems that this is the 
exercise method Cheng Zilei cultivates. 

This exercise is so evil, it is naturally impossible for Lin Kai to stay. At that time, Lin Kai 
directly lit this exercise with a lighter. 

Looking further, Lin Kai found another jade in the Qiankun bag. 

The material of jade is very peculiar. The jade is only the size of a baby’s fist and is 
earthy. 

If you don’t look closely, you really think it is a piece of soil. 

But Lin Kai’s eyes lit up, because this jade is not ordinary jade, this jade is earthy jade! 

One of the five elements of jade. 

Unexpectedly, there is a piece of earthy jade in Cheng Zilei’s universe bag! 

At the Fairy Talisman, Lin Kai got the Fire Spirit Jade. 

In the East Earth Continent, Lin Kai obtained water spirit jade. 

In Antique Street, Lin Kai got Jin Lingyu from a little girl. 



Now, Lin Kai got the earthy jade again. 

Now only one piece of wood spirit jade can make up the five-element jade. If you make 
up the five-element jade, Lin Kai can immediately draw that powerful five-element 
talisman! 

These five pieces of jade are unforgettable, and the difficulty of putting together the five 
pieces of jade is comparable to winning the 50 billion lottery prize. 

But Lin Kai was very lucky and had already got four jade stones. 

In addition to these things, Lin Kai also found a mask in his Qiankun bag. 

Lin Kai took out the mask. 

This mask is very peculiar because it is not a mask made of plastic, the whole mask is 
made of jade. 

The thin layer looks like it will break when you bounce it. 

The appearance of the jade mask looks like a woman’s face, with Danfeng eyes, small 
lips and delicate features. 

The mask was made of transparent jade, and Lin Kai couldn’t understand what was 
special about this side. 

It’s not like a magical artifact, it has no rank, it’s not a silver artifact, or a golden artifact. 

Lin Kaidai felt it on his face, but nothing changed. 

Lin Kai was puzzled, he took the mask back into his universe bag. 

In addition to these things, there is a letter in the bag of the universe. 

Lin Kai took the letter out and opened the envelope. 

“Kill the owner of Jiulong Mountain Ninth Mountain, Kwai.” 
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Kill the owner of the Ninth Mountain? 

The owner of the Ninth Mountain, but Lin Kai’s immediate boss! 



And his goal is actually his boss! 

At the bottom of this letter, there is another word, Zhang. 

Zhang? 

Zhang is the sender’s last name? 

Lin Kai was very puzzled. 

He took out his cell phone and dialed Kwai’s number. 

Soon after, the phone was connected, and Kui’s cold voice came from over there. 

“Hey?” 

“It’s me, Lin Kai.” Lin Kai said. 

“Why are you calling me again?” Kwai’s voice was a little unhappy. 

Lin Kai did latent work, but this was the second time Lin Kai called him. 

“Someone wants to kill you!” Lin Kai said. 

“There are too many people who want to kill me.” Kui said. 

After listening to Kui’s words, Lin Kai was also speechless for a while. 

“The person who wants to kill you is a great master!” Lin Kai added. 

“Grandmaster?” After hearing these three words, Kwai’s voice was a little surprised. 

Obviously, a master like Grand Master, even Aoi would not ignore it. 

“What’s his name?” Kui asked coldly. 

“Cheng Zilei.” Lin Kai answered truthfully. 

“Cheng Zilei?” 

Aoi apparently has never heard of this name. 

“What about others?” Aoi asked. 

Lin Kai replied: “I have killed him. I found this letter in his Qiankun bag. Someone asked 
him to kill you! Under the letter, there is a word, Zhang.” 



“Zhang?” 

After hearing this character, Kwai’s tone improved a lot. 

Obviously, he knew this character. 

On the other side of the phone, Kwai was sucking in the air. 

At that time, Lin Kai was very curious, but there are people in Kwai who are afraid? 
Does this Zhang make Kwai so nervous? 

“Don’t worry about this matter, you don’t know what to do.” Kwai’s voice came. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help his curiosity, he asked, “Who is this Zhang?” 

“You don’t need to ask me, you don’t need to know, remember, don’t mention this 
Zhang to anyone, he is something you can’t afford!” 

After that, Aoi hung up the phone. 

Lin Kai looked at his mobile phone with a dazed expression. 

Can’t afford to provoke this Zhang? 

However, Lin Kai smiled helplessly, put the phone aside, and slept on the bed. 

Anyway, I have reminded him. 

Soon after, Lin Kai fell asleep. 

The next day, as soon as it was getting dark, Lin Kai’s cell phone rang. 

I sat up from the bed in a daze, took out his mobile phone and found that it was Chen 
Leier’s call. 

Lin Kai answered the phone. 

“Hey?” 

“Lin Kai! You must never come back to Lin Kai! Something has happened!” 

Chen Leier’s hasty tone came from the phone. 

After listening to her, Lin Kai was a little confused, what could happen? 

“what happened?” 



Lin Kai asked. 

“It’s still Chen Feiyu!” 

“Isn’t something smashed from outside the sky two days ago?” 

“Chen Feiyu posted news everywhere, saying that you took the things that fell from the 
sky!” 

“You must never come back! Now the whole Jiangbei people are looking for you!” 

After listening to her, Lin Kai was very surprised. 

How did Chen Feiyu know that he took things away? 

“Look at the photos I sent you!” 

Upon hearing this, Lin Kai turned on the phone and glanced at the photo sent by Chen 
Leier. 

In the photo, Lin Kai is standing next to the red Maserati, carrying a red bag in his hand 
and looking at it with a bead. 

After seeing this photo, Lin Kai woke up. 

It turned out to be framing yourself! 

Upon hearing this, Lin Kai smiled slightly. 

“Haha, have you found the evidence?” Lin Kai asked. 

Chen Leier was taken aback, then replied: “I found it!” 

“Send it to me.” Lin Kai said lightly. 

“Lin Kai! Now is not the time for you to succeed! Many experts in Jiangbei are looking 
for you! You must not go back to Jiangbei!” Chen Leier said anxiously. 

Lin Kai still said indifferently: “Send me the evidence. You don’t need to worry about 
other things.” 

After that, Lin Kai hung up the phone. 

Not going back to Jiangbei? Why not go back? 

Can Jiangbei City have a second great master? Lin Kai didn’t believe it. 



At that time, Lin Kai got up to wash, and went to the restaurant to have breakfast. 

Soon after, Lin Kai’s cell phone rang. 

He took out his mobile phone and found that Chen Leier had sent evidence to Lin Kai’s 
mobile phone. 

Chen Leier sent some photos. 

In the photo, the bodyguards of the Chen family are either transporting drugs or killing 
people. There is even a scene of Chen Baichuan handing over with a foreign gang 
boss. 

This is the real cheating! Put my own Lao Tzu into a pit. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly, he put away the phone, now that he has the evidence, he doesn’t 
need to be afraid of doing things. 

Then Lin Kai took out his mobile phone and called Wu Shanyi. 

Soon after, the call was connected. 

“Hall Master, can I borrow some people from you?” 

On the other side of the phone came Wu Shan’s surprised voice: “Borrow someone? 
How many people?” 

“Everyone under you!” 

… 

Soon after, Lin Kai left the Cheng family and walked towards Jiangbei City. 

After half an hour, Lin Kai returned to Jiangbei City. 

Back in Jiangbei City, Lin Kai walked directly towards the company, swaggering, without 
evasive. 

After arriving at the company, everyone looked at Lin Kai with strange eyes. 

The look seemed to see a monster instead of a person. 

With a contemptuous smile on the corner of Lin Kai’s mouth, he went directly to the 
elevator and walked towards Chen Leier’s office. 

Soon after, Lin Kai directly pushed open the door of Chen Leier. 



After seeing Lin Kai, Chen Leier was stunned. 

“Lin Kai?” 

Chen Leier stood up, she frowned, and said angrily: “Didn’t you not let you come back?” 

“Chen Feiyu’s people are looking for you everywhere!” 

Lin Kai lay directly on the sofa, and raised Erlang’s legs, and said, “Look for it.” 

“Don’t do bad things, don’t be afraid of ghosts knocking on the door!” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier was stomped with anger. 

“Lin Kai! You are confused! This is Chen Feiyu’s conspiracy!” 

“Now Chen Feiyu must have received the news of your return to the company!” 

“At that time, the whole Jiangbei masters will look for you! They will look for you for a 
baby! If you can’t get the baby, do you know what your fate is? It’s death!” 

After listening to Chen Leier’s words, Lin Kai looked at Chen Leier quite playfully. 

“You care about me so much?” 

Lin Kai stood up suddenly and approached Chen Leier. 

But Chen Leier looked up at Lin Kai, stepping back. 

“You…what are you doing?” 

“What am I doing?” 

A smirk appeared at the corner of Lin Kai’s mouth: “You and I are not relatives, why do 
you care about me so much?” 

Lin Kai directly pushed Chen Leier to the corner of the wall, and Lin Kai’s nose was only 
a few centimeters away from Chen Leier’s forehead. 

Chen Leier was approached so strongly by Lin Kai, and her heart felt like a deer 
bumping into each other. 

“I…I just don’t want you to die here!” 

“After all, you are my personal bodyguard! If you die, I still have to lose money!” 



“If you want to die, you will die outside of Jiangbei! This has nothing to do with me!” 
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“Oh!” 

Lin Kai laughed and sat back on the sofa. 

Chen Leier breathed a sigh of relief, she patted her blushing face, and secretly said that 
she had no spine. 

Isn’t he just a handsome guy? 

Why do I get nervous when he gets closer? 

I’m Miss Chen Family! 

However, he is also the young master of the Lin family! 

Are we right? 

Damn, what am I thinking about? 

At this time, Lin Kai ate the fruit on the table and asked, “Chen Leier, when will you 
leave work?” 

Chen Leier rolled her eyes and said, “Wait! Whenever I leave, you will get off work!” 

“Oh.” 

Lin Kai agreed nonchalantly and continued to eat his own fruit. 

… 

This is the time of a day. 

At six o’clock in the evening, Chen Leier finally finished her work and became the 
president of the company. Chen Leier’s business became busy. 

“Go, off work!” 

Chen Leier greeted Lin Kaidao. 



Lin Kai nodded, put his hands in his pockets, shook his head and walked out of the 
office with Chen Leier. 

As soon as he walked out of the office, Lin Kai immediately noticed several people 
looking at him sneakily. 

Even if Chen Leier didn’t notice them, Lin Kai was a special soldier, and his 
investigative ability was extremely strong. He could tell these people were tricky at a 
glance. 

However, Lin Kai did not care. 

After all, it was just a little Chen Feiyu, and Lin Kai didn’t care about it. 

Soon after, Lin Kai and Chen Leier came to the underground parking lot. Lin Kai drove 
the Maserati and took Chen Leier away. 

After arriving in the community where the Chen family was located, Lin Kai paid 
attention to the surrounding environment. 

Lin Kai discovered that many of the bodyguards of the Chen family had been 
dispatched to the Chen family’s surroundings. There were hundreds of bodyguards! 

It seems that Chen Feiyu is about to close the net! 

Lin Kai joked, he didn’t care. 

Soon after, Lin Kai and Chen Leier returned to the villa where Chen Leier was. 

In the evening, after Lin Kai had dinner, he returned to his room. 

After taking off his clothes, Lin Kai walked into the bathroom and took a hot bath. 

After taking a hot shower, Lin Kai walked out of the bathroom. 

Lin Kai only wore a bath towel. 

But at this moment, with a bang, Lin Kai’s door was suddenly opened. 

I saw Chen Leier rushed in in a hurry! 

When Chen Leier rushed in, the air solidified. Chen Leier’s eyes widened at the time 
and looked at Lin Kai blankly. 

She was shocked by Lin Kai’s figure! 



Lin Kai’s usual clothes are very rigorous, and on the surface, Lin Kai is a little thin and 
does not seem to have muscles at all. 

But when Lin Kai took off his clothes, she showed her perfect muscles in front of Chen 
Leier, perfect lines, eight-pack abs! 

Are there any drops of water on the muscles? Lin Kai at this time is more charming than 
the male models on TV! 

This is what looks thin when dressed, and there is meat in undressing! 

Lin Kai shook his wet hair, looked at Chen Leier, and smirked, “What? Do you have a 
habit of peeking at others in bathing?” 

Chen Leier’s face turned red after a brush. 

“No…not…” 

She stuttered. 

“Then what are you doing? The community is here to send warmth? Warm the bed?” 

Lin Kai glanced at the messy bed beside him. 

“What nonsense are you talking about!” 

Chen Leier said angrily. 

Lin Kai was amused by Chen Leier’s cute look at this time, he laughed loudly: 
“Hahahahaha!” 

Chen Leier glared at Lin Kai. She sat down and looked at Lin Kai solemnly. 

“Okay! Stop making trouble! I’m telling you business!” 

Lin Kai stopped smiling, and he said, “Say it, I’m listening!” 

“Based on what I know about Chen Feiyu, when he does things, he either doesn’t do 
things, or he does things absolutely!” 

“He has already sent out the news, saying that the baby is in your hands, and he will 
definitely control your whereabouts!” 

“If nothing happens, you will be surrounded by Chen Feiyu’s people here tomorrow!” 



“Lin Kai, now I still have the ability to send you away. If you don’t leave again, tomorrow 
is really too late!” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly when he heard the words. 

“Hehe, did you come here for this?” 

“It’s just a little Chen Feiyu, I don’t care about it yet.” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier was a little anxious: “Lin Kai! I know you 
are very strong!” 

“But those who come tomorrow are not ordinary people! Those people are all ancient 
warriors! The strength is very strong!” 

Lin Kai shook his head: “You don’t understand, you still haven’t thought about things 
thoroughly.” 

“If I leave, what will Chen Feiyu do to you?” 

“Chen Feiyu will tell them that Chen Leier and Lin Kai are very close! She must know 
the whereabouts of Lin Kai! By then, your ending will be much worse than mine.” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier was stunned. 

It’s okay if Lin Kai didn’t say it. When Lin Kai said this, Chen Leier’s hair was exploded! 

Yes! 

Lin Kai and himself have appeared together, so Chen Feiyu’s men must have taken 
pictures! If Lin Kai leaves, he will die! 

At that time, I saw Chen Leier stomped fiercely and said, “This Chen Feiyu is really 
hateful!” 

After listening to Chen Leier’s words, Lin Kai also smiled slightly. 

When he came to Chen Leier, Lin Kai touched Chen Leier’s head and said, “Don’t be 
afraid, I am here.” 

After listening to Lin Kai’s words, Chen Leier’s face also blushed. 

Because this is the first time she has been so close to a man. 

Lin Kai’s perfect muscles gave Chen Leier a panoramic view. 



At that time, Chen Leier didn’t know what to think, so she stretched out her jade hand to 
touch Lin Kai’s muscles. 

“So strong!” 

Chen Leier couldn’t help but said something. 

Lin Kai was stunned. 

Chen Leier reacted after a while, and she was also stunned. 

At that time, I saw Chen Leier’s little face blushing like a monkey butt, and it was hot! 

What did you do? Chen Leier! Are you so hopeless? Isn’t it just a handsome man? Is it 
necessary to touch it? 

At that time, Chen Leier stood up directly, and she said helplessly: “Um, I…I’m leaving 
now, you…you go to bed early!” 

After all, Chen Leier generally ran out. 

But she ran too fast, she stepped on Lin Kai’s bath towel mopping the floor! 

“Yeah!” 

Chen Leier screamed and fell directly to the ground! 

Lin Kai’s eyes were quick and quick, and Lin Kai dashed forward! He hugged Chen 
Leier directly! 

And Chen Leier watched Lin Kai hug herself, and watched Lin Kai’s handsome face 
appear in front of her. 

 


